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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The planning problem of designing public transport networks is highly complex. The
problem comprises a strategic, a tactical, and an operational planning level, with the
overall objective to balance an attractive offering with reasonable costs. Regarding the
attractiveness of the network, passengers desire stations close to where they live or work,
frequent services, and ideally no transfers at all. In the event that transfers are necessary,
these should be possible with a convenient transfer time. On the cost side, operators need
to ensure the network can be operated robustly with the minimum possible number of
vehicles. Further, vehicles, drivers, and possibly more staff need to be employed in an
efficient way while respecting maintenance requirements, regulations, and the preferences
of their staff. Due to the large number of possibilities that typically arise, Operations Re-
search (OR) has been applied to these problems for several decades. The planning prob-
lem is traditionally solved by a sequential process to obtain tractable sub-problems (e.g.
Desaulniers and Hickman, 2007; Ibarra-Rojas et al., 2015). Figure 1.1 shows the steps of
the standard process and how they distribute over the planning levels.
Section 1.1 provides more detail on each planning step and discusses the need for

integrated approaches. In Section 1.2, we introduce the two application areas that we
analyze in this work and discuss our contribution. The outline of this thesis is presented
in Section 1.3.

1.1. The planning process for public transport systems and
the need for integration

While the focus of this thesis is on public transport bus systems, the overall planning
process follows the same structure for rail or air public transport systems. In these cases,
the decisions to be made and the business constraints to be included can be different in
the respective planning steps.

Physical
network design

Lines and
frequencies

Travel 
demand

Timetable
Vehicle

schedules
Crew 

schedules

Real-time 
control

Tactical planning Operational planningStrategic planning

Crew 
rosters

Figure 1.1.: Standard planning process for public transport systems
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The key input for the planning process is travel demand, i.e., the number of passengers
that are expected to use the network per pair of origin and destination points or zones.
Ample approaches are available to model appropriate demand volumes, and an overview
is provided by Ortúzar and Willumsen (2011).
Long-term decisions on the structure of the network are made at the strategic planning

level. The objective of this level is to balance an attractive service level with budgetary
restrictions. In the network design step, decisions are made on which stops or stations
to include in the network and which connections between them should exist. An initial
assignment of the demand to the network is performed within the network design step,
i.e., per pair of origin and destination points or zones it is modeled how passengers will
travel through the network. On the one hand, this ensures that the network design is
indeed in line with the demand structure. On the other hand, flows through the network
are an important input for the subsequent planning steps.
Often, a first setup for how these connections are structured as lines and with which

frequencies these lines should be serviced is already determined at the strategic planning
level. The line plan contributes to the service level by considering objectives such as max-
imizing the number of direct travel opportunities, minimizing the number of transfers
between different lines, and minimizing passenger in-vehicle or overall travel times. Fre-
quencies are determined to ensure there is sufficient supply on each line while minimizing
the number of required vehicles.
Tactical planning is typically performed on an annual or biannual basis. The aim is

continually to address the tradeoff between service quality and system costs, e.g., by
reflecting changes in demand or the available budget. The review of the line plan and
frequencies is potentially combined with adjustments in the network design, which blurs
the line between strategic and tactical planning models.
The timetabling step determines specific times for every arrival and departure of the

vehicles at the stations. This is typically done with the objective to enable attractive
transfer times and to ensure feasibility from an operational perspective. Surveys and
reviews of the strategic and tactical planning levels are presented in (Farahani et al.,
2013), (Guihaire and Hao, 2008), (Liebchen, 2006), (Parbo et al., 2016), (Schöbel, 2011),
and (Törnquist, 2006).
Problems at the operational planning level focus on operating the timetable in a cost-

minimizing way. The different sub-problems of operational planning are solved in practice
at intervals ranging from a few months to a few hours. In the vehicle scheduling step, a
vehicle is assigned to each timetabled service in a way that minimizes the number of total
vehicles as well as deadhead trips (trips without passengers on board for repositioning of
the vehicle) and allows for meeting the maintenance requirements of the vehicles.
A driver and potentially more staff are assigned to each timetabled service in the crew

scheduling step with the objective to minimize the number of necessary staff and shifts,
while at the same time respecting relevant regulations, particularly those relating to work
and driving times. While this is done on a non-personalized duty level, crew rostering
assigns specific drivers to the duties based on regulations, capabilities, fairness aspects,
and potentially preferences.
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Depending on the mode, there are other operational problems such as bus parking
and dispatching, maintenance scheduling, and train shunting. Surveys and reviews
of the steps involved in the operational planning level can be found in (Bunte and
Kliewer, 2009), (Ernst et al., 2004), (Lourenço et al., 2001), (Van den Bergh et al.,
2013), and (Wren and Rousseau, 1995).
Clearly, the overall decomposition of the planning problem into these planning steps

can produce results that are significantly inferior to the overall optimal solution (i.e., the
most attractive solution given the weightings on service level and costs of the planner)
even if every sub-problem has been solved to optimality. As an example, we look at
the steps line planning, timetabling and vehicle scheduling. In (Claessens et al., 1998),
timetabling decisions as well as cost approximations based on the vehicle schedules are
considered during the line planning step for the Dutch Railways. A potential cost reduc-
tion of 17% could be achieved while the number of direct travelers only decreased by 6%,
which appears to be an attractive tradeoff. Also, the simulation-based study by Goerigk
et al. (2013) shows that system costs can vary by more than 100% when changing the
objective of the line planning step from a minimal overall travel time of passengers to a
cost-minimizing approach. Hence, we observe that it is crucial to balance service level
and costs already in the line planning step because decisions made at this stage heavily
impact the output of the subsequent planning steps.
These types of interrelations exist between any subset of planning steps. The underly-

ing reason for these findings is that the objectives of the subsequent steps are either only
approximated, or not considered at all by the previous planning steps. Thus, the possible
solutions of the later planning steps are restricted based on a heuristic decomposition of
the overall problem, which can cut off attractive solutions.
To minimize and ideally avoid these inefficiencies, different planning steps can be

treated in an integrated way. One way to achieve this is to include (better) approxi-
mations for the objectives of the following planning steps. As an example, Pätzold et al.
(2017) introduce different options for better estimates of the vehicle scheduling costs
already in the line planning step. While this approach is still a heuristic, simultaneous
decision making for the respective planning steps is required for solutions of proven op-
timality. However, computational challenges arise due to the increased model sizes and
complexities.
For vehicle and crew scheduling, the full integration is most progressed, e.g., (Borndör-

fer et al., 2008), (Freling et al., 2003), (Haase et al., 2001), and (Steinzen et al., 2010).
These algorithms have even been implemented in standard software for many years
(Fleurent and Rousseau, 2007), (Borndörfer et al., 2014).
The integration of the three planning steps line planning, timetabling, and vehicle

scheduling is addressed in (Schöbel, 2017) and further cited papers. This line of research
aims to provide a better understanding of the quality-cost-tradeoff and to analyze al-
ternatives to the standard sequential process by permutating the order of the planning
steps.
Apart from these works, there have been no systematic contributions to progress inte-

grated planning, and only sporadic references can be found in the literature.
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1.2. Contribution

In this thesis, we address the integration of line planning with demand modeling and
timetabling in the context of public transport bus systems. We focus on two specific
fields of application. Both of them are of current relevance and possess a high need for
integration.
The first field of application addressed in this thesis is the line planning of inter-city

bus services. This was motivated by the recent liberalization of the German market
(e.g. Augustin et al., 2014). The key difference as compared to urban transportation
stems from the fact that passengers decide on specific timetabled services to get to their
destination. Typically, purchased tickets are only valid for a specific service since the
capacity of a bus is strictly limited. In contrast to that, it is usually sufficient to simply
choose a line in urban transportation due to the higher frequency of services. On top of
this, inter-city markets are often characterized by fierce competition. Overall, there is a
strong need for inter-city bus operators to choose every single timetabled service carefully
to meet customer expectations of fast and frequent services at attractive prices.
As a consequence, we hypothesize that the sequential approach of first determining

the network structure, lines, and frequencies before planning the timetable is not fully
adequate in this application. Indeed, it is not even possible to model travel demand
accurately as an input for the planning process without knowing the timetable. Hence,
we need to assign demand directly to the specific timetabled services. This approach is
referred to as schedule-based modeling. While the schedule-based nature of demand has
been considered at a predictive level in several studies (e.g., in Cascetta and Coppola,
2016), prescriptive approaches are rare. As discussed above, these necessarily need to be
highly integrated, comprising aspects from demand modeling up to timetabling.
In Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, we introduce integrated models for line-planning in

inter-city bus transportation. The scope of the models as well as all operational require-
ments and input data have been developed jointly with our collaboration partner from
the German inter-city bus industry. In a corridor of potential stations, the models decide
simultaneously on both the departure times of timetabled services and which stations
these services should serve. Demand is assigned to the specific timetabled services, i.e.,
schedule-based modeling is applied. Also, the demand for a trip between two stations
behaves dynamically with respect to departure time as well as duration. In the event
that multiple timetabled services are planned simultaneously, interdependencies (such as
trip frequency and cannibalization) and their impact on demand are also considered.
Altogether, the models comprise aspects of demand modeling, network design, line

planning, and timetabling. We also provide an initial discussion of an extension that
further integrates aspects of vehicle scheduling. More detail on the modeling contribution
as well as a systematic comparison to existing literature is provided in Chapters 2 and 3.
To ensure that the models are applicable to real-world instances, algorithmic contribu-

tions are necessary. The sensitivity of demand towards departure time and duration as
well as the interdependencies between different services are modeled by considering dis-
crete demand scenarios, which yields a high number of variables and thus computational
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challenges. Yet, real-world instances of realistic size can be solved to proven optimality
based on a tailored branch-and-cut algorithm in the case of a single timetabled service.
When considering multiple timetabled services, the sizes of real-world instances become
too large to tackle with exact approaches. Therefore, we introduce metaheuristics based
on the large multiple neighborhood search (LMNS) framework. The LMNS algorithm
provides solutions of very high quality in attractive computation times.

The second field of application addressed in this thesis is from urban transportation
and possesses a high current relevance: Mobility on Demand (MoD). New offers in shared
and on-demand mobility such as car-, bike-, scooter-, and pooled ride-sharing are cur-
rently transforming urban mobility at a rapid pace. In particular, the case of pooled
ride-sharing has drawn significant public attention with the discussions about the role of
companies such as Uber and Lyft. In general, these services represent a huge opportu-
nity for public transport, with the potential to act as a complementary transport mode
that helps in solving or reducing the last-mile problem. Specifically, MoD operations can
contribute to bridging the gap between where people live or work and where they can
access public transport. Also, within areas of lower demand or during off-peak times,
cost-efficiency can be increased by this more flexible mode. Due to this opportunity, the
International Association of Public Transport (UITP) has created a new offering named
“Digital Platforms” for players such as Door2Door, Citymapper, and Uber to provide
a formal framework for collaboration (UITP, 2017). However, MoD also represents a
significant challenge to public transport operators, because overall public transport rid-
ership could be reduced as a result of an additional competitive mode. The taxi industry
is a prime example of the possible impact of MoD offers to disrupt entire industries (e.g.
Economist, 2015) and reshape urban mobility. Moreover, the potential of MoD could
grow even stronger once it is merged with autonomous vehicles, which will lower opera-
tional costs and enable more efficient central planning of transportation systems.
Hence, we believe there is a need for the public authorities and public transport in-

dustry to act now and to design integrated networks where each mode can focus on its
core strengths. We hypothesize that the most likely integration will happen in the form
of intermodal trips, where passengers still use public transport for the core part of their
journey and use MoD for the first or last mile (or both).
This setup comprises two different dimensions of integration: On the one hand, there is

an integration of planning for modes that are typically planned and operated separately.
On the other hand, strategic planning of networks requires at least a good approximation
of operational costs. While this is can be done based on an estimate of demand and km-
costs of bus operations for fixed-route transport, there are more challenges for the case
of MoD. Indeed, the costs of an MoD system depend heavily on the efficiency of the
MoD operations, in particular on the achieved vehicle utilization. Typically, utilization
for MoD systems is an outcome of operational planning, hence strategic and operational
planning are highly linked. As a consequence, the simultaneous planning of MoD and
fixed-route systems also requires a high level of integration with respect to the planning
process discussed above.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we present a model that makes simultaneous decisions on
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which connections to include in the fixed-route bus network, on where to provide MoD
services, as well as on the interaction of the two modes. We thoroughly discuss the
key challenges and techniques on how to include more information from the operational
modeling of MoD in a strategic model. Hence, both dimensions of integration introduced
above are addressed by the model.
To estimate operational costs of the MoD system, we model passenger routes explicitly,

which motivates a path-based model formulation. To solve real-world instances, a branch-
and-price algorithm as well as an enhanced enumeration approach are introduced. The
model is tested on instances that are based on real-world data from a medium-sized
German city. The algorithms are capable of finding optimal solutions and we discuss
how these can be employed for generating insights of practical relevance.

In summary, the contributions of all chapters lie in innovative strategic and tactical
model formulations. The models integrate steps of the planning process discussed in
Section 1.1 in contrast with the traditional approach of solving these steps sequentially.
For all problems, tailored solution algorithms are presented allowing us to solve real-world
instances in attractive computation times. The range of algorithms encompasses exact
approaches (branch-and-cut, branch-and-price) as well as metaheuristics (large multiple
neighborhood search). Furthermore, insights of practical relevance are generated from
the model application to real-world data.

1.3. Outline

This thesis by publication comprises three articles that have either been published in or
are currently in the review process of scientific journals. The remainder of the thesis is
organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents an integrated model for line-planning in inter-city bus transporta-

tion that allows for the optimization of a single timetabled service. Section 2.1 introduces
the problem setup in detail. After that, Section 2.2 reviews the relevant literature on
integrated planning, schedule-based modeling, and dynamic demand. This section also
comprises a detailed discussion of the contribution and compares the characteristics of the
model to the existing literature. The model formulation and the tailored branch-and-cut
solution algorithm are provided in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. The computational
study in Section 2.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the branch-and-cut algorithm and
presents the difference in results compared to standard modeling approaches. Section 2.6
looks at the problem from the perspective of the practitioner and discusses aspects such
as obtaining the input data or embedding the model in the planning process.
Chapter 3 looks at the same setup and extends the problem to the concurrent schedul-

ing of multiple timetabled services. The resulting additional challenges are discussed in
Section 3.1. The literature in Section 3.2 focuses primarily on recent publications on
integrated line planning as well as on methodic background regarding large neighbor-
hood search (LNS) algorithms. Sections 3.3 and 3.A present the model followed by a
presentation of the LMNS solution algorithm in Section 3.4. The computational study
in Section 3.5 shows that high quality solutions can be obtained in attractive computa-
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tion times based on the LMNS algorithms and discusses the impact of considering the
interrelations between different timetabled services.
Chapter 4 addresses the second application of integrated strategic planning for MoD

and fixed-route bus networks. The setup and the modeling challenges are discussed in
detail in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 reviews the MoD related literature and presents this
chapter’s contribution by comparing the modeling scope against the existing literature.
The modeling of MoD costs is explained in detail and the model formulated in Section 4.3.
After that, a branch-and-price algorithm as well as an enhanced enumeration approach
are introduced in Section 4.4. The computational study in Section 4.5 tests the model
on instances that are based on real-world data and discusses how insights of practical
relevance can be generated based on the model outputs.
Finally, the results are summarized and the thesis is concluded in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2.

Schedule-Based Integrated Inter-City Bus
Line Planning via Branch-and-Cut
Konrad Steiner, Stefan Irnich

Abstract

This work addresses integrated line planning for inter-city bus lines which differs in several
respects from line planning in public transit. Passengers in inter-city transportation
decide on specific timetabled services to get to their destination. This is a contrast
to an urban setting with higher frequencies, where it is generally sufficient to choose
a line. Furthermore, inter-city bus transportation in deregulated markets is usually
characterized by fierce competition within and across modes. Customers are highly
sensitive to price, time of day, duration, convenient access to stations, and service quality.
Hence, bus line operators need to decide thoroughly on every single timetabled service
they offer in order to manage the cost and revenue consequences of network design
and timetable. We provide a schedule-based modeling approach integrating aspects of
dynamic demand, network planning, and timetabling. For a given line corridor, locations
of potential stations and ideal service times are determined simultaneously. We analyze
the performance of our branch-and-cut solution approach using data from a German
inter-city bus carrier operating in a newly deregulated and quickly developing market.
Moreover, we show that the integrated and schedule-based line planning often produces
insightful new results that differ significantly from conventional approaches.

8
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2.1. Introduction

Passengers in inter-city bus transportation are highly sensitive to price, time of day,
duration, convenient access to stations, and service quality. They decide on specific
timetabled services to get to their destination. This distinguishes line planning for inter-
city bus transportation from line planning in the urban case. The recent research on
public transport often focuses on integrating the planning process because treating several
of the planning phases in a single model offers substantial opportunities for cost savings
and service improvements. While the majority of research focuses on transportation
within cities, inter-city transportation has its own characteristics that require and allow
for even more integration.
On the one hand, there is usually strong competition between private operators and

different modes, hence the integration of dynamic demand models is required. Further-
more, passengers decide on timetabled services rather than just lines. This already con-
nects demand considerations with tactical planning steps, which are usually separated,
and necessitates schedule-based approaches. The longer duration of vehicle tours also
links peak and non-peaked traffic hours from an operational perspective, which prohibits
disassembling the planning into different time intervals. Finally, severe scheduling ineffi-
ciencies are more likely to occur due to lower frequencies of traffic. Thus, neglecting the
operational consequences of the network design and timetable can result in significantly
higher additional costs.
On the other hand, there is a higher quality of operational data that allows a better un-

derstanding of demand patterns. Booking data usually even reveals the precise number
of passengers on each segment of a service. In general, there are fewer potential sta-
tions than in short-distance public transit. Therefore, no continuous analysis of station
locations is required. Further, there are fewer transfers in inter-city transportation, in
particular in the case of buses, which facilitates traffic assignment. Altogether, it seems
reasonable to assume that the additional need for integration can be satisfied through
better input data and certain complexity reductions in the inter-city case.
Significant work has already been done in the integration of planning steps including

the consideration of dynamic demand approaches. We will present a brief overview of the
literature in Section 2.2. Recently, the focus has also shifted towards a schedule-based
modeling of demand, i.e., representing supply by specific timetabled services instead of
just lines and frequencies. The characteristics of inter-city transportation mentioned
above suggest the need for integration to go one step further: We need to consider the
schedule-based nature of demand while taking simultaneous decisions about network
design and timetable, thereby augmenting schedule-based approaches from a predictive
to a prescriptive level.
This chapter aims at providing a first contribution in this context. We provide a new

schedule-based model for line planning that integrates aspects of dynamic demand, net-
work planning, and timetabling. Figure 2.1 displays the difference in approach compared
to the classical modeling: While demand is often assigned to the network in a static
manner right before or after the line planning step, we will only assign it based on spe-
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Figure 2.1.: Planning process in public transportation showing classical and our ap-
proach to demand modeling

cific timetabled services. Furthermore, we consider the dynamic nature of demand with
respect to the prior planning steps, i.e., the demand for a timetabled service changes
depending on the decisions of stop locations, line structure, and timetable.
The model allows us to determine optimal stations and the operating time for a spe-

cific timetabled service simultaneously while including a many-to-many demand structure
which behaves dynamically with respect to operating time and trip duration. Demand
dynamics are taken into account in two ways: First, overall demand is distributed un-
evenly across the day to reflect desired departure/arrival times. Second, passengers are
sensitive to travel time, i.e., demand for a service decreases with increasing travel time
(all other parameters equal), which creates a tradeoff between travel time and network
footprint. For a given corridor, the model determines locations of potential stations and
resulting travel times between pairs of stations simultaneously.
Note that the methods to generate high-quality demand forecasts are not in scope of

this chapter and will only be discussed briefly from a practical perspective in Section 2.6.
Our work is based on an example from a German inter-city bus carrier operating in a
newly deregulated and quickly developing market. We continuously calibrate our model
with the requirements and constraints of actual operations.
The new schedule-based model can, for small-sized instances, be solved with any mixed

integer linear programming (MIP) solver. Furthermore, we develop a tailored branch-
and-cut algorithm that allows the solution of instances of practically relevant size. We
analyze the performance of our branch-and-cut approach using real-world data from the
German market. Moreover, we show that integrated and schedule-based line planning of-
ten produces insightful new results that differ significantly from conventional approaches.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: After reviewing the existing
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literature in Section 2.2 we present our new model in Section 2.3. The solution approach,
which is based on a branch-and-cut algorithm, is presented in Section 2.4. Subsequently,
we discuss selected model outputs and their applications to practical network design
planning in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. We conclude by summarizing our findings and dis-
cussing possible next steps for research in schedule-based public transport integration in
Section 2.7.

2.2. Literature review

While it is certainly a long term ambition to treat aspects of the whole planning process
in a single model, computational power and the complexity of every single step do not
allow us to do this just yet, see (Desaulniers and Hickman, 2007) for a thorough overview
of the isolated problems. Therefore, most attempts focus on integrating two or three of
the planning steps.
On the operational level the biggest lever to manage costs is to integrate vehicle and

crew schedules. Numerous works have addressed this topic, see e.g. the survey by Freling
et al. (2003), and a wide range of software solutions incorporating these algorithms is
applied in industry. The interface between the tactical and operational stages is reviewed
and analyzed by Schmid and Ehmke (2015) comprising timetabling and vehicle scheduling
as well as by Michaelis and Schöbel (2009), who additionally include the line planning
stage.
Subsequently, we will mainly factor out the operational aspects and focus on the strate-

gic and tactical stages including their interplay with demand characteristics. An exten-
sive survey on network design and scheduling as well as their integration can be found in
(Guihaire and Hao, 2008). Another survey (Schöbel, 2011) focuses on line planning and
related integration, while Goerigk et al. (2013) provide a brief review of overall integra-
tion in an inter-city context and a simulation-based approach to investigate the effects
of line plans on the successive planning phases.
In public transit, there is the additional challenge of integrating traffic assignment.

On the one hand, passenger routes depend on the timetable, yet on the other hand,
optimization of the timetable requires knowing the passenger routes (see e.g. Schmidt
and Schöbel, 2014). As stated above, due to having fewer transfers, this step is usu-
ally less complex in an inter-city context compared to public transit. However, as noted
before, the characteristics of inter-city transportation require demand to be assigned to
specific timetabled services and not just to a line. The term schedule-based modeling
has been established in research to describe this property. An example of schedule-based
demand models can be found in (Nuzzolo et al., 2007), where air, rail, and private car are
considered as competing modes and passenger choices are modeled with a nested logit
approach. Cascetta et al. (1996) present a detailed analysis within rail transportation
based on a tree-logit choice model, while Nuzzolo et al. (2012) applies a schedule-based
approach to an urban transit network. Aspects of schedule-based modeling have also
been included in (Kaspi and Raviv, 2013), where line planning and timetabling are com-
bined using a cross-entropy metaheuristic. In their paper, passengers are assigned to
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specific timetabled services rather than just to a line, however, they reach the stations
independent of the actual timetable. This is only realistic for high frequency services
like in the example from Israel the authors are analyzing. An extensive paper selection
on this topic is (Wilson and Nuzzolo, 2004). While this chapter does not concentrate
on the demand modeling techniques to obtain a realistic demand distribution, we aim at
providing a model that is able to cope with detailed demand inputs.
Up to now, the presented references assume a given demand and optimize service

quality or costs on that base. However, demand for a specific operator is clearly a function
of its offered service and competitors’ services. For example, additional passengers may
result from a higher overall network attractiveness, while stronger competition decreases
the operator’s demand. Such a dynamic, elastic or endogenous demand has been studied
in a wide range of applications. We focus on the two following endogenous properties of
demand:
First, demand is distributed unevenly over the day, thus reflecting peak and off-peak

times. Cascetta and Coppola (2016) conclude that schedule-based approaches yield sig-
nificantly more accurate results than frequency-based ones when demand is not dis-
tributed uniformly, thus confirming our motivation. Verbas et al. (2014) focuses on
differentiating demand elasticities in public transit based on time of day and location.
Second, demand is sensitive to the journey time. For an urban setting, Klier and

Haase (2014) present a binary logit model that causes demand to adjust based on the
overall journey time. In inter-city transportation, in particular in the case of buses, the
main non-operational aspect that impacts travel time between two stations is clearly the
number of intermediate stops and the increased travel distance that results from them.
The effect of additional stations on journey time and thus demand has been studied
in several papers dating back to the works of Vuchic and Newell (1968) and Vuchic
(1969), who used analytical methods to optimize the non-linear objectives. More recent
approaches can be found in (Repolho et al., 2013) dealing with a high-speed railway
line in Portugal, where passengers always choose the option with the shortest duration,
(Schöbel et al., 2009) looking at a network extension to cover additional demand while
minimizing passenger discomfort due to additional travel time, and (Laporte et al., 2005)
maximizing demand heuristically by considering mode choice between the transit line and
a private car based on a logit model. An analytic approach including multiple decision
variables for line, frequency, and price with their effect on demand is presented in (Li
et al., 2012).
Finally, there are a few interesting papers outside of Operations Research that provide

insights in the dynamics of bus and inter-city transportation. Empirical findings on
passenger sensitivities and loyalty are presented in (Hensher et al., 2014; Paulley et al.,
2006; Wen et al., 2005), and (Bel, 1997). Effects of market deregulation for inter-city
buses are discussed in (Owen and Phillips, 1987) and (Cross and Kilvington, 1985) for
the UK after 1980, in (Button, 1987) for the US after 1982, and in the recent study
(Augustin et al., 2014), which compares early effects of the German deregulation with
the established US market. Elaborations on demand modeling and mode choice can be
found in (Zhang et al., 2012; Moeckel et al., 2015; Arbués et al., 2015), and (Miller, 2004).
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Our main objective is to close the gap between schedule-based demand modeling and
the integrated optimization of the following planning steps, and thus to augment schedule-
based approaches from a predictive to a prescriptive level. This requires dealing with
dynamic demand, network planning, and timetabling within a single model. As the bus
type for a timetabled service is usually inflexible and there is no standing room due to
legislation, it is also necessary to consider the capacity of the vehicles in this planning
step. In order to emphasize the innovation in terms of integration, we compare the
different scopes of our work with a selection of the reviewed papers in Table 2.1.

Model Integration Schedule-based

Paper objective linear setting demand dyn. station timetabl. timetabled capacity
struct. demand location decision services restr.

(Kaspi and Raviv, 2013) min cost & time no inter-city n:n − + + + −
(Klier and Haase, 2014) max demand yes urban n:n + + − − −
(Laporte et al., 2005) max demand no urban n:n + + − − −
(Li et al., 2012) max profit no urban n:1 + + − − +

(Nuzzolo et al., 2007) no optimization - inter-city 1:1 + − − + −
(Repolho et al., 2013) max time savings yes inter-city n:n + + − − −
(Schöbel et al., 2009) min add. time no urban n:n − + − − −

This work max profit yes inter-city n:n + + + + +

Table 2.1.: Scope and contribution of our work

2.3. Integrated and schedule-based optimization model

We start with some general comments on the scope of the model: Demand is given on a
very detailed level, i.e., per pair of stations, departure time, and duration of a trip. This
allows us to link the model with sophisticated demand modeling approaches considering
competition and different user clusters.
Moreover, we determine only a single timetabled service in our model as it is quite

common for operators to offer different line variations in a travel corridor, i.e., varying
which stations to include based on the time of the day. Hence, the decision on included
stations should not be made for all timetabled services simultaneously. We will further
comment on this issue in Section 2.6.
Detailed sensitivities with respect to travel prices have been excluded consciously.

While it is possible to reflect the yield characteristics per trip in the average prices, the
specific decisions on the pricing strategy will be taken at a later stage in practice.

2.3.1. Model formulation

In the following, the corridor of potential stations is s1, . . . , sn with stations si indexed by
i, i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n}. We assume that the timetabled service always starts at station s1
and ends at station sn. In order to cope with dynamic demand given in the form of some
discrete demand scenarios, we must discretize start time and trip durations. Hence, the
possible start times at stations are modeled using discrete time intervals Tk = [ak−1, ak),
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where the index k runs in the discrete index set K. Similarly, we assume that Dl =
[bl−1, bl) are the duration intervals for a trip, where the index l runs in the discrete index
set L. In our application, e.g., we use start time intervals of two hours each and we divide
the trip durations into blocks of 30 minutes each. For convenience, all basic terms are
defined in Table 2.2.
In order to improve legibility, we will use indices i ∈ I and j ∈ I for stations always

with i < j, k ∈ K for departure time intervals, and l ∈ L for duration intervals. Further,
we omit the index sets when summing over the i, j, k, and l and we assume that the three
index sets I, K, and L are pairwise disjoint.

Term Description

Corridor is a sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn) of stations, from which a subsequence must be
selected as stops of the line/bus.

Line is a subsequence of stations selected from the corridor; we assume s1 and sn
to be the endpoints of the line.

Timetabled Service is a run of a bus on a specified line with a specified schedule; the schedule is
implicitly given when the departure time at station s1 is determined.

Trip is a pair of two (selected) stations si and sj (with i < j) that are connected
either directly or via intermediate stops by the timetabled service; a trip is
what customer demand refers to.

Direct Connection is a pair of two consecutive stations si and sj without intermediate stop; this
is where passengers and bus travel along; direct connections are modeled as
basis for operational costs.

Table 2.2.: Definitions of basic terms

The following input data must be given:

dijkl demand for a trip between si and sj , which starts in Tk = [ak−1, ak)
with duration in Dl = [bl−1, bl);

tij travel time for a direct connection from si to sj including the stop time
at sj ;

wi stop time at station si for handling of luggage, boarding, schedule buffer
etc.;

rij travel price (revenues from the operator’s perspective) of the trip from
si to sj ;

vij variable cost to operate a direct connection from si to sj ;

φkl fixed cost to operate a service from s1 to sn starting at the beginning
of Tk with duration in Dl, this captures the share and period of the
day when the bus is dedicated to the service in scope;

C vehicle capacity (number of seats of a bus).

All these inputs are non-negative numbers. Although the actual amounts of passengers
per trip are integer, we do not impose integrality for the dijkl, since we are dealing with
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the strategic/tactical planning stage. Moreover, let Mik∗k and Mijl be sufficiently large
numbers (big-M constants), and let m ∈ R be a small time amount (e.g. one minute)
that we use to transform < into ≤ conditions.
The following four types of variables are the main decision variables in our formulation:

xi ∈ {0; 1} binary variable to indicate whether station si is included;

yk ∈ {0; 1} binary variable indicating that the timetabled service starts at s1 at
the beginning of the interval Tk, i.e., at ak−1;

pij ∈ R≥0 continuous variable for the number of passengers for a trip from si to
sj ;

`i ∈ R≥0 continuous variable for the duration to reach si while considering all
chosen intermediate stations.

The following example is intended to clarify the terms, coefficients, and decision vari-
ables we have introduced so far.

Example Consider a corridor (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) with five stations. Assume that all stations
except for station s2 are selected, i.e., x1 = 1 − x2 = x3 = x4 = x5 = 1. The result-
ing line is (s1, s3, s4, s5), and direct connections exist between the stations s1 and s3, s3 and
s4, and s4 and s5, respectively. Trips are offered between the station si and sj for (i, j) ∈
{(1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5)}. Note that our approach also works for corridors defined
as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) G = (V,A) with vertex set V = {s1, . . . , sn} and arc set A
including arc (s1, sn). Any s1-sn-path in G induces a line with possible trips. If the selected
line includes two stations si and sj , then the DAG assumption implies that we a priori know
that either the trip si to sj or the trip sj to si is possible, but not both. Compared with the
chosen corridor (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) represented by the line graph, general DAGs are not studies in
the following.

To discuss temporal aspects, we assume travel times tij = 3(j − i) + 1 for all i < j and
stop times wi = 1 for all i (note the tij have been defined to include the stop time at sj). For
simplicity, we discretize start times by Tk = [k − 1, k) and durations by Dl = [l − 1, l). Since
station s2 is not selected in the above solution, the trip from s1 to s4 follows the route (s1, s3, s4)
with a resulting travel time of t13 + t34 = 11. The resulting duration of the trip between s1 and
s4 is t13 + t34 − w4 = 10 because t34 already includes the stop time at station s4, which is not
relevant when a passenger leaves the bus at this station. Assuming that the timetabled service
starts at s1 and as early as possible, i.e., here at time a0 = 0 ∈ T1 = [a0, a1) = [0, 1) (k = 1 is
selected via y1 = 1 and yk = 0 for k > 1), the arrival and departure times at the station s3 are
t13−w3 = 6 and t13 = 7 and at station s4 are t13 + t34−w4 = 10 and t13 + t34 = 11, respectively.
Under these assumptions, the resulting demand for a trip between s1 and s4 is d1,4,1,11.

If we had additionally selected station s2, i.e., x2 = 1, the travel time between s1 and s4 would
be t12 + t23 + t34 = 12 and the duration of this trip from s1 to s4 would then be t12 + t23 +
t34 −w4 = 11. Due to the longer duration of 11 ∈ D12 (compared to 10 ∈ D11 without a stop at
station s2), we would expect that demand d1,4,1,12 for a trip between s1 and s4 is smaller, i.e.,
d1,4,1,12 < d1,4,1,11, so that less passengers p14 could be assigned to the trip. However, in this
solution additional demand could be covered on the connections not possible before, which are
the trips starting or ending at station s2.

After selecting stations, start time, and computing durations, the number of customers to
assign to the trips must be determined. For the line (s1, s3, s4, s5), the choice is constrained
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by p13 + p14 + p15 ≤ C, p14 + p15 + p34 + p35 ≤ C, and p15 + p35 + p45 ≤ C, which induces a
multi-commodity network flow optimization problem. �

In addition, we need six sets of auxiliary indicator variables to make the logical links
between the stations and time intervals. They will always take the value 1 for the indices
i, j ∈ I, k ∈ K, and l ∈ L if a trip is offered with the respective choice of stations,
departure time, and duration. All these variables are binary variables denoted by z and
the corresponding set of index sets. Recall that I, K, and L are assumed disjoint so that
the following definitions are unambiguous:

zijkl the timetabled service includes a trip from si to sj , which starts in Tk
at station si with duration in Dl;

zij there is a direct connection (no intermediate stops) from si to sj ;

zkl the timetabled service starts in s1 at ak−1 with duration in Dl to reach
the destination sn;

zik the timetabled service includes a trip which starts at si in Tk;

zik∗k the timetabled service starts at s1 in Tk∗ and reaches si in Tk;

zijl the duration for the trip from si to sj is in Dl.

Note that the independent decision variables are the xi, yk, and pij . In case the capacity
constraint is binding at some leg, the computation of optimal values for the pij becomes a
multi-commodity network-flow problem to decide how many passengers to transport per
leg. All values of the other dependent variables result from the independent variables.

Mixed integer linear formulation The objective (2.1) is to maximize profit, thus,
to maximize revenues minus fixed and variable costs, where fixed costs depend on the
departure time and the overall duration of the timetabled service and variable costs
depend on the chosen line:

max
∑
i<j

rijpij −
∑
k,l

φklzkl −
∑
i<j

vijzij (2.1)

subject to ∑
k,l

zijkl ≤ xi ∀i < j (2.2a)

∑
k,l

zijkl ≤ xj ∀i < j (2.2b)

∑
l

zijkl ≤ zik ∀i < j, ∀k (2.2c)∑
k

zijkl = zijl ∀i < j, ∀l (2.2d)

Passengers may only enter or exit a bus at those stations si and sj , which have been
included (2.2a)–(2.2b), in the departure interval Tk at si that actually contains the de-
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parture time of the timetabled service (2.2c), and the duration needs to be in the correct
duration interval Dl (2.2d).

pij ≤
∑
k,l

dijklzijkl ∀i < j (2.3a)

∑
i′≤i,j′>i

pi′j′ ≤ C ∀i < n (2.3b)

The number of passengers per trip is constrained by the demand (2.3a) and must not
exceed the capacity C of the bus on each connection (2.3b).

∑
j>1

z1j =
∑
i<n

zin = 1 (2.4a)

∑
j<i

zji =
∑
j>i

zij ∀1 < i < n (2.4b)

∑
j>i

zij = xi ∀1 < i < n (2.4c)

These flow conditions (2.4a)–(2.4c) ensure that the zij only take the value 1 if both
stations are included and there are no intermediate stations between them.

zkl + 1 ≥ yk + z1nl ∀k, ∀l (2.5)

The incorporation of fixed costs φkl results from zkl = 1, which is ensured by (2.5) if
the timetabled service from s1 to sn starts at ak−1 with duration Dl.

x1 = xn = 1 (2.6)∑
k

yk = 1 (2.7)

`i =
∑

i1<j1≤i
ti1j1zi1j1 ∀i (2.8)

These constraints ensure consistency with the definition of the variables: The first and
last station must be included in the line (2.6), only one departure time is chosen (2.7),
and the duration to reach station si results from the selected connections to reach si (2.8).

∑
k∗

zik∗k = zik ∀i < n,∀k (2.9a)∑
k∗≤k

zik∗k = xi ∀i < n (2.9b)

∑
k

zik∗k ≤ yk∗ ∀i < n,∀k∗ (2.9c)

ak∗−1 + `i ≤ ak + (1− zik∗k)Mik∗k −m ∀i < n,∀k∗ ≤ k (2.9d)
ak∗−1 + `i ≥ ak−1zik∗k ∀i < n,∀k∗ ≤ k (2.9e)
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Variable zik can only take the value 1 if the timetabled service starts at a suitable time at
s1 (2.9a). The link of the zik∗k to the decision variables is modeled via (2.9b) and (2.9c).
Consistency with the travel and departure times results from (2.9d) and (2.9e), which
ensure zik∗k can only take the value 1 if the starting time at si (that can be written as
ak∗−1 + `i) is smaller than or equal to ak and greater than or equal to ak−1.∑

l

zijl ≥ xi + xj − 1 ∀i < j (C1 )∑
l

zijl ≤ xi ∀i < j (2.10a)∑
l

zijl ≤ xj ∀i < j (2.10b)

`j − `i − wj ≤ bl + (1− zijl)Mijl −m ∀i < j, ∀l (2.10c)
`j − `i ≥ (bl−1 + wj)zijl ∀i < j, ∀l (C2 )

One duration interval is selected if and only if both stations are included C1 , (2.10a), and
(2.10b). Finally, (2.10c) and C2 enforce this interval to be chosen consistent with actual
travel time. Constraints C1 and C2 will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent
sections and are therefore labeled differently.
We considered reducing the amount of auxiliary variables by replacing for example the

zijl variables by zijkl via (2.2d) (similarly the zik variables can be replaced using (2.9a)).
However, pretests revealed a slightly negative effect on solution times due to the increased
number of variables per inequality. Consequently, we keep the model as stated in (2.1)–
(C2 ).

2.3.2. Model extensions

The model can be extended flexibly in order to solve a range of related problems. We
present two examples to conclude this section.
In case we are interested in finding a back-and-forth timetabled service in a given

corridor, we can simply reverse the order of potential stations and append them at the
end of the station list:

s1 → s2 → . . .→ sn−1 → sn → sn−1 → . . .→ s2 → s1.

Furthermore, the demand inputs need to be adjusted such that there is no demand
between the forward and the backward service and the stop time at station sn should
be adjusted to mitigate potential delays and consider driving time regulations. In most
cases, it would also make sense to add another constraint that requires each station to
either be chosen in both directions or not at all.
In the second example, we account for the number of drivers in the solution, e.g., to

guarantee feasibility by one driver. This can be achieved by restricting the total duration
of the timetabled service through `n ≤ Tmax or even by allowing the model to choose
longer stop times at certain stations in order to abide by the pause regulations. The
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decision on whether to impose a longer pause wp at some station si could be realized by
duplicating the station including all its demand and duration parameters once with the
standard stop time wi and once with wp. An additional constraint must ensure that a
station and its duplicate cannot be chosen simultaneously. Finally, we request that at
least a certain number of the duplicated stations needs to be included in the line.

2.4. Branch-and-cut-based solution algorithm

Due to the significant number of dependent auxiliary variables the model gets large
rapidly. This means that real-life instances may take unreasonable time to be solved to
optimality using standard MIP solvers. We tackle this issue by introducing additional
preprocessing steps and identifying redundant constraints as well as valid inequalities.

2.4.1. Preprocessing

We decrease the model size and strengthen the LP relaxation by exploiting the logical
relations between variables and inputs. As a first step, the valuesMik∗k andMijl in (2.9d)
and (2.10c) are determined as small as possible for each combination of the parameters.
Further, for a given pair of stations si and sj , we exclude all duration intervals shorter
than a direct connection and longer than a service stopping at all intermediate stations.
Moreover, for a given station si and a departure time ak at si, we exclude all the departure
times ak∗ too early or too late to reach si in Tk and thus reduce the number of zik∗k
variables. Indeed, for s1 the constraints (2.9a)–(2.9e) simply reduce to z1k ≤ yk. Finally,
all demand items dijkl take a maximum value of C.

2.4.2. Redundant constraints

Constraints (C1 ) are mainly redundant because the zijl constrain the number of passen-
gers through (2.2d) and therefore tend to be 1. The only exception is the case i = 1 and
j = n, which is linked to the fixed costs via (2.5). Thus, C1 can be reduced to the single
constraint

∑
l z1nl = 1.

Also the constraints C2 are redundant. It is reasonable to assume that demand is
non-increasing with respect to travel time for fixed i, j and k. Now, constraints (2.10c)
imply a lower bound on l in order for zijl to take the value 1. Monotonicity allows to
abstain from introducing an additional upper bound on l as C2 would have done. This
decreases the number of constraints significantly.
Note that zijl = 1 is possible when omitting C2 even if the actual duration of a trip

from si to sj is faster than a duration in Dl, e.g., when the capacity constraint is binding
or there is no demand for this trip. In this case the zijl do not represent exactly what
we expect them to. However, we can easily construct a consistent solution with identical
objective value in a post-processing by manually forcing those zijl variables to take a
value consistent with actual travel time.
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2.4.3. Valid inequalities

One reason for a weak LP relaxation stems from the main dependent variables zijl and
zik∗k because they are involved in the discretization constraints modeled with the help
of big-M parameters. We introduce some valid inequalities to mitigate this weakness.
While preprocessing looks at each zijl separately, we now link their choice for different

stations and durations. Once zi1j1l1 = 1 it is possible that certain duration intervals Dl2

for given i2, j2 become infeasible. An obvious example is given by i2 < i1, j2 > j1, and
l2 < l1. In another preprocessing step, we determine infeasible combinations and denote
the set of infeasible l2 values by Ii1j1l1i2j2 . This translates into∑

l2∈Ii1j1l1i2j2

zi2j2l2 ≤ 1− zi1j1l1 ∀i1 < j1, i2 < j2,∀l1. (C3 )

By a similar argument, we obtain the inequalities for the departure times: Given
the departure time interval Tk1 at si1 and another station si2 , preprocessing determines
infeasible k2 values as Ii1k1i2 . This yields∑

k2∈Ii1k1i2

zi2k2 ≤ 1− zi1k1 ∀i1 < i2,∀k1. (C4 )

Furthermore, we can start with some given zi1k∗k1 = 1 and another station si2 . We
can determine an even larger set Ii1k∗k1i2 of infeasible values for k2 for departure at si2
using the two reference points provided (the bus starts at s1 at ak∗−1 and reaches the
station si1 in in an interval given by k1). Furthermore, all the yk with k 6= k∗ will be
zero, since zi1k∗k1 = 1 implies yk∗ = 1. Hence,∑

k2∈Ii1k∗k1i2

zi2k∗k2 +
∑
k 6=k∗

yk ≤ 1− zi1k∗k1 ∀i1, i2,∀k∗, k1. (C5 )

Note that no pair of summands from the left hand-side can be equal to 1 simultaneously
so that the inequality also holds when zi1k∗k1 = 0.
In the next step, we link the zijl with the flow variables zij . We consider paths P lij

from si to sj with a duration given by `P l
ij
∈ Dl. The set of all such paths is denoted

by P lij . All segments (=arcs) of a path in P lij can be selected simultaneously only if
zijl = 1, which leads to

zijl ≥
∑

(i1,j1)∈P l
ij

zi1j1 − |P lij |+ 1 ∀i < j, ∀l,∀P lij ∈ P lij . (C6 )

Finally, we exploit the presence of paths P k1i from s1 to station si with ak∗−1+`Pk
1i
∈ Tk.

The set of these paths is denoted by Pk1i giving

zik∗k ≥
∑

(i1,j1)∈Pk
1i

zi1j1 − |P k1i|+ yk∗ ∀1 < i < n, ∀k∗ ≤ k,∀P k1i ∈ Pk1i. (C7 )
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All presented preprocessing steps that strengthen the formulation are applied whenever
possible. However, it is not obvious a priori whether omitting constraints and adding
cuts improves the solution performance. While the last two sets of inequalities (C6
and C7 ) are exponential classes and therefore need to be treated as cuts in the branch-
and-cut approach, the other three types (C3 , C4 , and C5 ) may either be added to the
model initially or dynamically if violated. We will provide insights on those options in
Section 2.5.2 on computational results.

2.4.4. Separation and branching

The most violated inequalities of type C6 can be identified with the following branch-and-
bound approach. First, we enumerate all triplets (i, j, l). Second, we construct potential
paths P lij from si to sj that have a duration in Dl. Starting with the initial partial
path (i), for each possible intermediate station two branches are created by including and
excluding this station. When a station is included in the partial path, the cumulative
values for the left-hand side of the inequality are updated. We can stop if the cumulative
travel time exceeds the duration interval Dl or if the required inequality already holds
for the cumulative values because the right-hand side can only become smaller with
additional inclusions of stations.
The separation of violated inequalities C7 proceeds starting with the enumeration of

triplets (i, k∗, k) and constructing paths with a similar branch-and-bound.
Efficient implementations yield cumulative separation times of less than 5% of the

overall computation time. This makes considerations like checking some types of cuts
with priority or separating only on certain node levels of the MIP solvers’ branch-and-
cut tree redundant from a practical perspective. For the same reason we do not stop
the separation prematurely except when we have found nc cuts with violation 1.0 (the
number nc is a parameter). We tested the inclusion of a sufficient violation parameter
that causes the premature termination once nc cuts with a sufficiently high violation
have been found. However, this had no positive effect. We will present a detailed
computational analysis of different cut strategies including parameters such as minimum
violation νm and number nc of cuts in the following section.
Our node-selection strategy for the MIP solver relies on the fact that the independent

binary decision variables are the xi and yk. Therefore, we tested whether prioritized
branching on them has a positive effect on computation times. Pretests revealed a sig-
nificant positive result and we will use prioritized branching on the xi and yk variables
in the following.

2.5. Computational results

In this section we present selected model outputs and point out the advantages of using
integrated and schedule-based models for network planning. The set of sample instances
and their parameter settings are introduced in Section 2.5.1. Subsequently, we will
comment on technical aspects in order to obtain fast computation times, on the overall
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model performance with a focus on the innovative aspects as well as on the presented
model extensions in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1. Computational setup

Our computational results are based on a total of 30 instances as summarized in Table 2.3.
The characteristics of the instances differ in the number of cities where the bus can stop,
the corridor in which the cities are located, and the demand scenarios.

12 Cities 15 Cities 18 Cities
Scenario Base Cons Opti Base Cons Opti Base Cons Opti

Corridor 1 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 2 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 3 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 4 + + + − − − − − −

Table 2.3.: Instances for computational results

The number of cities is the main driver of the complexity. There is always only one
potential station in every city. We have included a small, a medium, and a larger sized
set of instances with 12, 15, and 18 cities, respectively, in order to show different behavior
depending on the model size.
The overall corridor in scope is structured by three main cities at the start, in the

middle, and at the end. There are two potential sub-corridors (c1 and c2) for connecting
start and middle city and again two sub-corridors (c3 and c4) between the middle city
and the end. Hence, there are overall four potential corridors leading from start to end
(c1 + c3, c1 + c4, c2 + c3, c2 + c4). Since two of the sub-corridors only contain a smaller
number of potential stations, we do not have any 15 or 18-city instances for corridor 4,
which passes through both of them.
Finally, we are looking at three different demand scenarios in each case. Scenario Base

is the baseline scenario based on the most likely demand data, Scenario Cons is conser-
vative and assumes a higher sensitivity of passengers towards travel time increases. The
Scenario Opti is optimistic and assumes shorter stop times at the stations as well as a
higher overall demand.
The underlying demand inputs have been generated by a customized model developed

in cooperation with our industry partner. We will share insights on how to build such
a model in Section 2.6. The remaining input settings have been chosen as follows: We
split the day in ten departure time intervals Tk (nine intervals with two hour duration
each and one interval from 12 a.m./midnight to 6 a.m.) and 14 duration intervals Dl

(one interval for travel times up to 60 minutes, six intervals in 30 minute steps up to
four hours, six intervals in 60 minute steps up to ten hours and one interval for longer
trips). Travel distances, travel times, ticket prices, and variable costs have been chosen in
alignment with our cooperation partner from the bus industry. We excluded fixed costs
as current commercial agreements with transportation suppliers are usually based on a
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price per kilometer. Finally, the capacity has been chosen as C = 52 and the auxiliary
parameter m = 1 minute.

2.5.2. Numerical results

All computational tests are performed on a standard PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
2600 running at 3.4 GHz with 16 GB of main memory using a single thread. Algorithms
are coded in C++ using CPLEX 12.5 and compiled in release mode with MS Visual
Studio 2010.

Technical aspects

In the first round of experiments, we determine which constraints and cuts should be
included in the model in order to optimize computation times of the branch-and-cut
and the straightforward MIP solver approach. Recall that we identified seven sets of
constraints that are logically redundant for the model (2.1)–(C2 ): two sets of redundant
constraints C1 and C2 that were included in the original model formulation, three sets
of valid inequalities C3 , C4 , C5 of polynomial size as well as exponential classes of cuts
C6 and C7 . For C1–C5 we have three options: to add the constraints to the initial
model, to generate them dynamically (we do this by specifying C++ callback routines
of the CPLEX MIP solver), or to disregard them at all. For C6 and C7 we obviously do
not have the first option.
In order to avoid testing all possible combinations (35 ∗ 22 = 972) for the 30 instances,

we only analyze the following two groups: The first group denoted by Constraints allows
constraints but omits cuts. This includes keeping the model as small as possible, adding
only one type of constraint to the model, adding all but one type, and adding all types.
The second group denoted by Cuts uses cuts and keeps the number of constraints as
small as possible. Again, we generate only one type of cuts, all but one type, and all
types.
Computation for the 18 cities instances takes a long time, in particular for the slower

settings (often more than the 1 hour time limit we set). In order to accelerate testing,
while also ensuring that deviating dynamics of the larger instances are not missed, we
test the best five setups (w.r.t. the results for 12 and 15 cities) for the setups with and
without cut generation, respectively. Since the best-performing setups are similar for 12
and 15 cities, we end up with six setups to test in both cases.
In the case of dynamic cut generation, we add at most nc = 5 cuts per type with

a minimum violation of νm = 0.5 (i.e., the difference between the left hand and right
hand side of the required inequalities that are violated) per cut-callback iteration. The
average results on computation times, number of branch-and-bound nodes, and number
of separated cuts are given in Table 2.4.
The results allow us to determine a favorable constraint and cut selection strategy: For

constraint sets C1–C5 it is beneficial to add the constraints dynamically to the model
rather than to add them all to the initial model or disregard them. For example, take C1
and the 15-city case: not having constraints C1 in the model yields 486.2 seconds average
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Selection Computation time [s]† Number of B&B nodes† Number of cuts†

Cities 12 15 18‡ 12 15 18 12 15 18

Constraints none 24.9 486.2 2748.1 (3) 3877 26378 48710
(present in the only C1 24.9 508.8 3888 28385
initial model, only C2 24.5 688.9 3161 28002
right from the only C3 24.0 586.4 2777.2 (3) 1122 6168 8898
beginning) only C4 40.5 732.0 3079 21813

only C5 29.3 538.6 3209 22170
all but C1 36.2 870.5 1025 6479
all but C2 18.8 320.4 2587.0 (6) 426 3122 6035
all but C3 38.2 540.3 2207 11515
all but C4 13.3 218.1 2101.1 (9) 348 2655 6335
all but C5 16.5 234.8 2241.5 (6) 388 2520 5160
all 17.3 289.3 2295.6 (7) 357 2829 5103

Cuts only C1 19.7 428.3 4961 37555 30 70
(added to only C2 20.5 441.4 4814 34051 20 67
the model only C3 23.8 406.3 2500 15677 470 1591
dynamically) only C4 20.3 403.8 4431 34272 41 135

only C5 21.4 455.7 4410 32947 48 194
only C6 8.3 134.0 2391.2 (7) 418 3528 20477 565 4329 19340
only C7 23.1 444.2 4207 27204 265 2474
all but C1 8.2 66.6 604.3 (9) 210 1136 4388 647 2251 5576
all but C2 8.7 69.8 668.9 (9) 211 1116 4302 624 2227 5199
all but C3 8.9 149.2 398 3279 611 4412
all but C4 8.9 68.5 648.4 (9) 206 1097 4477 630 2192 4869
all but C5 9.2 78.6 211 1310 616 2292
all but C6 16.6 253.4 1154 7816 663 2497
all but C7 8.5 70.6 645.2 (9) 214 1135 4252 628 2189 5010
all 8.5 70.7 589.7 (9) 206 1103 3819 627 2211 4987

Table 2.4.: Computation results for different constraint and cut selection strategies
† : Average across the 12 (resp. 9) instances per number of cities
‡ : Numbers in brackets give the number of instances (out of 9) that are
solved to optimality within 1 hour
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computation time, adding them to the initial model even increases this to 508.8 seconds,
while generating them dynamically accelerates the computation time to 428.3 seconds.
The results also reveal that C6 is the strongest set of cuts, since they have the biggest

impact on computation times. Further, the setups that add multiple types of cuts perform
significantly better than those that only include one type. Due to the limited number of
instances investigated and the comparably small variations in computation times it is not
possible to make a final statement on the overall best setup. We decide for the strategy
all but C1 for all further calculations, since computation times are slightly the fastest
on average. This also makes sense from a logical perspective, since the inequalities C1
are dominated by the more specific constraints C6 . This yields the following benchmark
average computation times for the subsequent experiments: 8.2 seconds for 12 cities,
66.6 seconds for 15 cities, and 604.3 seconds for 18 cities. Finally, we observe that the
fastest computation times with the branch-and-cut approach in the bottom part of the
table are significantly faster than just using the standard MIP solver and only adjusting
the shape of the original model in the top part of the table.
In the second series of experiments, we refine the cut separation strategy: We control

the number nc of cuts (1, 5, and 10) to be added per cut-callback iteration and the mini-
mum violation νm (0.1, 0.5, and 0.9) required for a constraint to be added. The separation
of each type of cut C2–C7 is controlled independently. The deviations as percentages of
the benchmark run times are presented in Table 2.5. Note that for the 18-city instances
we only test varying the cuts C6 , which have the biggest impact on calculation times,
in order to reduce the effort of testing. Although we see slightly decreasing computation
times in some setups, we are not able to identify a coherently superior parameter set.
We conclude that there is no significant lever for reducing calculation times by further
refining the cut settings.

12 Cities 15 Cities 18 Cities 12 Cities 15 Cities 18 Cities

Minimum violation νm Maximum number of cuts nc

Cut type 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 1 10 1 10 1 10

C2 +1.1 +1.0 –0.4 +8.1 +2.9 +1.8 +0.2 –0.1
C3 +27.1 +2.3 +24.2 +56.2 +6.8 +3.3 +6.6 +14.8
C4 +3.9 +8.1 +9.7 +1.1 +3.7 +4.6 +1.4 –2.0
C5 +7.6 +4.0 +9.4 –0.8 +6.3 +6.2 +0.8 +1.0
C6 +13.0 +23.9 –7.7 +21.4 +2.1 +27.6 +11.0 +6.9 +14.8 +4.8 +0.3 –4.0
C7 +3.9 +7.3 +10.5 +1.0 +3.0 +1.2 –0.2 +0.9

Table 2.5.: Deviation from benchmark average calculation times in percent depending
on separation strategy: minimum violation νm and number of cuts nc

We now investigate whether further acceleration can be achieved by introducing a
threshold N for the total number of cuts of the six different types to be added in each
callback iteration. Finally, we analyze the impact of increasing the required minimum
violation νm after each callback iteration by always setting it to the minimum violation of
the added cuts in this iteration. We observe that there are no significant and systematic
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variations in the computation times as displayed in Table 2.6.

Setup 12 Cities 15 Cities 18 Cities

max 5 cuts 9.1 69.9
max 10 cuts 9.1 71.7 608.2
max 15 cuts 8.5 66.6
max 20 cuts 8.3 66.9 590.9
max 25 cuts 8.2 66.6
max 30 cuts 8.2 66.4 607.5

increase νm 8.1 73.6 639.6

Table 2.6.: Computational times in seconds depending on threshold N or increasing νm

Instance characteristics

In addition to the technical settings, we first investigate the impact of the different
groupings of the instances on average computation times and objective values. Table 2.7
summarizes the results. We note that Corridor 3 consistently yields lower objective values
and therefore is the least attractive option. The objective values for the different demand
scenarios confirm the expectations: Profits are highest in the optimistic Scenario Opti
and lowest in the conservative Scenario Cons. Computation times are fastest in those
groups with higher objective values.

Corridor Scenario

1 2 3 4 Base Cons Opti

Computation 12 Cities 8.5 5.4 12.1 7.0 9.9 10.2 4.6
time [s] 15 Cities 54.2 65.1 80.7 80.3 78.2 41.5

18 Cities 625.9 687.6 499.5 917.8 749.3 145.9

Objective 12 Cities 694 939 339 699 575 504 925
15 Cities 944 984 702 774 710 1147
18 Cities 1089 1127 804 915 859 1246

Table 2.7.: Average computation times in seconds and average objective values per in-
stance group

Modeling scope

The next study highlights the sensitivity of optimal solutions towards the schedule-based
characteristics of input data. We choose the first of the mid-sized instances (Corridor 1,
demand Scenario Base, 15 cities). Note that we are not interested in the selection of
specific stations in this case, but in the general dissimilarity of (optimal) solutions.
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Station (open +/closed −)

Scenario 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Profit

Schedule−based demand, C = 52 + − + − − + − + − − + + + 878
Schedule−based demand, C =∞ + + + + − + + + − − + + + 1429
Day demand, C = 52 + + − + − + − + − + − + + 653
Day demand, C =∞ + + + + − + + − + + + + + 1045
Morning departure + − + + − + − + − + − + + 806
Noon departure − − + − − + − + − + − + + 654
Afternoon departure − − + − − + + − + − − − − -258

Table 2.8.: Sensitivity of optimal solutions towards schedule-based demand

The first two scenarios shown in Table 2.8 describe the optimal solutions with schedule-
based demand once including the capacity constraints (2.3b) and once completely relax-
ing them. The following two scenarios use an evenly distributed demand that would
have been used in a classical, non schedule-based approach. Such a non-schedule based
approach considers capacity only on an aggregated level and therefore risks overfilling
specific timetabled services in peak times. Again, one scenario is with and the other one
without capacity constraints. In the three remaining rows, we further illustrate how the
optimal schedule-based solutions change when the start time is fixed a priori (morning,
noon, afternoon departure at station s1). We can clearly see that a classical approach
risks generating deviant solutions and misjudging potential profits. Furthermore, the
optimal selection of stations depends significantly on the time of day.
Now that we have justified the integration of schedule-based and dynamic demand

approaches, we evaluate the integration of the simultaneous scheduling decision in a
single model. For the set of instances described above, we iteratively run the models
with all possible start times fixed and compare the computation times with those of the
integrated model: Table 2.9 shows the average computation times. We can conclude
that the integrated approach yields faster calculation times than the iterative use of the
disintegrated model (factors are between 1.2 and 2.0). However, there are certainly still
reasonable applications for the model without the scheduling decision, e.g., when we
would like to compare optimal line setups for different departure times.

Disintegrated Integrated
Fixed start time ak−1 ∈ Tk
12 am 6 am 8 am 10 am 12 pm 2pm 4pm 6pm 8pm 10pm Sum

12 Cities 0.8 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.7 2.6 1.8 1.2 0.2 0.0 15.9 8.2
15 Cities 2.8 16.9 21.4 16.4 16.9 14.5 4.5 2.1 0.7 0.1 96.2 66.6
18 Cities 8.6 160.3 181.9 117.3 136.1 112.2 17.1 4.6 1.0 0.1 739.2 604.3

Table 2.9.: Average computation times in seconds for iteratively solved disintegrated
models and integrated models

The remaining characteristic of our model that we analyze in this section is the capacity
constraint. Tables 2.10 and 2.11 show how varying the capacity C from non-binding to
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binding impacts the percentage of the demand that can be served per station and per
number of intermediate stations for our showcase instance (Corridor 1, Scenario Base,
15 cities).

Start station

Capacity C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

100 100 – 100 100 100 – 100 100 – – – 100 100 100
90 100 100 100 88 – – 100 100 – – – 100 100 100
80 100 – 100 99 – – 100 – 100 – 100 – 100 100
70 100 100 – 85 – – 100 – 100 – – 100 100 100
60 100 100 – 65 – – 100 – 100 – – 100 100 100
50 100 – 97 39 – – 100 – 100 – 100 – 100 100
40 100 – – 57 – 100 100 100 – 100 90 – 100 99
30 100 – – 26 – – 78 90 – 100 – 100 100 86
20 95 – – 10 – – 60 40 – 100 – 100 100 41
10 69 – – – – – – – 51 – – – – –

Table 2.10.: Fulfilled demand per start station in percent (closed stations indicated
by “–”)

Table 2.10 shows the percentage of demand per station that is fulfilled by the optimal
solution. We only consider the demand with respect to the stations that are actually
included in the line and to the corresponding travel and departure time. There are
two trends we can observe, both of which were expected beforehand: First, decreasing
capacity in general lowers the fulfilled demand per station and eventually causes the
station to close. Station 4 is the perfect example for this behavior. There are, of course,
exceptions. Station 8, for example, is closed at capacity 80 and reopened at capacity 40.
Second, fulfilled demand significantly below 100% mainly occurs in the middle of the
line, where aggregated demand for the corresponding connections is highest.

Pricing scenario Linear Pricing scenario NonLin

Number of intermediate stations Number of intermediate stations

C 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
90 89 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
80 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 – 100 94 100 100 100 100 100 100
70 88 100 100 100 100 100 100 – 100 92 100 100 100 100 100 –
60 71 100 100 100 100 100 100 – 100 94 100 100 100 100 100 100
50 58 100 94 95 100 100 100 – 100 100 98 77 92 96 100 100
40 90 85 66 95 77 100 100 100 98 100 84 64 64 29 33 100
30 53 69 57 88 67 100 100 – 93 78 70 53 51 36 17 –
20 31 64 79 65 7 24 17 – 77 66 50 53 0 0 100 –
10 51 100 – – – – – – 65 63 18 14 – – – –

Table 2.11.: Fulfilled demand per number of intermediate stations in percent
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Table 2.11 shows the percentage of demand that is fulfilled based on the number of
intermediate stations with respect to the selected stations (e.g., 71% of demand for
capacity C = 60 between neighboring stations, i.e., with 0 intermediate stations). We
perform this analysis for our sample instance with constant prices per kilometer for the
passenger (Scenario Linear) and for an adjusted instance in which prices per kilometer
decrease for longer distances (Scenario NonLin). Again, the results are consistent with
expectations: While Scenario Linear favors longer trips with more intermediate stations,
Scenario NonLin prioritizes shorter trips as they yield higher revenues per kilometer for
the operator (note that the 100% for C = 20 and 6 intermediate stations is based on a
demand of 0.1 passengers and can therefore be disregarded).
We briefly comment on the decision of which part of the demand to serve: If there is

still space left in the bus for offering a certain trip, the operators clearly would not stop
selling tickets despite the fact that the model suggests reserving that space for fictitious
passengers on another trip. However, operators can use these insights to adjust their
pricing accordingly and ensure they increase the prices for those passengers the model
suggests to exclude.

Model extensions

To conclude this section, we present two specific examples of the model extensions intro-
duced in Section 2.3.2. In the first example, we determine an optimal bidirectional day
timetable for a bus based on the extended model. Since the total corridor we investigate
is too long to allow the same bus to go back and forth in one day, we create a 23-city
instance that is based on the most dense sub-corridor segment with twelve potential sta-
tions by adding the backwards direction and requiring each station to be chosen either
in both directions, or not at all. The recovery time at the turnaround station is set to
45 minutes. We run the model once in the extended version and once just in one direction
for the twelve stations. The results are displayed in Table 2.12. In this case, the optimal
stations are indeed the same for the two versions, however, we could easily construct
instances which would yield different results. The profits do not double, though, as one
direction of the service needs to be operated at a less attractive time. The computa-
tion time for a solution of the extended model is just 91.4 seconds. It seems that the
requirement to include each station in both directions or not at all simplifies the solution
significantly. When relaxing this constraint, computation times increase drastically to
1,015.3 seconds, however, the optimal station selection and thus profits remain identical.

Station (open +/closed −)

Scenario 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Profit

Both directions + − − − + − − − + − 713
Only forward direction + − − − + − − − + − 370

Table 2.12.: Optimal solutions including and excluding return journey

Finally, we present an example of how to include considerations on the number of
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drivers in the model. We start again with our 15-city sample instance and enforce one
mandatory 45 minutes pause in the middle of the journey by duplicating the stations
s5 to s11. In order to ensure the service abides by regulations, we request the parts of
the service from s1 to the pause station as well as from the pause station to sn to have
a duration below 4.5 hours, which is the maximum duration that a single driver can
operate the bus without a pause:

`i − wi ≤ 270 + (1− xi)M ∀ duplicated stations si
`n − `i − wn ≤ 270 + (1− xi)M ∀ duplicated stations si

We actually solve our sample instance in just 15.4 seconds as the overall corridor is rather
long and does not allow for many stops in addition to the mandatory pause.

2.6. Implementation and application aspects for the
practitioner

In this section, we comment on the applicability of our model from the point of view of a
practitioner who wants to solve real-world problems using a model similar to (2.1)–(C2 ).
In Section 2.6.1, we discuss options for obtaining the input data, in particular for the
fine-grained demand data dijkl. The embedding of the model into the overall network
planning process is discussed in Section 2.6.2.

2.6.1. Obtaining the input data

While the operational parameters around driving times, distances, prices, and costs are
rather standard and should be readily available in most circumstances, the crucial piece
of data is the demand dijkl. Certainly, we cannot present a definite answer on superior
approaches for obtaining this data, as it is the output of quite sophisticated transport
modeling approaches (e.g. Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011). However, the following rough
classification of the schedule-based demand forecasting approaches is helpful, they differ
in the scope for the application of the schedule-based techniques.
The most general approach is mode comprehensive modeling, where all mobility modes

are represented in a schedule-based manner. Here, the starting point is a data set of trip
demand within the region in scope, potentially even split by user group or motivation of
travel. Such information can either be based on actual mobility data or on (gravitation)
models. This corresponds to the trip generation and trip distribution stages in the
classical four-step transport modeling process. Classically, the third step would now
distribute the overall demand across modes and the fourth step would assign passengers
on specific lines. The mode comprehensive schedule-based approach actually comprises
these two steps, since mode and line are determined simultaneously by the choice of a
timetabled service (e.g. Nuzzolo et al., 2007). In our case, we decided against a mode
comprehensive modeling approach, since the number of bus passengers is very small
compared to the users of trains or even private cars. Hence, the model would have been
too sensitive towards small calibration errors.
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The next approach, mode internal modeling only deals with schedule-based consid-
erations within the mode in scope (potentially following a classical mode-choice step).
Current market conditions in Germany for inter-city buses represent a challenge towards
schedule-based considerations on a mode level because operators are radically extend-
ing and adjusting their offers while new players are entering the market. Therefore, we
decided to represent competition by the overall number of trips offered per pair of sta-
tions rather than by specific timetabled services. In the mid-term, after stabilization of
the market, we would definitely recommend using demand data specific to timetabled
services when modeling the bus-competition, in order to increase accuracy of planning.
Finally, with an operator specific modeling approach only the timetabled services of the

operator in scope are treated on a schedule-based level. However, we clearly cannot use a
top-down approach based on the overall volume for the operator as the volume is highly
dependent on the timetable. Therefore, we suggest using schedule-adjusted standard
demands (i.e., modeling standard demand for his service offering in the first step and
subsequently adjusting it based on the actual time of day of the trip) and calibrating
demands on an aggregated level against actual numbers or estimates.

2.6.2. Network planning process

Another important application aspect is the embedding of the schedule-based inter-city
bus line planning in the network planning process. In Germany, inter-city bus operators
need to submit their timetables at least three months before the actual operations in
order to provide sufficient time for authority approval. Considering that vehicle and
duty scheduling represent complex further planning steps, the presented model should
be used approximately four months before introducing a new timetable. The frequency
for adjusting timetables is beyond the scope of our modeling and requires balancing
the cost-driven perspective of adjusting supply to the volatility of demand, e.g., due to
holiday seasons, and the market-driven approach aiming to offer a stable and reliable
product.
The reader might wonder how to apply the presented optimization of one timetabled

service in a given corridor to optimize the overall network. While there is certainly
potential for further generalization of the model, we experienced the iterative application
of the model to be of great help in this context. Having fixed an ideal service in the first
modeling step, planners can adjust demand accordingly and run the model a second time
to determine the second timetabled service etc. Note that the further timetabled services
may be allowed to cover different stations than the first one, which allows for the creation
of line variations. The presented computation times for realistic instances allow for the
repeated application of the model in a reasonable time frame.
In addition, it is crucial to consider the consequences of network and timetable on

the operational costs resulting from vehicle and duty scheduling. Again, we suggest an
iterative approach: after solving the model the optimal vehicle and duty costs can be
determined (the aforementioned reduced complexity of inter-city networks should allow
this to be done in an integrated way) and it can be checked whether the resulting costs
are consistent to the ones used in the model. If they need to be adjusted, the possibility
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of varying fixed costs based on the share of the day when the bus is occupied allows
operational feedback to be integrated into our model.
Finally, it is worth considering the robustness of the resulting timetable and to ensure

that in particular patronage is stable with respect to occasional delays, which are nearly
unavoidable when sharing the roads with private cars and freight transportation.

2.7. Conclusion and outlook

We have presented an exact and schedule-based model integrating aspects of dynamic
demand, network design, line structure, and scheduling that is able to deal with real-
world instances in reasonable computational times. To our knowledge, this is the first
model discussed in the literature comprising all these aspects. For the resolution of the
model, a branch-and-cut algorithm has been developed. It accelerates computations for
larger instances significantly.
Further research should focus on allowing multiple timetabled services with line vari-

ations, extending the scope to a network perspective including line pools, transfers etc.,
and also including even more operational aspects. For the last point the fine-grained
modeling of fixed costs in our model (that allows costs to vary depending on the share of
the day when crew and bus are employed) and the extension regarding maximum driving
times can be seen as first steps.
Challenges for achieving this additional integration lie obviously in the increased model

size and the resulting difficulties in solving real-world instances, but also in obtaining
reliable input data, in particular for the demand. If a model would be used to decide on
frequencies, transfers, and multiple services at once, then the demand inputs would need
to be sensitive to those choices. This would require demand to be modeled explicitly
as a function of multiple parameters (maybe ten or more) inside the MIP. An explicit
demand description such as our four-index-based demand scenarios (from, to, when,
duration) could then serve as supporting point in more sophisticated demand functions.
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Chapter 3.

Schedule-Based Integrated Inter-City Bus
Line Planning for Multiple Timetabled
Services via Large Multiple Neighborhood
Search
Konrad Steiner

Abstract

This work addresses line planning for inter-city bus networks, which requires a high
level of integration with other planning steps. One key reason is given by passengers
choosing a specific timetabled service rather than just a line, as is typically the case in
urban transportation. Schedule-based modeling approaches are required to incorporate
this aspect, i.e., demand is assigned to a specific timetabled service. Furthermore, in
liberalized markets, there is usually fierce competition within and across modes. This
encourages considering dynamic demand, i.e., not relying on static demand values, but
adjusting them based on the trip characteristics.
We provide a schedule-based mixed-integer model formulation allowing a bus operator

to optimize multiple timetabled services in a travel corridor with simultaneous decisions
on both departure time and which stations to serve. The demand behaves dynamically
with respect to departure time, trip duration, trip frequency, and cannibalization. To
solve this new problem formulation, we introduce a large multiple neighborhood search
(LMNS) as an overall metaheuristic approach, together with multiple variations includ-
ing matheuristics. Applying the LMNS algorithm, we solve instances based on real-world
data from the German market. Computation times are attractive and the high quality of
the solutions is confirmed by analyzing examples with known optimal solutions. More-
over, we show that the explicit consideration of the dependencies between the different
timetabled services often produces insightful new results that differ from approaches
which only focus on a single service.

36
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3.1. Introduction

The planning problem of designing a public transport system is highly complex and has
not yet been solved by a fully integrated approach. Traditionally, the problem has been
tackled by a sequential planning process (e.g. Desaulniers and Hickman, 2007; Ibarra-
Rojas et al., 2015). In the first step, the physical network is designed based on an
expected demand profile. This is followed by the selection of a line plan and frequencies.
After that, a timetable is determined, which then serves as a base for the operational
planning steps vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling, and crew rostering.
In line planning for inter-city bus transportation, a high level of integration with other

planning steps is required. One key reason is given by passengers choosing a specific
timetabled service rather than just a line, as is typically the case in urban transporta-
tion. As a consequence, there is a need for strategic and tactical planning to integrate
aspects from demand modeling as well as timetabling. The modeling approach of as-
signing demand to specific timetabled services is referred to as schedule-based modeling
(Nuzzolo and Crisalli, 2004). On top of this, in liberalized markets, there is usually fierce
competition within and across modes. This encourages considering dynamic demand,
i.e., not relying on static demand values, but adjusting the demand based on the trip
characteristics. This approach considers aspects such as sensitivity to travel times and
cannibalization explicitly.
While the schedule-based nature of demand has been considered on a predictive level

in several studies (e.g., in Cascetta and Coppola, 2016), prescriptive approaches are rare.
In Chapter 2, we presented a schedule-based model allowing a bus operator to optimize
a single timetabled service in a travel corridor. The model simultaneously decides on
departure time and which stations to serve. Dynamic demand is considered in two ways:
First, different times of the day show different levels of demand to reflect typical travel
patterns. Second, the number of possible passengers depends on the duration of a trip,
i.e., if there are more intermediate stations between two cities, the demand for the trip will
be lower. In this chapter, we present an extension of this model that can select multiple
timetabled services simultaneously and considers interdependencies between them.
Cities along a travel corridor can vary significantly in size, and therefore have differ-

ent service frequency requirements. As a consequence, we do not require every selected
timetabled service to stop at the exact same stations. Yet, this creates a need for also
considering dynamic demand effects that result from the different structures of the indi-
vidual timetabled services. When developing demand models in practice, we found that
the two most important aspects for a pair of stations si and sj are trip frequency and
cannibalization, hence these are considered in the model we present.
We refer to the total number of timetabled services stopping at both stations si and sj

during the planning period in scope (e.g., one day) as trip frequency for the stations si
and sj . The trip frequency impacts the demand for a specific trip from si to sj in two
ways. On the one hand, higher trip frequencies increase attractiveness of the operator’s
offer and thus increase the overall demand: Customers who prefer to travel with this
operator and check the offered trips of this operator first, are more likely to find a suitable
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service. On the other hand, there is also a negative effect of higher trip frequencies
because passengers who travel with this operator anyway and are more flexible with
respect to the departure time can now distribute between more services. It is not clear
a priori which of these effects dominates the other. In fact, this depends on the specific
trip frequencies, stations, level of competition, customer groups, and further application-
specific aspects. In any case, we consider it favorable for a decision support model to
capture these trip frequency effects on the demand.
If two trips between the stations si and sj are offered by the same operator with

departure times close to each other, a cannibalization effect can be observed for the
demand. Specifically, passengers who would have taken either trip, can clearly only
take one trip in case both are offered, which reduces demand for both services. This
negative impact on the demand for a trip that is caused by such "close" trips is referred
to as cannibalization effect in the remainder of this chapter. Again, it is not trivial to
determine when departure times of such trips can be considered “close”, nor how big
these cannibalization effects will be. Yet, providing a network planning model covering
this aspect allows for linking with more sophisticated and potentially non-linear demand
models.
Altogether, we present a schedule-based mixed-integer linear model that allows us

to determine optimal stations and departure times for multiple timetabled services si-
multaneously. The model includes a many-to-many demand structure which behaves
dynamically with respect to departure time, trip duration, trip frequency, and cannibal-
ization. Note that the methods to generate high-quality demand forecasts are not in the
scope of this chapter, they are discussed briefly from a practical perspective in Section 2.6
and more fundamentally in (Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2011).
The problem formulation and the input data are based on an example from a German

inter-city bus carrier. Requirements and constraints of actual operations have been con-
sidered in defining the modeling scope. However, due to the recent consolidation in the
German inter-city bus market (e.g. Fockenbrock and Heide, 2017), the collaboration was
brought to an end before the model could be applied in the regular planning process.
While the existing model for single timetabled services from Chapter 2 allows for exact

solutions in acceptable computation times, we doubt that the same can be achieved in
this extended context. This is due to the significant increase in model size caused by
additionally considering the dynamic demand effects with respect to trip frequency and
cannibalization. Hence, we present approaches based on metaheuristics and matheuris-
tics for this purpose. We introduce a large multiple neighborhood search (LMNS, Pisinger
and Ropke, 2007) as an overall metaheuristic approach. This is motivated by the suc-
cessful application of metaheuristics from the LNS family to similar problems, which we
discuss further in Section 3.2.2. Also, the structure of solutions allows for an intuitive
definition of operators adjusting existing timetabled services or stations within services.
Further, having already developed an optimization model and solution algorithm for sin-
gle timetabled services, we analyze whether efficient matheuristics based on this model
can be designed. The structure of solutions fits well with the general decomposition ap-
proach of matheuristics, which is discussed in (Ball, 2011): Each solution is composed of
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single timetabled services, which induces an intuitive decomposition, where each partial
problem can be optimized by applying the existing model.
Applying the LMNS algorithm, we obtain solutions for instances based on real-world

data from the German market in attractive computation times. Example instances where
we can determine optimal solutions confirm the high quality of the heuristic solutions
we obtain. Indeed, an optimal solution is found for 101 out of 102 instances with known
optimal solution. Moreover, we show that the explicit consideration of the dependencies
between the different timetabled services often produces insightful new results that differ
from approaches which only focus on a single service.
The contribution of this work is threefold: First, we provide a new schedule-based

mixed-integer linear model formulation, which is compatible with dynamic demand con-
siderations. As discussed in Section 2.2, to our knowledge there are no other papers
addressing this combination of scopes. Further, in contrast to Chapter 2, the model here
enables us to optimize multiple timetabled services simultaneously. Second, we present
a problem-specific LMNS solution algorithm capable of solving real-world instances in
attractive computation times and with high quality solutions. Third, we derive insights
of practical relevance and show how the approach presented in this chapter leads to
different results compared to conventional approaches.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We review the existing literature
with respect to integrated and schedule-based network planning as well as the algorithmic
approach in Section 3.2. The notation, key decision variables and parameters required
for the model formulation are presented in Section 3.3 and the model formulation itself
in Section 3.A. The solution approach, which is based on a large multiple neighborhood
search (LMNS), is introduced in Section 3.4. Subsequently, we discuss computational
performance and selected model outputs in Section 3.5. We conclude by summarizing
our findings and discussing possible next steps for research in schedule-based public
transport planning and the integration of planning steps in Section 3.6.

3.2. Literature review

This section is divided into two parts covering literature on integrated and schedule-based
line planning in Section 3.2.1 and publications relevant from an algorithmic perspective
in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Integrated and schedule-based line planning

A comprehensive survey on line planning in public transportation was presented by Schö-
bel (2011). The focus area of this chapter is the integration of planning steps, in particular
schedule-based approaches and considerations of dynamic demand. These aspects and
relevant references are discussed in detail in Section 2.2, hence we only present the most
recent contributions in this section.
Research focusing on the integration of line planning, timetabling and vehicle schedul-

ing is presented in (Schöbel, 2017) and in earlier papers by the same author. A recent
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example of integration with the preceding planning step network design is presented
by Canca et al. (2017). The presented model decides simultaneously on which nodes and
edges to include in the network, on line structure and headways, on public transport
mode share and passenger routes, and on train capacities. The determination of the
public transport mode share is in fact also an approach to include dynamic demand.
In (Abdelghany et al., 2017), the authors present a model to optimize the flight schedule
of an airline considering dynamic demand effects due to competition with other airlines.
In a bi-level model setup, the scheduling decisions are made on the upper level, while the
lower level determines the resulting passenger decisions.

3.2.2. Large neighborhood search and variations

The concept of large neighborhood search (LNS) was introduced by Shaw (1998) and
an extensive overview including variations is provided in (Pisinger and Ropke, 2010).
The general approach of LNS is based on starting with a feasible solution and then al-
ternatingly applying a destroy and a repair operator to obtain new solutions. A new
solution is accepted if an acceptance criterion is fulfilled. In the event that there are
multiple destroy and repair operators, the approach is referred to as a large multiple
neighborhood search (LMNS). This variation was first introduced by Pisinger and Ropke
(2007). The different operators are selected with a predetermined probability through-
out the whole algorithm in an LMNS. Meanwhile, adaptive large neighborhood search
(ALNS) algorithms continuously adjust the probabilities based on the performance of
the operators.
LNS, LMNS, and ALNS have been successfully applied to a wide range of problems.

The earliest and most frequent applications of LNS algorithms focus on variants of the
vehicle routing problem (VRP). The ALNS approach was first introduced with an appli-
cation for the pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW) by Ropke and
Pisinger (2006). In the public transport context, Canca et al. (2017) present an ALNS
looking at network design and line planning as mentioned above. Further, Hassannayebi
and Zegordi (2017) and Barrena et al. (2013) developed ALNS algorithms focusing on
the timetabling step while integrating aspects of dynamic demand.

3.3. Integrated and schedule-based optimization model

Before presenting the notation and the mixed-integer linear formulation of the model, we
make two general comments on the scope of the model. First, similar to Chapter 2, a very
detailed representation of demand is given as a model input. Specifically, the demand
depends on the pair of stations, the departure time, the trip duration, the trip frequency,
and the degree of cannibalization of a trip. As a consequence, the model can be applied
after having determined the demand parameters with a separate demand model. These
demand models can be based on complex forecasting methods and non-linear approaches.
Therefore, we see it as a favorable setup to separate the demand modeling step from the
optimization based on mathematical programming.
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Second, we assume a unique ticket price for a specific pair of stations and a specific
timetabled service. In practice, most operators apply a more sophisticated revenue man-
agement with prices varying based on how many tickets have been sold already and how
many days are left until the trip. However, we focus on the strategic planning of bus op-
erations, whereas the pricing considerations are only relevant at a later stage in practice.
This is again an analogous approach to Chapter 2.
In the following, the notation, the key decision variables and parameters required for

the model formulation are presented in Section 3.3.1 and potential model extensions are
discussed in Section 3.3.2. For convenience, the mixed integer linear formulation itself is
stated in the Appendix in Section 3.A.

3.3.1. Key decision variables and parameters

To build on the model formulation and solution algorithm developed in Chapter 2, we
keep the notation and modeling approach consistent with this chapter. For convenience,
all basic terms are defined in Table 3.1. We have a corridor of potential stations si
indexed by i, i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n}. In this corridor, a set of timetabled services is scheduled
by the model. Potential departure times at s1 are denoted by (cm)m∈M , where the
index m runs in the discrete index set M . We refer to the potential timetabled service
starting at station s1 at the time cm as the m-th timetabled service or the service m. We
assume that every selected timetabled service starts at station s1 and ends at station sn,
e.g., to allow for efficient vehicle schedules in the next planning step. However, this
assumption could be relaxed.

Term Description

Corridor is a sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn) of stations, from which a subsequence must
be selected as stops of the timetabled services.

Timetabled Service is a run from s1 to sn of a bus on a specified subsequence of stations si
with a specified schedule; the schedule is implicitly given by the departure
time cm at station s1.

Trip is a pair of two (selected) stations si and sj (with i < j) that are connected
either directly or via intermediate stops by a timetabled service; a trip is
what customer demand refers to.

Trip frequency is the number of trips between two stations si and sj in the time period
in scope (e.g., one day). Only trips of the operator in scope of the model
are considered.

Cannibalization refers to the negative effect on the demand in case multiple trips between
two stations with similar starting times are offered by the operator in
scope.

Direct Connection is a pair of two consecutive stations si and sj without intermediate stop;
this is where passengers and bus travel along; direct connections are mod-
eled as basis for operational costs.

Table 3.1.: Definitions of basic terms

As discussed in Section 3.1, demand behaves dynamically with respect to the start time
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and duration of a trip. Possible start times and duration intervals of trips are modeled
using discrete time intervals Tk = [ak−1, ak) and Dl = [bl−1, bl), where the indexes k and l
run in the discrete index sets K and L respectively. The number of times a trip is offered
between a pair of stations si and sj is referred to as trip frequency and denoted by f ∈ N.
Finally, we assign a degree of cannibalization g to each trip between si and sj , where g
runs in the discrete index set G. If there are further timetabled services offering the
same trip at a similar time, the degree of cannibalization is higher, which has a negative
impact on demand for this trip.
To improve legibility, we consistently use indices m ∈M for timetabled services, i ∈ I

and j ∈ I for stations always with i < j, k ∈ K for departure time intervals, l ∈ L for
duration intervals, f ∈ N for trip frequencies, and g ∈ G for degrees of cannibalization.
Further, we omit the index sets when summing over the m, i, j, k, l, f , and g and we
assume that all index sets M, I,K,L,N, and G are pairwise disjoint.
The model formulation requires the following input data:

dijklfg demand for a trip between si and sj , which starts in Tk = [ak−1, ak)
with duration in Dl = [bl−1, bl), the trip frequency is f , and the degree
of cannibalization is g;

tmij travel time of themth timetabled service for a direct connection from si
to sj including the stop time at sj ;

wmi stop time of the mth timetabled service at station si for handling of
luggage, boarding, schedule buffer, etc.;

rmij travel prices (revenues from the operator’s perspective) of the trip
from si to sj for the mth timetabled service;

vmij variable cost for the mth timetabled service to operate a direct con-
nection from si to sj ;

φml fixed cost to operate the mth timetabled service from s1 to sn with
duration in Dl, this captures the share and period of the day when the
bus is dedicated to the service in scope;

Cm vehicle capacity (number of seats of a bus) for the mth timetabled
service;

F maximum number of timetabled services to be operated during the
time period in scope (e.g., one day).

All these inputs are non-negative numbers. Although the actual amount of passengers
per trip is integer, we do not impose integrality for the dijklfg, since we are dealing with
the strategic/tactical planning stage.
The model formulation comprises four types of key decision variables describing the

characteristics of timetabled services that are selected by the model.

ym ∈ {0, 1} binary variable indicating the mth timetabled service starting at sta-
tion s1 at time cm is operated (=1), or not (=0);
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xmi ∈ {0, 1} binary variable to indicate the station si is included in the mth
timetabled service;

pmij ∈ R≥0 continuous variable for the number of passengers for a trip from si
to sj in the mth timetabled service;

`mi ∈ R≥0 continuous variable for the duration of mth timetabled service to reach
si while considering all chosen intermediary stations. This is a depen-
dent variable, its value can be determined once the variables ym and xmi
are fixed.

The remaining seven types of binary variables display the logical links between the sta-
tions, time intervals, trip frequencies, and degrees of cannibalization. They are denoted
by z and are introduced in Section 3.A. Based on this notation, the objective function
can be stated as

max
∑
m

(∑
i<j

rmijpmij −
∑
l

φmlzml −
∑
i<j

vmijzmij

)
. (3.1)

The objective is to maximize profit, thus, to maximize revenues minus fixed and variable
costs of all selected timetabled services. The variables zml and zmij ensure the cost
parameters are applied according to the characteristics of the selected timetabled services
as detailed in Section 3.A.
To clarify the problem setting and notation introduced above, we provide a small

example.

Example Consider a corridor (s1, s2, s3) with three stations and five potential services M =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The mth timetabled service starts at time cm = 10(m − 1), if it is selected. To
explain the decision variables in more detail, we base our example on sample solutions and discuss
the impact on the variables. We assume that the first service starts at c1 = 0 with stations s1
and s3 are selected, i.e., y1 = x1,1 = 1 − x1,2 = x1,3 = 1. Further, we assume the second and
fifth service and all their stations are selected, i.e., y2 = y5 = x2,1 = x2,2 = x2,3 = x5,1 = x5,2 =
x5,3 = 1.

The following assumptions on input data and cannibalization dynamics are made for this
example: We assume travel times tmij = 3(j − i) + 1 for all m and i < j as well as stop times
wmi = 1 for all m, i (note the tmij have been defined to include the stop time at sj). Start times
are discretized by Tk = [k− 1, k) and durations by Dl = [l− 1, l). For a trip between stations si
and sj starting at time t, the degree of cannibalization g is determined as follows: Among the
timetabled services including a trip from si to sj , we select the one with starting time t∗ at si,
such that |t∗ − t| is minimal, i.e., the trip with the closest possible starting time. The degree of
cannibalization is given by g = 20 − |t∗ − t| in case |t∗ − t| < 20, and g = 0 otherwise. In the
event that there is no other trip from si to sj , the degree of cannibalization is 0 as well. Hence,
the maximum possible degree of cannibalization is 20 in case two trips start at the exact same
time. Demand would in general decrease with an increasing degree of cannibalization.

With the services and stations selected as described above, a total of seven trips are included
in the three selected timetabled services. Table 3.2 provides details for each trip and displays,
which of the demand values dijklfg would be considered in a solution of our model based on the
assumptions made.
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timetabled start end dijklfg relevant for

service m station i station j time time k l f g

1 1 3 0 6 1 7 3 10
2 1 2 10 13 11 4 2 0
2 1 3 10 17 11 8 3 10
2 2 3 14 17 15 4 2 0
5 1 2 40 43 41 4 2 0
5 1 3 40 47 41 8 3 0
5 2 3 44 47 45 4 2 0

Table 3.2.: Trip characteristics for small example

As displayed, the resulting demand for the trip between s1 and s3 offered by the first timetabled
service is d1,3,1,7,3,10. Assuming the fifth service had not been selected, the demand would
change to d1,3,1,7,2,10, as we still observe the cannibalization effect between the first and sec-
ond timetabled service, however only two trips between the stations si and sj are still offered.
If we further assume that also the second service had not been selected, the demand would
be d1,3,1,7,1,0. The trip frequency would reduce to 1 and there would clearly be no cannibaliza-
tion effect with other services, as there is only one service remaining.

After selecting timetabled services and their stations as well as computing durations, the num-
ber of customers to assign to the trips must be determined. The pmij variables are constrained
by the respective demand parameters dijklfg and by the vehicle capacity. As an example, for
the 2nd timetabled service, the choice is constrained by p2,1,2 ≤ d1,2,11,4,2,0, p2,1,3 ≤ d1,3,11,8,3,10,
as well as p2,2,3 ≤ d2,3,15,4,2,0. Further, the restricted capacity yields p2,1,2 + p2,1,3 ≤ C2 and
p2,1,3 + p2,2,3 ≤ C2, which induces a multi-commodity network-flow optimization problem. �

3.3.2. Model extensions

As defined above and in Section 3.A, the model (3.1)–(3.11b) can select stations for two
distinct time-tabled services m and m′ independently. This strategy makes sense from a
customer and from an operator perspective: Passengers have access to a wider range of
trips and these are designed and scheduled to fit well with the demand structure. Given
the popularity of online journey planners, passengers do not need rules such as “line l
always stops at station s” any more. Yet, operators can maximize their profit without
including additional constraints, which could deteriorate the solution quality.
However, it could be desired from a regulatory or convenience perspective to operate

timetabled services on lines with identical or at least very similar sequences of stations.
In the following, we discuss how the presented model can be adjusted to incorporate
these requirements. In the event that every selected timetabled service should contain
exactly the same stations, one additional type of variables xi can be introduced, which
indicates that the station si is included in all selected timetabled services. Additional
constraints

xmi ≤ xi, ∀m, i and xi + ym ≤ 1 + xmi, ∀m, i

enforce this logic. Starting with the above requirement of identical stations and assuming
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each selected timetabled service can contain α additional selected stations (which are not
selected by all services, i.e., the corresponding xi takes the value 0), a similar approach
can be taken with the same variable xi. Now, the constraints∑

i

xmi ≤
∑
i

xi + α, ∀m and xi + ym ≤ 1 + xmi, ∀m, i

can be added to realize the requirement. We analyze the impact of including such addi-
tional requirements in Section 3.5.5.
Finally, the two extensions for back-and-forth services and aspects around driver

scheduling, which are discussed in Section 2.3.2, can analogously be applied to the
model (3.1)–(3.11b).

3.4. LMNS-based solution algorithm

The objective of this work is to solve real-world instances based on the model (3.1)–
(3.11b). Given the hardness of the problem and the size of real-world instances, a heuris-
tic approach seems most promising. We decided for an LMNS for three key reasons.
First, approaches based on LNS have been applied successfully to a range of similar real-
world problems as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Second, we see an intuitive way to define
neighborhood structures when given a solution of the model (3.1)–(3.11b): Larger steps
within the solution space to avoid being trapped in local optima can be performed by
adding, deleting or shifting entire timetabled services to/ from/ within the current solu-
tion. Local exploration is possible by adjusting the timetabled services that are already
present in the current solution. Third, the structure of solutions suggests the application
of multiple operators. A combination of adding, deleting, and shifting entire timetabled
services as well as selected stations seems more promising than deciding for just one
operator.
We have opted against an adaptive layer for the operator selection: On the one hand,

given the different computational complexity of the operators we use, the adaptation
logic would need to include the time spent by each operator. This creates challenges for
the replicability of results due to the natural variation in computation times. On the
other hand, pre-tests including an adaptive layer did not show a consistent picture of
certain operators being powerful only early in the algorithm and not in later iterations
or vice-versa.
The set of operators we apply is introduced in Section 3.4.1 and different operator

application strategies are discussed in Section 3.4.2. The overall LMNS algorithm is
presented in Section 3.4.3.

3.4.1. LMNS operators

Typically, LNS operators can be classified into destroy and repair operators. Here, a
destroy operator deletes or removes certain parts of a solution, which gives a partial
solution. This partial solution is then transformed again into a feasible solution by the
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repair operator. In the context of vehicle routing problems (VRP) and related problems,
the destroy operator often removes entire vehicle tours or a subset of customers from a
tour. The repair operator then inserts the removed customers based on either random,
heuristic or optimization-based approaches.
In our case, the situation differs from the VRP context: Indeed, any given set of values

for the ym and xmi yields a solution of the model (3.1)–(3.11b) after solving the multi-
commodity network-flow problem to determine optimal passenger flows. Therefore, we
do not have the differentiation between destroy and repair operators.
The operators we apply in the LMNS solution algorithm can be structured along three

main dimensions: First, the operator moves are of different types: operators either add,
delete or shift parts of the solution, i.e., entire timetabled services or stations within a
selected timetabled service.
Second, operators differ in the extent of change that is caused by their application.

Operators with a smaller extent of change retain the selected timetabled services and only
add, delete or shift selected stations. Meanwhile, the other operators modify the given
solution more substantially by adding, deleting or shifting entire timetabled services.
Third, the degree of randomness varies from operators based on random modification

of the current solution to best operators that perform modifications based on the best
possible impact of the operator application on the objective function. Still, a degree
of randomization similar to (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006, p. 459) is included in our best
operators to increase the diversification of the overall LMNS algorithm. For the best
operators, we differentiate between heuristic best and optimized operators. The aim of
the heuristic operators is to combine the advantages of forward-looking and fast modi-
fications. In particular, these operators avoid to apply any optimization model. Hence,
the effect on the objective function is pre-estimated based on information that can be
calculated easily without calling the multi-commodity network-flow model for determin-
ing the precise objective value. Meanwhile, the optimized operators determine the best
possible modifications of the current solution.
Finally, we include one more operator that is based on the optimization model (2.1)–

(C2 ) for single timetabled services. As this operator comprises a complex optimization
algorithm, heuristics based on this operator can be categorized as matheuristics. Alto-
gether, we have a list of 19 operators displayed in Table 3.3. Based on these operators, we
present different setups and operator application strategies in Section 3.4.2 and analyze
the performance of the resulting heuristics in Section 3.5.
Each operator op has an extent of modification, which we denote by S ∈ N. This is

the number of stations or timetabled services, which are added, deleted or shifted by
the operator. The selection of S is performed at random before the application of an
operator in a way that ensures it is indeed possible to add, delete or shift S stations or
timetabled services. We analyze the impact of varying S in Section 3.5. For S > 1, the
S modifications are realized sequentially. We use the term iteration for a single step and
denote the specific iteration we describe by iterop.
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extent of change type degree of randomness

random heuristic optimized matheuristic
best operator

add 1.1. 1.2. 1.3.
adjust stations delete 2.1. 2.2. 2.3.

shift 3.1. 3.2. 3.3. 7.

add 4.1. 4.2. 4.3.†
adjust services delete 5.1. 5.2. 5.3.

shift 6.1. 6.2. 6.3.

Table 3.3.: Overview of LMNS operators; †not included in LMNS due to long compu-
tation times

We now describe each of the 19 operators in more detail.

Operators adjusting stations

1. Add station operators add S ∈ N stations within a preselected timetabled servicem.

1.1. Add random stations adds S stations at random in service m.

1.2. Heuristic add best stations adds S stations in servicem based on an estimation
of their contribution to the objective function. For every station si∗ to be
added directly between stations si and sj , the contribution is estimated by

con1
m,i∗ =

∑
i′<i∗

i′∈Im

rmi′i∗di′i∗klfg +
∑
i∗<j′

j′∈Im

rmi∗j′di∗j′klfg + ∆φ+ ∆v.

The set of selected stations in the servicem is denoted by Im and the respective
indices for k, l, f , and g for the demand parameter d are determined assuming
the service includes station si∗ . Further, ∆φ = φml1 − φml2 and ∆v = vmij −
vmii∗ − vmi∗j represent the cost delta. Here, Dl1 denotes the duration interval
of the total travel time of the service before, and Dl2 after adding station si∗ .
The demand parameter d is used instead of the variable p, which appears in the
objective function. This is done to avoid having to solve the multi-commodity
network-flow problem within the heuristic operator.

The calculated contributions con1
m,i∗ are ranked in descending order and the

station at position bαρ · (n − nm)c is added. Here, α ∈ [0, 1) denotes a uni-
formly distributed random variable, ρ ∈ N with ρ ≥ 1 controls the degree of
randomization (as introduced in (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006, p. 459)), and nm
is the number of stations selected in the mth timetabled service of the cur-
rent solution. For S > 1, a new value for α is randomly selected and the
contributions are updated after each iteration iterop.
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1.3. Optimized add best stations adds S stations in service m based on their exact
contribution to the objective function. Calculations are performed updating
the demand parameters and by solving the multi-commodity network-flow
model for every station from service m that could be added. An analogous
approach to the heuristic add best stations operator is followed for ranking
and randomized adding of a station.

2. Delete station operators delete S ∈ N stations within a preselected timetabled
service m.

2.1. Delete random stations deletes S stations at random from service m.

2.2. Heuristic delete best stations deletes S stations from service m based on an
estimation of their contribution to the objective function. For every station si∗
to be deleted directly between stations si and sj , the contribution is estimated
by

con2
m,i∗ = −

∑
i′<i∗

rmi′i∗pmi′i∗ −
∑
i∗<j′

rmi∗j′pmi∗j′ + ∆φ+ ∆v.

The values of the p-variables are based on the accepted solution of the LMNS
algorithm. This time, we have ∆φ = φml1 − φml2 and ∆v = −vmij + vmii∗ +
vmi∗j , where Dl1 denotes the duration interval of the total travel time of
the service before, and Dl2 after deleting station si∗ . Note that this is still
a heuristic approach, because the multi-commodity network-flow problems
would need to be solved for an exact contribution. Indeed, the demand values
for service m change due to the modified departure and travel times. Further,
for the services m′ 6= m the demand is affected as well due to the effect of the
deleted station on trip frequencies and cannibalization.

The calculated contributions con2
m,i∗ are ranked in descending order and the

station at position bαρ · nmc is deleted, where nm is the number of selected
stations in the mth service in the current solution. Recall that we request
the stations s1 and sn to be included in every timetabled service. Therefore,
we do not consider the option of deleting these stations and use in fact nm −
2. This requirement is reflected in an analogous way in the other operators
and is not explicitly pointed out in the following. Only the cost part of
the solution is updated after each iteration iterop, because an update of the
revenue contribution would require solving the multi-commodity network-flow
model.

2.3. Optimized delete best stations deletes S stations from service m based on
the exact objective value after deleting the stations. As before, calculations
are performed by solving the multi-commodity network-flow model and the
ranking of contributions as well as the randomized selection of the station to
be deleted are analogous to the heuristic delete best stations operator.

3. Shift station operators shift S ∈ N stations within a preselected timetabled ser-
vice m (i.e., a selected station is deleted and a non-selected station is added in-
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stead). To increase the level of diversification, we make the following restrictions if
a shift from si to sj has already been performed in an earlier iteration: Station sj
needs to stay selected and station si cannot be selected again.

3.1. Shift random stations shifts S stations at random.

3.2. Heuristic shift best stations shifts S stations in service m based on an estima-
tion of their contribution to the objective function. For every combination of a
selected station si∗ directly between stations si and sj and a non-selected sta-
tion sj∗ directly between stations s′i and s

′
j within service m, the contribution

of deleting si∗ and adding sj∗ is estimated by

con3
m,i∗,j∗ = con2

m,i∗ + con1
m\{i∗},j∗ .

First, the impact of deleting si∗ is estimated analogously to the heuristic delete
best station operator. Subsequently, station sj∗ is added to the service denoted
by m \ {i∗}, i.e., to the mth timetabled service without station si∗ . Here, the
impact is estimated as before for the heuristic add best station operator.

The calculated contributions con3
m,i∗,j∗ of the combinations (i∗, j∗) are ranked

in descending order and, with the notation from above, the shift for the com-
bination at position bαρ · nshiftc is performed. The number of possible combi-
nations of stations is denoted by nshift, which is given by (nm − iterop + 1) ·
(n−nm− iterop + 1) in iteration iterop. All contribution aspects are updated
after each iteration iterop, except for the lost revenue of not servicing a shifted
station any more.

3.3. Optimized shift best stations shifts S stations in servicem based on their exact
contribution to the objective function. For every allowed combination of a
station that is included and a station that is not included, the impact of the
potential shift on the objective value is calculated with the multi-commodity
network-flow model. Ranking and randomized selection of the shift to perform
are analogous to the heuristic shift best stations operator.

Operators adjusting entire services

4. Add service operators add S ∈ N timetabled services.

4.1. Add random services adds S timetabled services at random. Within the added
timetabled services, the stations to be included in addition to s1 and sn are
also selected randomly.

4.2. Heuristic add best services adds S timetabled services based on an estimation
of their potential contribution to the objective function. For every timetabled
service m that is not included in the current solution, the contribution is
estimated as follows assuming every station is included in the added service:

con4
m =

∑
i<j

rmijdijklfg − φml1 −
∑

(i,j)∈I∗m

vmij .
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The first term is the revenue potential and the respective indices for k, l, f ,
and g for the demand parameter d are determined assuming all stations are
included. The second and third term represent costs, where Dl1 denotes the
duration interval of the total travel time of the service including all stations,
and I∗m is the set of indices for direct connections between neighboring sta-
tions si and si+1. In this approach, the capacity constraint is neglected to
avoid having to solve the multi-commodity network-flow problem.

The calculated contributions con4
m are ranked in descending order and the

service at position bαρ · (|M | − nF )c is added, where nF is the number of
timetabled services included in the current solution. The revenue potential is
updated after each iteration iterop.

Typically, timetabled services in good solutions do not include all stations,
therefore we only include the stations si∗ with an above average revenue po-
tential

rev4
m,i∗ =

∑
i<i∗

rmii∗dii∗klfg +
∑
i∗<j

rmi∗jdi∗jklfg.

4.3. Optimized add best services adds S timetabled services based on their exact
contribution to the objective function. To avoid having to solve multiple
multi-commodity network-flow problems for every possible added timetabled
service and every possible constellation of included stations, we apply the
model (3.1)–(3.11b) with the following adaptations: We fix the variables of
the timetabled services that are included in the current solution and require S
additional timetabled services to be selected by introducing an additional
constraint

∑
m ym = nF + S. However, pretests have confirmed the intuitive

assumption that this operator does not solve to optimality even for smaller
instances due to the size of the model (3.1)–(3.11b) for real-world setups. It
is therefore not included in the LMNS in the remainder of this chapter.

5. Delete service operators delete S ∈ N timetabled services.

5.1. Delete random services deletes S timetabled services at random.

5.2. Heuristic delete best services deletes S timetabled services based on an esti-
mation of the change in objective value in case these services are deleted. For
a selected timetabled service m, the contribution is estimated by

con5
m = −

∑
i<j

rmijpmij + φml2 +
∑

(i,j)∈I∗m

vmij .

The values of the p-variables are based on the accepted solution of the LMNS
algorithm. In the cost terms, Dl2 denotes the duration interval of the total
travel time of the mth service, and I∗m is the set of indices for direct connec-
tions in the mth service. Note that this is still only an approximation of the
actual objective value because the effects of deleting the mth service on the
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trip frequencies between two stations si and sj as well as on the cannibaliza-
tion are not considered explicitly. These aspects would change the demand
parameters d in the services m′ 6= m.

Subsequently, the calculated contributions con5
m are ranked in descending or-

der and the service at position bαρ ·nF c is deleted. The contributions are not
updated after an iteration iterop to avoid having to solve the multi-commodity
network-flow model.

5.3. Optimized delete best services deletes S timetabled services based on the
exact objective value in case these services are deleted. This includes all
effects on trip frequencies and cannibalization and is calculated by solving
the corresponding multi-commodity network-flow problems for the remaining
timetabled services. Analogously to the heuristic delete best services operator,
the services are ranked by decreasing contribution and a randomized selection
of the service to be deleted is performed.

6. Shift service operators shift S ∈ N timetabled services. The selected stations of
the shifted services do not change. To increase the level of diversification, a service
that has already been shifted in an earlier iteration is not shifted again.

6.1. Shift random services shifts S timetabled services at random.

6.2. Heuristic shift best services shifts S timetabled services based on an estimation
of the impact on the objective function. For every combination of a selected
timetabled service m and a non-selected potential service m′, the contribution
of performing this shift is estimated by

con6
m,m′ = con5

m +
∑

(i,j)∈I′m

rm′ijdijklfg − φm′l1 −
∑

(i,j)∈I∗m

vm′ij .

This represents the concatenation of deleting service m and adding in ser-
vice m′ with the same selected stations si that were selected in the mth ser-
vice. As before, the set I∗m denotes pairs of indices for direct connections in
themth service. Further, I ′m contains indices for all pairs of stations si and sj ,
where both stations are selected in the mth service.

The contributions con6
m,m′ of the combinations (m,m′) are ranked in descend-

ing order and we choose the combination at position bαρ · nshiftc. Here, nshift
is the number of possible combinations, which is given by (nF − iterop + 1) ·
(|M | − nF ). All contribution aspects are updated after each iteration iterop,
except for the lost revenue of not offering a timetabled service any more.

6.3. Optimized shift best services shifts S timetabled services based on their exact
contribution to the objective function. For every combination of a selected
timetabled service and a non-selected potential departure time we calculate
the impact of shifting the timetabled service to the new departure time by
solving the resulting multi-commodity network-flow problem. Note that the
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multi-commodity network-flow problem indeed needs to be solved even for the
unchanged timetabled services, as the shifting of a service affects cannibaliza-
tion and thus the demand values d. Ranking and randomized selection of the
shift to perform are analogous to the heuristic shift best services operator.

Operator based on the existing optimization model for single timetabled
services Finally, we introduce an operator that is based on the exact optimization
model (2.1)–(C2 ). Significantly shorter calculation times compared to the integrated
model (3.1)–(3.11b) due to the smaller model and the efficient branch-and-cut solution
algorithm motivate matheuristics based on this operator.

7. Replace existing service by an optimized service replaces an existing timetabled
service by a new service based on the model (2.1)–(C2 ). This operator combines
deleting an existing service, adding a new service, and selecting the included sta-
tions of the new service based on an optimization model. Different variations of
operator 7 are possible regarding which service gets replaced and which starting
times of the new service are allowed:

7∗,∗ The selection of the service to be replaced is made within the
operator based on a specified logic, e.g. by choosing the service
with the smallest contribution to the objectis function. Also, the
service to be added is determined by the optimization algorithm
inside the operator;

7−,∗ No service is replaced, i.e., the operator only adds the best pos-
sible service;

7m1,∗ The service m1 to be replaced is determined outside of the op-
erator. After deleting this service, the operator adds the best
possible service, which could also be service m1 again;

7m1,m2 The service m1 to be replaced and the service m2 to be added
are determined outside of the operator.

Note that the model (2.1)–(C2 ) does not include the dynamic demand effects with
respect to trip frequencies and cannibalization explicitly. However, the parame-
ters dijkl for the timetabled service to be added can be pre-calculated to reflect the
trip frequencies and cannibalization of the current solution.

3.4.2. LMNS operator application strategies

There are ample possibilities to combine the presented operators into LMNS solution
algorithms. In this section, we discuss different approaches and present matheuristics
based purely on the operator 7. The most fundamental decision for each operator op is
the respective selection probability πop in an iteration of the LMNS. In particular, the
probabilities determine whether op is included at all in the algorithm, i.e., πop > 0.
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As a strategy to improve the solution quality, a final re-optimization can be conducted
based on operator 7m,m for every timetabled service m that is included in the best
solution after the LMNS iterations. The adjusted solution is accepted if it is a new best
solution. This introduces a tradeoff between the additional computation time and the
solution quality.
Finally, we introduce two variations a and b of a matheuristic based on operator 7.

In these algorithms, the total number of timetabled services to be selected is fixed a
priori. Starting from the degenerate setup with no service and no stations selected, a
timetabled service is added with operator 7−,∗ until the specified number of services is
selected. From this point onwards, each iteration replaces one of the selected services by
another service, which is determined by a variation of operator 7∗,∗. When selecting the
service to be replaced within the operator, the services are ranked based on how recently
they have been added to the solution. The most recent service is at the bottom of the
list and the service to be replaced is selected in a randomized way based on a random
variable α and the exponent ρ as before.
For option a, no additional variations are introduced and the specified procedure is

followed in each iteration. Option b does not allow the operator 7∗,∗ to add again the
service that has just been removed. This is realized by fixing the respective variable ym
to the value 0.

3.4.3. Overall LMNS algorithm

The pseudo-code of the overall LMNS algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In the
following, we denote a solution of the model (3.1)–(3.11b) by x. I.e., x comprises the
values for the variables (ym, xmi, pmij , `mi, z). In fact, it is sufficient to know the values
for the ym, xmi, and pmij , since the values of all other dependent variables can be uniquely
determined once these values are given. The objective value of a solution based on (3.1)
is denoted by obj(x). An operator op which modifies S services (or S stations in a
timetabled service m) and uses the exponent ρ in the randomization is denoted by opS,ρ

(opS,m,ρ).
In Step 1, an initial solution x is generated. This step is easy in our case, since every

setup of selected timetabled services and included stations induces a feasible solution after
solving the multi-commodity network-flow model to determine passenger flows. Except
for the special cases of the matheuristics described above, we generate initial solutions by
applying the operator add random services F times starting with the degenerate setup
with no timetabled service and no stations selected.
The main loop of the LMNS comprises Steps 3– 16 and is repeated ItLMNS times. In

Steps 3 and 4, the best solution is updated if required. The calculation of the objec-
tive value obj(x) requires solving the multi-commodity network-flow model to determine
passenger volumes.
Subsequently, Steps 5 and 6 update the accepted solution if an acceptance crite-

rion AccCr is fulfilled. In our LMNS, we apply the record-to-record acceptance criterion,
which accepts solutions x with obj(x) > (1−ε)·obj(xbest), where ε decreases linearly with
every iteration from a starting value ε0 to 0. We decided for this criterion as it allows
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for simpler parameter calibration than a more complex approach (e.g., the Metropolis
acceptance criterion) and provides similar solution quality as analyzed in (Santini et al.,
2018). Steps 7 and 8 set x to the last accepted solution in case the acceptance criterion
is not fulfilled.
An operator op is selected randomly in Step 9 based on the probabilities πop. We

need to differentiate based on the extent of change of the operator, which is determined
in Step 10: If the operator adjusts entire services, we can directly select the value S in
Step 11. A random selection with an equal distribution for all feasible values of S is
performed. The value S represents the upper bound for S and ensures S ≤ Smax for a
global parameter Smax. In addition, the solution after the application of op still needs
to contain a minimum of one service and a maximum of F services. In the extreme case
of S(x, op, Smax) = 0 (e.g., if x contains only one selected service and op is a delete
service operator), the operator is not applied at all. For S ≥ 1, the operator is applied
in Step 12.
Yet, if op only adjusts stations of the current solution, we first determine the service m

to be adjusted in Step 14 and then select the value S in Step 15. The selection logic of S
is similar to Step 11, this time the upper bound S(x,m, op, Smax) ensures it is indeed
possible to add, delete or shift S stations in service m. Based on these selections, the
operator is applied in Step 16.
Step 17 checks whether a final reoptimization is desired. If so, the loop comprising

Steps 18–21 is traversed for every selected timetabled service m. Within the loop, the
operator 7m,m is applied in Step 19. Finally, if an improvement in the objective value
is confirmed in Step 20, the solution xreopt becomes the current and the best solution in
Step 21.
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Algorithm 1: LMNS algorithm
Input: Probabilities {πop}

Setup parameter final_reopt
Acceptance criterion AccCr
Parameters ItLMNS, ρ, Smax, ε0

1 x := xaccepted := xbest := InitialSolution()
2 for iter := 1, . . . , ItLMNS do
3 if obj(x) > obj(xbest) then
4 xbest := x

5 if AccCr(x, xbest, ε0, iter) then
6 xaccepted := x

7 else
8 x := xaccepted

9 Randomly choose operator op according to weights {πop}
10 if op modifies entire services then
11 Randomly choose a value for S with 1 ≤ S ≤ S(x, op, Smax)
12 x := opS,ρ(x)

13 else
14 Randomly choose service m out of selected services
15 Randomly choose a feasible value for S with 1 ≤ S ≤ S(x,m, op, Smax)
16 x := opS,m,ρ(x)

17 if final_reopt = true then
18 for each selected service m do
19 xreopt := 7m,m(x)
20 if obj(xreopt) > obj(x) then
21 xbest := x := xreopt
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3.5. Computational results

In this section, we present computational results based on the model (3.1)–(3.11b) and the
solution algorithms introduced in Section 3.4. The computational setup, comprising the
set of sample instances as well as the parameter settings, is presented in Section 3.5.1.
In the following, we analyze setups for the LMNS algorithm that lead to a favorable
tradeoff between quality and fast computation times in Section 3.5.2. We compare the
results of the metaheuristics with specific setups where optimal solutions are known in
Section 3.5.3. Subsequently, we discuss the benefits of the innovative model aspects in
Section 3.5.4 and provide an example of a model extension in Section 3.5.5.

3.5.1. Computational setup

Our computational results are based on an extension of the 30 instances introduced in
Section 2.5.1. The instances are summarized in Table 3.4 and an instance with the
respective properties is included in our experiments if and only if it is marked by a +.
Consistent with Chapter 2, the characteristics of the instances differ in three dimensions:
First, the number of cities where the bus can stop with the options of 12, 15, and 18 cities.
Second, the corridor in which the cities are located with four different corridors examined.
Since corridor 4 is the smallest corridor, there are no instances with 15 and 18 cities in it.
Third, the demand scenarios with a baseline scenario Base , a conservative scenario Cons ,
and an optimistic scenario Opti.

12 cities 15 cities 18 cities
Scenario Base Cons Opti Base Cons Opti Base Cons Opti

Corridor 1 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 2 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 3 + + + + + + + + +
Corridor 4 + + + − − − − − −

Table 3.4.: Instances for computational results

The underlying demand inputs are again based on the customized model developed in
cooperation with our industry partner for the computational study in Chapter 2. The
remaining parameters are chosen as follows in line with our previous approach: We split
the day in ten departure time intervals Tk (nine intervals with two hour duration each
and one interval from 12 a.m./midnight to 6 a.m.) and the potential start time of the
mth timetabled service is chosen to coincide with the beginning of the interval Tk, i.e.,
cm = am−1. Further, we have 14 duration intervals Dl (one interval for travel times up
to 60 minutes, six intervals in 30 minute steps up to four hours, six intervals in 60 minute
steps up to ten hours and one interval for longer trips). Travel distances, travel times,
ticket prices, and variable costs have been chosen identically to the study in Chapter 2.
We exclude fixed costs because commercial agreements with transportation suppliers are
usually based on a price per kilometer, i.e., they can be included in the parameters for
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the variable costs. The maximum number of timetabled services is F = 3, since demand
model calibration was only possible in this range based on the real-world data of our
industry partner. Finally, capacities are chosen as Cm = 52 and the auxiliary parameter
as u = 1 minute.
All computational tests are performed on a standard PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-

2600 running at 3.4 GHz with 16 GB of main memory using a single thread. Algorithms
are coded in C++ using CPLEX 12.7 and compiled in release mode with MS Visual
Studio 2015.

3.5.2. Technical aspects of LMNS solution algorithm

In this section, we determine an operator selection strategy and parameter settings for
the LMNS algorithm that allow for a good solution quality in acceptable computation
time. Recall that we cluster LMNS operators along three dimensions as presented in
Section 3.4.1. While it is intuitive that favorable setups should include operators with
varying extent of change (some adjusting entire services, others only stations within the
services) and type (add, delete, shift), the impact of the degree of randomness (random,
heuristic, optimized operators) is much harder to judge a priori. To address this, we start
with clusters based on the three degrees of randomness of the operators in the first step
of the analysis. In a second step, we then further refine the most promising setups and
study the impact of each operator.
Specifically, for the extent of change, we either include all (indicated by +) or none

(indicated by −) of the operators of each degree of randomness, which yields seven strate-
gies. These are presented in the top seven rows for each number of cities in Table 3.5,
e.g., (+ − −) indicates the strategy of only including the random operators. Identical
probabilities are assigned to every operator that is included. Recall the operator 4.3
Optimized add best services is not included in the LMNS, hence we replace it by the
operator 4.2 in the strategy that only includes the optimized operators to ensure there is
a possibility to add a service. Due to promising results during the pre-tests, we analyze
one more strategy denoted by (+ser − +sta), which includes only the random operators
for the modification of entire services and only the optimized operators for the modifi-
cation of stations. The rationale for including this strategy is given by the promising
combination of random larger steps in the solution space to avoid being trapped in local
optima and optimized smaller steps to improve the current solution.
Furthermore, the matheuristics introduced in Section 3.4.2, which are based on the

optimization model from Chapter 2, are included. For the matheuristics, the number of
timetabled services to be selected needs to be fixed before running the algorithm. We
run them with F = 1, 2, 3 and use the value F with the best results per instance for the
gap statistics.
The LMNS is run with the following initial parameter settings based on the pre-tests:

There are ItLMNS = 5,000 iterations and in each operator application only one station
or timetabled service is adjusted, i.e., Smax = 1. Further, solutions with up to ε0 = 5 %
decrease in objective value are accepted at the beginning of the algorithm and we use the
exponent ρ = 10 for the randomization. For each instance, we run the LMNS ten times,
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each time with a different initial random seed. The matheuristics based on operator 7
show much less variation for different random seeds, we therefore decided to run these
algorithms only three times.
We tried to solve the smaller instances with the model (3.1)–(3.11b), however we did

not obtain any solutions even after several hours of computation time. For the instance
with 12 cities, demand scenario Base , corridor 1, and F = 2, the gap after one hour
(two hours) was 112.2 % (110.9 %) and the best solution was 9.0 % (9.0 %) worse than
the best solution found with the LMNS algorithms. Therefore, the following experiments
are based only on the LMNS algorithms.
Table 3.5 presents the results with respect to the gaps and computation times. We

separate the results by the number of cities to understand the impact of increasing
instance size. Gap Avg. represents the average gap to the best solution per instance, that
we obtained in this experiment. Specifically, the average is taken over the twelve instances
with 12 cities (nine instances in case of 15 and 18 cities) as well as the ten different LMNS
runs (three in case of the matheuristics). Meanwhile, Gap Best is calculated based on
the minimum gap per instance and subsequently taking the average over the 12 (or 9)
instances. The average computation time in seconds is presented in Time Avg, for the
matheuristics, this is based on the sum of the setups with F = 1, 2, 3.
Before comparing the operator selection strategies, we comment on the performance of

the final reoptimization and the matheuristics. Applying the final reoptimization shows
consistent but small improvements. As a consequence, we recommend only using this
setup in case sufficient time is available and minor improvements of the objective value
are critical. Beyond that, approaches could be explored which apply the reoptimization
of the best solution multiple times, e.g., after every 1, 000 iterations. The matheuristic
strategies based on operator 7 perform consistently inferior to the other approaches,
further examinations show the algorithms frequently get stuck in local fixed points. Based
on this observation, we did not test the matheuristics for the 18 city instances.
The general results regarding the operator selection are similar for the different instance

sizes. The setup (− − +) performs best with respect to Gap Best and (+ser − +sta) with
respect to Gap Avg. While the heuristic operators perform nearly as fast as the random
operators, the gaps are high compared to the other strategies. The underlying reason
could be the lack of foresight regarding the trip frequency and cannibalization effects on
the passenger numbers after the multi-commodity network-flow model is solved.
The computation times are promising, even for the instances with 18 cities and only

using the optimized operators they are below one minute. For a strategic planning
model, even computation times of several hours are acceptable. Hence, we can select the
strategies with the best results without further comparisons of pareto optimal solutions.
In summary, the most promising setup, which serves as baseline setup for the second

step of experiments, does not include a final reoptimization and selects only the opti-
mized operators. To reflect the strong average results of the setup (+ser − +sta), we also
test variations of this setup with higher weights on the operators that adjust stations to
increase the probability of finding local optima. The strategy with only β% of the total
probabilities for the operators modifying entire services is denoted by (+β

sta − +
(1−β
ser ) and
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Oper. selection Gap Avg. (%) Gap Best (%) Time Avg. (s)

Included clusters

number Ran- Heu- Opti- no final final no final final no final final
of cities dom ristic mized reopt reopt reopt reopt reopt reopt

+ − − 2.2 2.2 1.0 0.9 2.0 4.8
− + − 4.7 4.7 2.1 2.1 2.2 4.8
− − + 4.2 4.2 0.2 0.2 13.3 15.9
+ + − 2.7 2.6 1.0 0.9 2.2 4.8
+ − + 2.2 2.0 0.9 0.8 8.1 10.9

12 − + + 3.5 3.5 1.0 0.9 8.0 10.6
+ + + 1.9 1.9 0.9 0.8 6.2 9.0

+ser − +sta 1.8 1.8 1.0 0.9 9.3 12.0
Math. option a 8.9 − 8.9 − 663.7 −
Math. option b 7.9 − 7.2 − 596.0 −

+ − − 5.0 4.7 1.7 1.5 3.3 30.7
− + − 8.7 8.1 5.1 4.1 3.9 32.8
− − + 3.8 3.7 0.7 0.7 30.6 57.7
+ + − 6.0 5.5 3.4 3.1 3.7 31.7
+ − + 3.3 3.3 1.2 1.2 16.4 42.1

15 − + + 4.5 4.4 1.2 1.2 17.8 43.7
+ + + 3.8 3.7 0.8 0.8 12.5 38.6

+ser − +sta 3.2 3.2 0.6 0.6 22.9 51.0
Math. option a 12.5 − 11.6 − 5,681.7 −
Math. option b 11.6 − 9.9 − 5,204.8 −

+ − − 6.9 − 2.8 − 4.5 −
− + − 9.2 − 4.9 − 5.4 −
− − + 4.4 − 0.0 − 53.0 −

18 + + − 6.4 − 2.3 − 5.1 −
+ − + 3.9 − 1.9 − 28.8 −
− + + 5.7 − 1.3 − 28.4 −
+ + + 4.2 − 1.1 − 21.6 −

+ser − +sta 2.6 − 0.5 − 43.1 −

Table 3.5.: Computation results for different operator selection strategies for the LMNS
algorithm
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identical probabilities are chosen among the operators modifying stations and services, re-
spectively. Table 3.6 presents the results when varying the parameters ItLMNS, ρ, Smax, ε0,
and when including adjusted versions of the setup (+ser − +sta). All studies are con-
ducted based on a “ceteris paribus” approach, i.e., only one parameter is adjusted at a
time while the others take their initial values used for the study above.

Parameter setup Gap Avg. (%) Gap Best (%) Time Avg. (s)

cities 12 15 18 12 15 18 12 15 18

Baseline −/− /+ 4.2 3.8 4.4 0.2 0.7 0.0 13.3 30.6 52.8

ItLMNS = 1,000 5.3 5.0 5.4 0.3 1.7 1.5 2.9 6.6 11.1
ItLMNS = 50,000 3.9 3.3 3.7 0.2 0.7 0.0 129.8 300.0 523.1

ρ = 5 3.6 3.1 3.7 0.8 0.9 0.4 13.2 30.1 53.7
ρ = 20 4.0 4.1 4.3 0.9 1.1 0.2 13.0 29.5 51.2

Smax = 3 3.7 2.7 3.3 0.9 1.1 0.3 19.2 48.9 89.5
Smax = 5 3.7 2.7 3.3 0.9 1.1 0.3 19.2 48.9 89.4

ε0 = 1% 6.4 7.9 7.6 1.6 2.8 2.4 13.0 30.6 51.3
ε0 = 15% 2.2 3.7 5.2 1.5 1.3 0.7 12.3 28.0 49.3

(+5
ser − +95

sta) 3.1 5.0 5.9 0.0 0.2 1.0 14.9 33.0 59.6
(+25

ser − +75
sta) 2.3 3.4 2.6 0.0 1.0 0.4 12.7 29.2 56.2

Table 3.6.: Computation results for parameter studies for the LMNS algorithm

We observe that the only setup that consistently decreases the gaps is ItLMNS =
50,000. A general trend that can be observed is that increasing randomness (smaller ρ,
larger Smax, larger ε0, and including random operators) improves the results for Gap Avg.
(%), while Gap Best (%) deteriorates. We choose (+25

ser − +75
sta) with ItLMNS = 50,000

for the following experiments as it consistently improves Gap Avg. (%) while only partly
deteriorating the Gap Best (%). Finally, Table 3.7 shows the results when removing a
single operator from the setup (+25

ser − +75
sta). It can be observed that all options for

removing an operator do not yield consistently better results than the setup with all
six operators applied. Hence, every operator is useful for the LMNS algorithm and is
included in the next sections.

3.5.3. Solution quality of the LMNS algorithm

A priori, there is no knowledge about the potential delta between the best known solutions
and the optimal solutions. Therefore, to understand the quality of the solutions found
with the LMNS algorithm, it is not sufficient to look at the corresponding gaps. However,
we can construct instances for which we can prove the optimality of solutions. First, we
look at the special case, where the demand used in the model does not behave dynamically
with respect to trip frequencies and cannibalization. In this case, an optimal solution can
be determined based on the existing optimization model for single timetabled services
because the problem decomposes into sub-problems, one for each potential timetabled
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Parameter setups Gap Avg. (%) Gap Best (%) Time Avg. (s)

cities 12 15 18 12 15 18 12 15 18

(+25
ser − +75

sta) 2.3 3.3 2.6 0.0 1.0 0.4 12.7 29.2 56.2

Removed op. 1.3 19.1 19.2 19.8 8.4 11.0 13.1 10.1 18.8 30.0
Removed op. 2.3 10.6 19.9 23.2 3.9 14.0 14.5 12.2 36.7 80.7
Removed op. 3.3 3.1 4.0 4.5 0.0 1.4 1.1 7.0 13.1 20.7

Removed op. 4.1 8.8 30.9 36.8 0.2 8.2 14.7 10.4 18.9 32.8
Removed op. 5.1 7.3 2.0 1.8 3.1 0.1 0.2 17.1 34.6 61.5
Removed op. 6.1 5.7 9.2 6.7 0.1 1.4 0.7 13.0 31.2 55.6

Table 3.7.: Computation results when removing single operators from LMNS algorithm

service m. To determine an optimal solution with F selected timetabled services, we
can simply pick the F best services, because the objective values of the services are
independent of each other. In the following experiments, the demand parameters are
based on constant trip frequencies and no cannibalization is considered. Table 3.8 shows
the average and best gaps per number of cities when running the LMNS with the settings
determined above.

Number of services Gap Avg. (%) Gap Best (%)

cities 12 15 18 12 15 18

F = 1 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F = 2 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
F = 3 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 3.8.: Solution quality of LMNS results with respect to
known optimal solutions: No dynamic demand with

respect to trip frequency and cannibalization

Second, when including the trip frequency and cannibalization effects, we can solve
another set of instances to optimality: For 12 cities and a maximum number of F = 2
services, the model (3.1)–(3.11b) can be solved in several hours of computation time
when enumerating all possible combinations of selected timetabled services and stations
and subsequently solving the multi-commodity network-flow problems. Table 3.9 shows
the average and best gaps per instance when the best results of the LMNS algorithm are
compared against the optimal solutions. Indeed, an optimal solution could be found in
11 out of 12 cases.
In summary, the LMNS algorithm found the optimal solution for 101 out of the 102 in-

stances with known optimal solution.
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Scenario Base Cons Opti

Corridor 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Gap Avg. (%) 2.91 1.43 8.18 0.64 0.41 0.42 1.91 0.42 0.00 0.00 1.80 0.00
Gap Best (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 3.9.: Solution quality of LMNS results with respect to
known optimal solutions: 12 city instances with F = 2

3.5.4. Impact of including frequency and cannibalization

The benefits of the schedule-based approach and the dynamic demand with respect to
travel duration and departure time are discussed in Section 2.5.2. Hence, we focus on
the additional aspects trip frequency and cannibalization in the following experiments.
As a first step, we show that solutions differ indeed significantly when the impact of trip
frequency and cannibalization on the demand are considered. To ensure the results we
present are not skewed due to non-optimal solutions found by the LMNS, we base them
on the instances with 12 cities and a maximum of two services, where optimal solutions
can be determined. For the instance with 12 cities, demand scenario Base , corridor 1,
and F = 2, Table 3.10 shows the optimal solutions once considering the impact of trip
frequency and cannibalization on the demand, and once ignoring it.

Dynamic demand setup: Station (included +/not included −)

Impact of trip frequency and Selected
cannibalization considered service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

yes m = 2 + + − + + − + − + + + +
m = 4 + + + − − − + + − + − +

no m = 2 + + + + − + + − + + + +
m = 3 + + + + − − + − + + + +

Table 3.10.: Impact on the optimal solutions of including trip frequency and cannibal-
ization dynamics

We observe that the two optimal solutions differ significantly: Already the selected
timetabled services are different. On the one hand, the setup ignoring the cannibalization
chooses “neighboring” services with very similar selected stations (only for station 6 there
is a difference). On the other hand, the solution when considering dynamic demand effects
with respect to trip frequency and cannibalization leaves more time between the two
departures. Furthermore, it shows more differences between the two services to realize a
higher coverage of stations with more attractive travel times and less cannibalization.
As a second step, we analyze sensitivity with respect to the degree of cannibalization in

more detail. For the instance with 12 cities, demand scenario Opti , corridor 1, and F = 2,
we look at different intensities of cannibalization, parametrized by σ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10}.
For the degree of cannibalization g1, the respective demand parameter for the case of
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no cannibalization (g0) is multiplied by 1 − σ
40 , for g2 with 1 − σ

20 , respectively. This
means, for σ = 0 there is no cannibalization effect at all, while in the other extreme case
of σ = 10 only 75 % of the original demand remain for a degree of cannibalization g1,
and 50 % for g2. To isolate the effect of the varying cannibalization level, we fix the
y-variables to y3 = y4 = 1 and ym = 0 otherwise. Also, no dynamic demand with respect
to the trip frequency is assumed. Table 3.11 shows the optimal solutions for the extreme
cases σ = 0 and σ = 10. Complementary, Figure 3.1 shows further key characteristics of
the solutions for varying values of σ.
The observations are in line with the expected results: The selected stations of the

two services are very similar for σ = 0 and differ substantially for σ = 10. Further, the
share of offered trips with a degree of cannibalization g1 or g2 as well as the achievable
objective value decline with increasing values of σ.
Overall, we can conclude that considering the interdependencies of selected timetabled

services has a significant impact on optimal solutions. It is therefore advisable for bus op-
erators to consider these aspects in their demand modeling and applying models capable
of incorporating these aspects.

Station (included +/not included −)

Scaling Selected
parameter service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

σ = 0 m = 3 + + + − + + + + + + + +
m = 4 + + + − + − + + + + + +

σ = 10 m = 3 + + − + − − + − + + + +
m = 4 + + + − + + + + + + + +

Table 3.11.: Sample best solutions for different intensities of cannibalization

3.5.5. Model extensions

In the final set of experiments, we analyze the effect of requesting services to be equal
or similar as motivated in Section 3.3.2. For the instance with 15 cities, demand sce-
nario Cons , corridor 1, and F = 3, we run the LMNS algorithm three times: once
requiring all selected services to include identical selected stations (identical services),
once again with the initial requirement of identical services but allowing for one addi-
tional station per service (one additional station per service), and once with no additional
requirements on the structure of the different services (no requirements). For the setup
with identical services, the LMNS operators need to be slightly adjusted to ensure the
services are still identical after an operator application. Specifically, the adjusted oper-
ators 1.3, 2.3, and 3.3 simultaneously add, delete or shift the best station (randomized
as before) in all services. Further, operator 4.1 only selects the timetabled service to
be added, the stations are then selected exactly as for the other selected services. The
operators 5.1 and 6.1 need no adjustment, since they already preserve the property of
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Figure 3.1.: Sensitivity of best known solutions towards the intensity of cannibalization

identical services.
When one additional station per service is allowed, we proceed analogously to the case

with identical services and include a final iteration applying operator 1.3 optimized add
best stations for S = 1 to each selected service. The solution is accepted in case of an
improved objective value.
Table 3.12 presents the three best solutions found with the LMNS settings determined

above. It can be observed that allowing an additional station per service can already im-
prove the objective significantly. Yet, the solution with no requirements on the structure
of the different lines is by far the most attractive one. Based on this type of analysis,
the costs of additional requirements on the structure of the timetabled services can be
determined.

Station (included +/not included −)

Structure Selected objective
requirements service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 value

identical m = 2 + − − + + − + + − − − + + + +
services m = 4 + − − + + − + + − − − + + + + 1,763

m = 5 + − − + + − + + − − − + + + +

one additional m = 2 + − − + + − + + + − − + + + +
station per m = 4 + − − + + − + + − − − + + + + 1,860
service m = 5 + − − + + − + + − − − + + + +

no m = 2 + + + + − − + − − − − + + − +
requirements m = 3 + − + − + − + + − + − − + + + 2,633

m = 4 + + + − − − + − + − − − − − +

Table 3.12.: Sample best known solutions for different requirements on the structure of
services
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3.6. Conclusion and outlook

We have presented a scheduled-based mixed-integer linear model formulation compris-
ing multiple aspects of dynamic demand. This model can be applied by an operator
of inter-city buses for the concurrent planning of multiple timetabled services. Simul-
taneous decisions are made on the characteristics of the network design, by selecting
stations, and also on scheduling aspects, by selecting departure times. Since computa-
tion times that rely on standard approaches are too long to solve real-world instances,
we have introduced different variations of a large multiple neighborhood search (LMNS)
metaheuristic algorithm. In an extensive computational study, we obtained solutions
in attractive computation times and observed that the gaps to optimal solutions are
small for the cases with known optimal solutions. Furthermore, we studied the modeling
scope and discussed how considering the interdependencies between different timetabled
services significantly impacts the optimal solutions.
Future research could focus on extending the scope from a single travel corridor to

considering the entire network, including passenger transfers. This would require any
future model to include even more interdependencies between services, since the demand
for timetabled services in one corridor can depend on the offering of services in another
corridor. The application of optimization models would therefore be connected even more
closely to the development of demand models capable of predicting demand effects with
high accuracy.
Another important research direction is the inclusion of further operational aspects

when planning the timetabled services. Driver costs are an important aspect, since they
represent a significant share of the operating costs and are typically associated with
complex regulations, including in relation to working and driving times. Specifically, the
variable costs could not be determined a priori for a connection between two stations.
They would depend on both, the total structure of the timetabled service itself due to
necessary breaks, and also on the other selected timetabled services. The latter aspect
stems from the fact that only some selected pairs of services can be driven consecutively
by the same driver.
We believe that metaheuristics will be the most suitable approach to tackle these

complex problems and that the approaches and studies presented in this chapter provide
a solid foundation for the future work in this field.
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Appendix

3.A. Mixed integer linear formulation

To state the mixed integer linear formulation, binary decision variables z are required in
addition to the decision variables introduced in 3.3.1. They take the value 1 for the indices
m ∈ M , i, j ∈ I, k ∈ K, l ∈ L, f ∈ N, and g ∈ G if a trip is offered with the respective
timetabled services, choice of stations, departure time, duration, trip frequency, and the
degree of cannibalization. Assuming that M, I,K,L,N, and G are pairwise disjoint, the
following definitions are unambiguous:

zmijklfg The mth timetabled service contains a trip from si to sj , which starts
in Tk at station si with duration in Dl. The trip from si to sj is
operated f times and there is a degree of cannibalization g;

zmij The mth timetabled service contains a direct connection (no interme-
diary stops) from si to sj ;

zml The mth timetabled service is operated with total duration in Dl to
reach the destination sn;

zmik The mth timetabled service contains a trip which starts at si in Tk;

zmijl The duration for the trip from si to sj of the mth timetabled service
is in Dl;

zijf There are exactly f different timetabled services offering trips from si
to sj ;

zmijg The trip from si to sj contained in the mth timetabled service has
degree of cannibalization g.

Mixed-integer linear formulation We now step systematically through the model
formulation (3.1)–(3.11b). The overall structure is similar to the model (2.1)–(C2 ) from
Section 2.3. The main differences are the additional indices m, f , and g as well as the
constraints on trip frequencies and cannibalization.

max
∑
m

(∑
i<j

rmijpmij −
∑
l

φmlzml −
∑
i<j

vmijzmij

)
(3.1)
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subject to ∑
klfg

zmijklfg ≤ xmi, ∀i < j, ∀m (3.2a)

∑
klfg

zmijklfg ≤ xmj , ∀i < j, ∀m (3.2b)

∑
lfg

zmijklfg ≤ zmik, ∀i < j, ∀k,m (3.2c)

∑
kfg

zmijklfg ≤ zmijl, ∀i < j, ∀l,m (3.2d)

∑
klg

zmijklfg ≤ zijf , ∀i < j, ∀f,m (3.2e)

∑
klf

zmijklfg ≤ zmijg, ∀i < j, ∀g,m (3.2f)

The objective (3.1) is to maximize profit, thus, to maximize revenues minus fixed and
variable costs of all selected timetabled services. Fixed costs depend on the departure
times and the overall durations of the selected timetabled services, and variable costs
depend on the selected stations within the timetabled services.
Passengers may only enter or exit a bus at those stations si and sj , which have been

included (3.2a)–(3.2b), in the departure interval Tk at si that actually contains the de-
parture time of the trip (3.2c), and the duration needs to be in the correct duration
interval Dl (3.2d). Further, the zmijklfg can only take the value 1 if the correspond-
ing zijf and zmijg are set to 1 as well (3.2e)–(3.2f).

pmij ≤
∑
klfg

dijklfgzmijklfg, ∀i < j, ∀m (3.3a)

∑
i′≤i,j′>i

pmi′j′ ≤ Cm, ∀i < n,m (3.3b)

The number of passengers per trip is constrained by the demand (3.3a) and must not
exceed the capacity of the bus on each connection (3.3b).∑

j>1

zm1j =
∑
i<n

zmin = ym, ∀m (3.4a)

∑
j<i

zmji =
∑
j>i

zmij , ∀1 < i < n, ∀m (3.4b)

∑
j>i

zmij = xmi, ∀1 < i < n, ∀m (3.4c)

zml + 1 ≥ ym + zm1nl, ∀l,m (3.4d)

The flow conditions (3.4a)–(3.4c) ensure that the zmij only take the value 1 if the mth
timetabled service and both stations are included, and there are no intermediate stations
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between them. The incorporation of fixed costs φml results from zml = 1, which is
ensured by (3.4d) if the mth timetabled service has a total duration in Dl.∑

m

ym ≤ F (3.5)

`mi =
∑

i1<j1≤i
tmi1j1zmi1j1 , ∀i,m (3.6)

xm1 = xmn = ym, ∀m (3.7)

At most F timetabled services can be selected (3.5) and the duration to reach station si
results from the selected connections to reach si (3.6). As discussed above, we request
the first and the last station to be included in each selected timetabled service (3.7).

∑
k

zmik = xmi, ∀i < n,m (3.8a)∑
k

zmik ≤ ym, ∀i < n,m (3.8b)

cm + `mi ≤ ak + (1− zmik)Mmik − u, ∀i < n, k,m (3.8c)
cm + `mi ≥ ak−1zmik, ∀i < n, k,m (3.8d)

Variable zmik can only take the value 1 if the mth timetabled service is selected and
services station si (3.8a)–(3.8b). Consistency with the travel and departure times results
from (3.8c) and (3.8d), which ensure zmik can only take the value 1 if the starting time
at si (which can be written as cm + `mi) is smaller than ak and greater than or equal
to ak−1. Here,Mmik ∈ R denotes a sufficiently large number (big-M constant), and u ∈ R
represents a small time amount (e.g., one minute) to allow for using ≤ insted of <.

∑
l

zmijl ≥ xmi + xmj − 1, ∀i < j,m (3.9a)∑
l

zmijl ≤ xmi, ∀i < j,m (3.9b)∑
l

zmijl ≤ xmj , ∀i < j,m (3.9c)

`mj − `mi − wmj ≤ bl + (1− zmijl)Mmijl − u, ∀i < j, ∀l,m (3.9d)
`mj − `mi ≥ (bl−1 + wmj)zmijl, ∀i < j, ∀l,m (3.9e)

Likewise, the variable zmijl can only take the value 1 if and only if both stations si and sj
are included (3.9a)–(3.9c). Further, (3.9d) and (3.9e) enforce the duration interval to be
chosen consistently with the actual travel time from si to sj (which can be written
as `mj − `mi − wmj). Again, Mmijl ∈ R denotes a sufficiently large big-M constant and
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u the same small time amount as in (3.8c).∑
f

zijf ≤ 1, ∀i < j (3.10a)

∑
ml

zmijl =
∑
f

fzijf , ∀i < j (3.10b)

∑
l

zmijl =
∑
g

zmijg, ∀i < j,m (3.10c)

For a pair of stations si and sj , at most one variable zijf can take the value 1 (3.10a)
and this is only possible if the trip frequency takes indeed the value f (3.10b). Addi-
tionally, for each selected timetabled service and pair of stations si and sj , one degree of
cannibalization needs to be selected, this is enforced by (3.10c).
To avoid another binary variable indicating a timetabled service includes stations si

and sj (not necessarily as a direct connection), the left hand sides of (3.10b) and (3.10c)
use the sum over the variables zmijl. Indeed, exactly one of them takes the value 1
by (3.9a)–(3.9c) in case the mth timetabled service includes both stations si and sj .

zmik + xmj + zm′ik + xm′j ≤ 3 + zmijg2 , ∀i < j, ∀k,m,m′,m 6= m′

(3.11a)

zmik + xmj + zm′i(k−1) + zm′i(k+1) + xm′j ≤ 3 +
∑

g∈{g1,g2}

zmijg, ∀i < j, ∀k,m,m′,m 6= m′

(3.11b)

For each selected timetabled service m and pair of selected stations si and sj , the
degree of cannibalization is controlled by (3.11a) and (3.11b). For this chapter, we
have chosen G = {g0, g1, g2}, with g0 indicating no cannibalization at all, g1 a medium
degree of cannibalization, and g2 a high degree of cannibalization. The high degree of
cannibalization g2 is enforced if there are two distinct timetabled services m and m′,
which both contain a trip from station si to sj starting in the same interval Tk. In this
case, all four terms of the left hand side of (3.11a) take the value 1 and thus force zmijg2
to the value 1 as well. Similarly, in case these two trips from si to sj do not start in the
same time interval Tk, but in chronologically neighboring intervals (e.g., Tk−1 and Tk),
a minimum degree of cannibalization g1 is assumed. If so, the left hand side of (3.11b)
takes the value 4 (since zm′i(k−1) and zm′i(k+1) cannot take the value 1 simultaneously),
which forces at least the degree of cannibalization g1.
Note that there is no unique or mandatory logic to model cannibalization and the

above formulation is just one possibility to capture it. If a heuristic solution algorithm
is applied, even non-linear approaches can be considered in the event that these are
best suited to capture the results of the demand modeling step. Assuming the possible
degrees of cannibalization g ∈ G can be ordered, the formulation (3.11a)–(3.11b) can
be generalized to a set of constraints, where each constraint enforces at least a certain
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degree of cannibalization gγ . Here, the left hand side includes the variables that indicate
a cannibalization impact of degree gγ on the trip of service m from station si to sj
starting in Tk. Further, the right hand side comprises an integer parameter (in our case
its value is 3 in all cases) such that one of the variables zmijg for g ≥ gγ needs to take
the value 1 if the left hand side takes its maximum value.
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Strategic Planning for Integrated
Mobility-on-Demand and Urban Public
Bus Networks
Konrad Steiner, Stefan Irnich

Abstract

App-based services and ride-sharing in the field of mobility on demand (MoD) create a
new mode of transport between motorized individual transport and public transporta-
tion, whose long-term role in the urban mobility landscape and within public transport
systems is not fully understood as of today. For the public transport industry, these new
services offer new chances but also risks, making planning models and tools for integrated
intermodal network planning indispensable. We develop a strategic network planning op-
timization model for bus lines that allows for intermodal trips with MoD as a first or last
leg. Starting from an existing public transport network, we decide simultaneously on the
use of existing line segments in the future fixed-route network, on areas of the city where
an integrated MoD service should be offered, on how MoD interacts with the fixed-route
network via transfer points, and on passenger routes fulfilling given service-level require-
ments. The main challenges from a modeling point of view are to capture the interplay
between MoD services and the fixed public network as well as the approximation of MoD
costs taking into account that vehicle utilization is a key factor influencing these costs.
We develop a path-based formulation and a branch-and-price algorithm as well as an
enhanced enumeration-based approach to solve real-world instances to proven optimal-
ity. The solution methods are tested on instances generated with the help of real-world
data from a medium-sized German city, Göttingen, that currently operates around 20
bus lines.

73
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4.1. Introduction

Traditional planning for urban transportation usually assumes a given or calculated split
between two primary modes of transportation: motorized individual transport and public
transportation. However, new trends in mobility on demand (MoD), in particular ride-
sharing and the app-based services offered by companies such as Uber and Lyft, induce
a new mode of transport that sits between those existing modes. The full implications of
this new mode, including its long-term role in the urban mobility landscape and within
public transport systems, are not fully understood as of today.
On the one hand, there is huge potential for MoD service operators to decrease depen-

dence on car ownership and to provide better access and egress to public transport, i.e.,
solving, or at least reducing, the last-mile problem. Within areas of lower demand and
during off-peak times, MoD operators may provide less costly yet more attractive services
than those currently offered by classical public transport companies. These characteris-
tics have recently motivated the International Association of Public Transport (UITP) to
create a new offering named “Digital Platforms” for players like Door2Door, Citymapper,
and Uber, and thus to provide a formal framework for collaboration (UITP, 2017). On
the other hand, for the public transport systems, there is a risk of revenue decline due to
the new competition. Studies like (Martínez, 2015) even raise the question if urban trans-
portation without classical public transport could be possible. The first showcase for the
potential of MoD services to disrupt entire industries is the taxi business, which has faced
significant revenue decline since the introduction of the new competition (Economist,
2015). Mainly as a consequence of the opposition from the taxi sector, providers of MoD
are currently facing strong regulations that restrict their operations (e.g., Economist,
2017). However, we believe that bans and restrictive regulations will not be a long-term
solution and that the overall market for on-demand mobility will grow. The potential
of MoD could grow even stronger once it is merged with autonomous vehicles, which
will lower operational costs and enable more efficient central planning of transportation
systems.
Of course, it is not clear which players will offer MoD-based integrated public transport:

It may be done by the likes of Uber and Lyft, or other technology platform providers
who do not offer mobility solutions today, or car manufacturers, or rental companies that
will establish the transition into this market. The alternative is that public authorities
will start offering these services themselves.
In this paper, we look holistically at the urban transport system. The goal is to support

cities and public transport operators in gaining a better understanding about potential
future network structures. The key challenge for the public transport industry is to
capture the opportunities new MoD services offer and to mitigate the risks that come
with them. We hypothesize in line with recent studies like (masabi, 2018) that the most
promising way to achieve this is integrating classical public transport and MoD into a
combined system that offers high-quality services and flexibility to the customers based
on their needs.
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4.1.1. Scope and application context

The new strategic network planning optimization model integrates MoD into an existing
public transport network. For the model, we assume that there is a single decision maker
in the form of a central planner. This could be either a public authority or the public
transport operator. We further assume that this central planner can alter the structure
of the existing public transportation network. For those parts of the public network that
have a low utilization, the central planner can replace them by MoD-based services. As
a result, some passenger trips become intermodal using MoD as a first and/or last leg.
The objective of the central planner is to minimize overall operational costs (including
those of MoD services) while guaranteeing passengers a service level comparable to the
service of the existing network. The user’s perspective is therefore covered by service-level
constraints, while further social and environmental aspects are not integrated explicitly.
However, a financially efficient public transportation system enables environment-friendly
mobility which is accessible for everybody.
Since bus operations have a lower level of fixed costs and a higher degree of flexibility

than train operations, we envisage the model to be applied for different times of the day
or for different weekdays. It seems to be a reasonable assumption that future fixed-route
components of public bus networks will look different on a weekend than during the week,
or in the morning and afternoon peak compared to off-peak times.
For designing an integrated bus transport network that includes MoD operations, the

fundamental question is what decision variables are required and what dependencies
between them have to be considered. Our optimization model simultaneously decides on
(i) the use of existing bus lines or segments in the future fixed-route network,
(ii) areas of the city where an integrated MoD service should be offered,
(iii) how MoD interacts with the fixed-route network via transfer points, and
(iv) passenger routes.
We elaborate on the four types of decisions in the following paragraphs.

Decisions on the existing public transport network The utilization of a bus
line varies over its itinerary often with a lower utilization when the bus reaches a more
suburban area. A typical strategic decision on changing the structure of an existing
bus line is therefore whether and to which extent the bus line should be shortened, i.e.,
some stops starting from a current endpoint of the line are removed. In our setup, some
passengers would then use MoD to access or egress the new shortened bus line or even
for their whole trip, or use an alternative bus line.
In order to realistically model such decisions, we define omission segments as parts of

the line that could be cut off. Note that not every bus stop is a suitable endpoint so
that an omission segment generally comprises several edges (in the graph representing
the fixed public transportation network, see Section 3.3).

Decisions on zone-based MoD services While classical network design models de-
cide on stops and connections to include and on line plans, we incorporate MoD decisions
based on zones, i.e., on areas where the MoD services will be provided. On the one hand,
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the definition of zones can increase the usability and popularity of the overall system
because zone-based MoD which is consistent with urban districts can be visualized and
communicated easier than scattered connections. On the other hand, efficiency of MoD
depends on vehicle utilization. Therefore, realistic estimates for MoD costs cannot be
made by considering individual connections only. We use zone-based MoD decisions to
enable more accurate estimates for MoD costs, taking into account that such costs are
mainly influenced by the density of the service offering in entire areas.

Decisions on transfer points Certainly, costs for MoD legs behave differently than
for classical services with fixed routes and frequencies. An exact routing of MoD vehicles
is neither feasible (Posada et al. (2016) can only solve instances with up to five requests
for the Integrated Dial-a-Ride Problem (IDARP) with timetabled fixed-route service)
nor required for a strategic network optimization. Instead, we differentiate between cost
aspects that result directly from the network structure and further aspects impacting the
desired service level (e.g., the lead time between booking and start of the trip). The key
network-dependent aspect impacting costs is the utilization of MoD vehicles. Modeling
such a dependency on utilization requires at least a rough knowledge of where passengers
start or end their trips and where they transfer to or from MoD.
In addition to introducing MoD zones, our second fundamental modeling approach is

to decide on the transfer points used in a zone. Transfer points are those stops where
passengers interchange between MoD and the fixed-route network. Note that not every
bus stop is a suitable transfer point. Indeed, city authorities have started to more strictly
control where MoD vehicles stop and wait, because otherwise uncontrolled transfers may
drastically slow down the remaining traffic in the streets. Also, transfer points naturally
foster consolidation of passenger flows and thus ensure cost-efficient operations. Overall,
the modeling of MoD costs is a key challenge and is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.3.

Decisions on passenger routes The routing of passengers is another key modeling
aspect as it impacts operational costs as well as the service level. The literature differ-
entiates between passenger route choice, where passengers choose their routes in a given
network based on their preferences, and the assignment of passengers to routes, e.g., by
an optimization model according to some given objective (see, e.g., Schmidt and Schö-
bel, 2015; Goerigk and Schmidt, 2017). For the design of the combined MoD and public
network, we are in a hybrid situation: On the one hand, the MoD service provider can
almost completely influence (within a reasonable range) the routing on the MoD legs.
As long as the overall travel chain is seamless and convenient, passengers will accept
being assigned a specific first and/or last feeding leg with MoD, even if a transfer point
passed is not on a shortest path through the overall network. On the other hand, once
passengers access the fixed-route network, they choose their routes according to individ-
ual preferences, meaning that a central assignment will no longer be accurate. We deal
with this characteristic by allowing the model to assign passengers to the MoD routes
as long as a threshold on overall travel time is not exceeded. Within the fixed network,
our model routes passengers via the shortest path in order to estimate and ensure an
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acceptable overall travel time.

4.1.2. Contribution and structure

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a strategic network planning
optimization model that integrates MoD into the public transport bus network. The
novelty is how the overall optimization problem is broken down using three types of in-
terdependent decisions, namely the determination of the bus line segments in the future
public transport network, the selection of MoD zones with their transfer points, and the
combined route-assignment and route-choice decision of the passengers. The main chal-
lenges were to correctly model the interplay between the MoD and fixed public networks
as well as the approximation of MoD costs taking into account that vehicle utilization
is a key factor influencing these costs. Furthermore, the fact that demand is dynamic
depending on services offered is incorporated.
Our methodological contribution is the development of a branch-and-price algorithm

as well as an enhanced enumeration-based approach for solving the complex strategic net-
work planning optimization problem. Our computational analysis shows that, with both
types of algorithms, real-world instances can be solved to proven optimality. Moreover,
we provide via sensitivity analysis various managerial insides about structural aspects
of the future networks (regarding its segments, zones, and transfer points), over costs,
proportion of the modal split (walking, bus, MoD), and service-levels.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 4.2, we review the
related literature. We discuss the modeling of MoD and present our new model and pos-
sible extensions in Section 4.3. The solution approaches based on a branch-and-price and
an enhanced enumeration-based algorithm are presented in Section 4.4. Subsequently,
we discuss selected model outputs and their applications to real-world planning questions
in Section 4.5. We conclude by summarizing our findings and discussing possible next
steps for research on integrating MoD into strategic public transport network planning
in Section 4.6.

4.2. Literature review

The following literature review focusses on multi- and intermodal network planning.
The two terms are used in line with the most common convention (see, e.g., Willing
et al., 2017), where multimodality describes the general concept of travelers having access
to different modes of transport, and intermodality the special case where at least two
different modes are combined within a single trip.
The general planning and design of public transport networks starts with decisions

on which stops and stations to include in the network and which connections between
them should exist. A comprehensive survey of this planning step is provided by Farahani
et al. (2013). In particular, their Section 3.3 on the Multimodal Network Design Problem
(MMNDP) provides a collection of relevant references. None of the MMNDP papers
however considers intermodal passenger trips, and thus the pertinent literature becomes
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much more sparse as also identified by Farahani et al. (2013, Section 7.3.3). Another
survey with a focus on line planning is presented by Schöbel (2011).
The above-mentioned work (Posada et al., 2016) on the IDARP incorporates inter-

modality as fixed and flexible public transport services are scheduled simultaneously,
solving instances with up to five requests. A more strategic assessment on designing an
intermodal network is provided by Aldaihani et al. (2004), who model flexible feeding
services via a fixed-grid network optimizing the number of MoD zones as well as the
frequencies of the fixed services. The overall setup in (Uchimura et al., 2002) is of a
strategic nature as well: they consider a hierarchical network with three layers where the
third layer is the MoD layer that distributes passengers within communities. The actual
optimization focuses on the third level only once the network structure of the first two
levels is given.
The possible interaction between autonomous on-demand services and public trans-

port is studied in (Salazar et al., 2018). In the first step, passenger and vehicle flows are
optimized with a multi-commodity flow model for an integrated autonomous MoD and
public transport system. Here, the public transport network is fixed and the MoD vehicles
have no specific rules on their service areas or on transfer points to the public transport
network. In the second step, market dynamics are modeled in order to determine an
optimal pricing and tolling scheme with respect to social welfare. With a mesoscopic ap-
proach that assumes one person per MoD vehicle and simplifies the modeling of transfers
(compared to Posada et al., 2016) realistic instances can be solved.
Shen et al. (2018) also assess the integration of an autonomous MoD system with pub-

lic transport. Agent-based simulation is applied to study the consequences of replacing
certain bus routes with low ridership figures by MoD services. While the bus routes of
the public transport system are fixed a-priori, a wide range of scenarios is analyzed with
respect to service quality, total distance traveled as well as financial aspects. In some
integrated scenarios, service quality is simultaneously improved in all three dimensions.
However, other scenarios lead to an aggravation of the system performance, which un-
derlines the necessity for decision support on determining which areas to serve by which
mode.
Li and Quadrifoglio (2010) provide decision support on whether to operate a fixed-

route or a demand responsive service with the option of changing between these two
service types during the day. Single-vehicle operations are assumed for the demand
responsive service and a simulation determines total passenger travel times for both
service types. Results show that demand responsive services provide shorter travel times
for lower demand densities, hence confirming our approach of considering MoD as a
valid alternative to fixed-route services in particular in areas of lower demand. Navidi
et al. (2017) study a similar setup with agent-based simulation allowing higher numbers
of MoD vehicles in order to realize a zero rejection rate. Here, the demand responsive
service provides a superior service level to fixed-route services while also being more cost
effective in areas of lower demand.
Häll et al. (2008) and Edwards et al. (2012) present and apply simulation approaches on

networks allowing for intermodal trips with MoD as a first or last leg. Häll et al. discuss
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the interface between fixed and flexible services and provide a study conducted with the
simulation software LITRES-2 for the Swedish town Gävle. One interesting finding is the
importance of transfer point placement, which supports our choice of including decisions
on transfer point locations explicitly in the optimization model. Edwards et al. (2012)
work with a ‘network-inspired framework for integrated transport systems’ that combines
traditional public transport with MoD systems for the city of Atlanta. They conclude
that some areas of lower density benefit from an improved service level, which is enabled
by the offering of MoD.
In dynamic ride-sharing, travelers with similar itineraries are grouped together in the

same vehicle, but vehicles are still driven by private drivers. On the one hand, the models
developed for dynamic ride-sharing (Agatz et al., 2012) are very similar to an MoD system
with a dedicated fleet. On the other hand, it might make more sense to set up an MoD
system based on ride sharing, in particular if car penetration is high, e.g., in rural areas.
Stiglic et al. (2018) study an integrated system that offers point-to-point ride-sharing as
well as ride-sharing to a transit station or even park-and-ride (the driver parks the car
and uses public transport afterwards). First, possible matches are identified based on the
required service level. Second, an optimization model maximizes the number of matched
riders. The computational results show how additional flexibility of drivers, an increased
number of system participants, as well as increased train frequencies positively impact
the number of successful matches.
Rothenbächer et al. (2016) design a freight network for combined transport where each

request can be shipped by a combination of road and rail transportation. The goal is to
find an optimal intermodal routing for a given set of requests as well as hub locations
for the transfers and frequencies for the rail connections. A path-based formulation is
chosen and a branch-and-price algorithm is implemented that allows for solving realistic
instances in reasonable computation time.
Readers interested in more general literature on multi- and intermodal network plan-

ning are referred to (Chowdhury and Ceder, 2016) for an assessment of the user’s per-
spective, and to (Willing et al., 2017) for a view on the existing inter- and multimodal
mobility landscape and ideas on how it can be enhanced in the future. Further, Jit-
trapirom et al. (2017) provide an overview on Mobility as a Service systems, that always
feature MoD elements, including an extensive research agenda that considers aspects
like demand modeling, business models etc. The journey planning aspects of including
intermodal trips with potential MoD legs are discussed in (Friedrich and Noekel, 2017)
and (Horn, 2004). Finally, a more holistic view on the mobility-oriented development of
cities can be found in (Smolnicki and Sołtys, 2016) and referenced papers.
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Table 4.1 compares our model to a selection of the literature discussed before.
For the sake of brevity, our literature review has to exclude some related areas for which

the Appendix provides additional pointers to the literature regarding works demonstrat-
ing the potential impact of MoD systems (Section 4.A) and the operational modeling of
MoD services (Section 4.A).

4.3. Optimization model for intermodal networks with MoD

The strategic optimization model for intermodal networks with MoD uses the following
formal concepts.
First, we divide the overall area in scope into disjoint zones Z. Defining zones is

certainly part of the problem modeling, and we further analyze the impact of different
zone sizes in the computational study in Section 4.5.3. For now, however, we assume
that zones are given and fixed. For each zone z ∈ Z, the task is to decide whether and
how MoD operations are offered.
Second, our fundamental decision per chosen zone z ∈ Z is the choice of a subset of

transfer points I among those that are available, i.e., the selection of a subset I ⊆ Tz. We
assume that only some subsets I are feasible choices. For example, I must be non-empty
and one may want to limit the number of transfer points to a maximum cardinality Imax

so that only sets I ∈ Tz with |I| ≤ Imax are allowed. This is captured in the definition
of the set T Iz ⊂ 2Tz .
Third, let the current public transport network be represented by an undirected graph

(V ∪W, E) with vertices V ∪W and edges E defined as follows:

k, l ∈ V Vertices that represent origins and destinations of passenger
trips.

(k, l)∈OD⊂V × V The set of OD-pairs.
i, j ∈ W Vertices that represent the current stops of the public trans-

port network. We assume that V and W are disjoint even
though some vertices may refer to the same physical location.

e ∈ E(W) Edges (with both endpoints in W) that represent the di-
rect connections (two consecutive stops) of the current public
transport network.

s ∈ S ⊂ 2E(W) Pairwise disjoint segments (=subsets) of edges that represent
the parts of the network that could be removed (in one piece).
We refer to these as omission segments. A significant set of
edges, the core network, is usually not under discussion.

The new possibilities to offer zone-based MoD services are described by:
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z ∈ Z Potential disjoint MoD zones that cover the area in scope.
Hence, for every k ∈ V there is a unique zone zk ∈ Z indicat-
ing the inclusion of the corresponding physical location in the
zone.

Tz ⊂ W Subsets of vertices that represent potential transfer points Tz
for every zone z. Transfer points are stops of the current net-
work and can be used to connect the public network with MoD.
We explicitly allow i ∈ Tz1 ∩ Tz2 for a specific transfer point
i and distinct zones z1, z2 ∈ Z. Particularly, the physical lo-
cation of a transfer point i ∈ Tz can be located outside the
physical zone z.

(k, i), (j, l) ∈ E(W,V) Edges (with one endpoint in V and one in W) that represent
access legs (k, i) and egress legs (j, l). E(W,V) is the disjoint
union of E(W,V)walk and E(W,V)MoD, i.e., we assume that
one can a priori decide for each such leg whether passengers
walk to the stop (short distance) or must use the MoD service
(longer distance). For the latter case, it is required that i ∈ Tzk
or j ∈ Tzl holds, respectively.

The passenger movements through the network, as they correspond to the central path
variables of our model, are discussed in Section 4.3.1. Thereafter, we provide the integer
linear programming (ILP) formulation in Section 4.3.2. The model’s objective function
directly relates to the three types of decision variables which decide on non-omitted
segments, MoD zones with their transfer points, and passenger flows. Our choice of these
specific decision variables is the decisive point that allows reasonable cost estimates.
Although it is conceptually simple to state the model, the actual determination of

meaningful objective coefficients is rather involved and therefore discussed in detail. As
a first step, we show how dynamic demand, i.e., demand that depend on available ser-
vices, is integrated. Hereafter, the non-trivial cost coefficients are discussed and defined
(Section 4.3.3). Finally, we comment on further model applications and extensions in
Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1. Passenger movements

As argued in Section 4.1.1, a combination of route assignment and route choice fits best
in our context: On the one hand, system operators will be able to dictate the MoD legs
of the passengers within a reasonable range. On the other hand, passengers will choose
bus routes according to their own preferences once they have entered the public transport
network.
For the route choice component, our model must for each OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD ensure

that passengers travel on a quickest connection in the future fixed network. Moreover, if
passengers do not use their current route in the future network, we require the new total
travel time does not exceed today’s travel time by more than a given threshold θ (e.g.,
θ = 10 %). Let Pkl denote the set of paths from k to l consistent with the passengers
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service-level requirements.
We describe the paths P ∈ Pkl using public transport in more detail now. For such

a path P , the part realized by walking or MoD is completely determined by the access
and egress transfer points i ∈ W and j ∈ W. Thus, the passenger path P can have
a maximum of three legs: First, an access leg (k, i) ∈ E(W,V), which could either be
walking to a close stop or an MoD leg. Second, a public transport leg (i, j) in the fixed-
route network given by a path in (W, E(W)) (here the case i = j is possible for combining
two MOD legs or MOD and walking). The third leg is an egress leg (j, l) ∈ E(W,V),
which can again be realized by walking or by MoD. Here, we assume all passengers
traveling from k to l decide for the same mode (walking or MoD) from k to i and from l
to j, respectively.
For some OD-pairs, it is also possible that in the future network the passengers use

only one direct MoD trip from k to l. For such a pair (k, l) ∈ OD, the trip is denoted by
P kldir ∈ Pkl. Its per-passenger MoD cost is denoted by ckl

Pkl
dir
. For the sake of convenience,

we also define the subset Pkls of paths Pkl that passes through at least one edge of an
omission segment s ∈ S. Finally, for P ∈ Pkl \ {P kldir}, the two access and egress transfer
points are denoted by iP and jP .
Finally, we define for each (k, l) ∈ OD the base demand dkl as the number of passengers

that travel between k and l. The base demand does not change depending on the offered
MoD services. Changes of the travel demand are instead described by a positive or
negative induced demand, as described in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2. Path-based formulation

Our path-based formulation implicitly captures the complicated rules for allowed pas-
senger paths through the network. Three types of binary decision variables are required:

xs ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether an omission segment s ∈ S is included in the future
network (=1), or not (=0).

yzI ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether I ∈ T Iz is the set of transfer points of an MoD zone
z ∈ Z.

λklP ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether path P ∈ Pkl is selected for an OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD.

Let cs be the cost for operating public transport with a predetermined frequency on
the omission segment s ∈ S. Similarly, let czI and cklP be the cost coefficients of the yzI
and λklP variables whose determination is detailed in the subsequent sections. With this
definition, the path-based formulation reads as follows:

min
∑
s∈S

csxs +
∑
z∈Z

∑
I∈TIz

czIyzI +
∑

(k,l)∈OD

dkl
∑
P∈Pkl

cklP λ
kl
P (4.1a)
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s.t.
∑
I∈TIz

yzI ≤ 1, ∀z ∈ Z (4.1b)

∑
P∈Pkl

λklP = 1, ∀(k, l) ∈ OD (4.1c)

∑
P∈Pkl

s

λklP ≤ xs, ∀s ∈ S,∀(k, l) ∈ OD (4.1d)

∑
P∈Pkl:ip=i,

(k,i)∈E(V,W)MOD

λklP ≤
∑

I∈TIzk :i∈I

yzkI , ∀(k, l) ∈ OD,∀i ∈ Tzk (4.1e)

∑
P∈Pkl:jp=j,

(j,l)∈E(V,W)MOD

λklP ≤
∑

I∈TIzl :j∈I

yzlI , ∀(k, l) ∈ OD,∀j ∈ Tzl (4.1f)

λkl
Pkl

dir
≤
∑
I∈TIz

yzI , ∀(k, l) ∈ OD,∀z ∈ Z : z = zk or z = zl (4.1g)

xs ∈ {0, 1} ∀s ∈ S (4.1h)

yzI ∈ {0, 1} ∀z ∈ Z, ∀I ∈ T Iz (4.1i)

λklP ∈ {0, 1} ∀(k, l) ∈ OD,∀P ∈ Pkl (4.1j)

As explained subsequently, the objective (4.1a) comprises the costs of operating the seg-
ments of the fixed-route network that are under review and MoD variable and fixed
costs based on the decisions on zones, transfer point setup, and passenger paths. Con-
straints (4.1b) ensure the selection of at most one subset I ∈ T Iz . Furthermore, con-
straints (4.1c) guarantee that a path through the network is chosen for each OD-pair.
The chosen paths need to be consistent with the choice of included segments, i.e., con-
straints (4.1d), and with the MoD zones and transfer points, i.e., constraints (4.1e)
and (4.1f). Constraints (4.1g) ensure that direct MoD trips can only be realized if MoD
is offered in both, the origin and destination zone. Finally, the domains of the variables
are stated in (4.1h)–(4.1j).
In case there are requirements on the topology of the resulting fixed-route network, e.g.,

that it should possess no gaps, the model must be extended with additional constraints
in the form of xs1 − xs2 ≤ 0 to ensure the choice of an omission segment s1 enforces
omission segment s2 to be chosen as well.
Table 4.2 contains a synopsis showing which demand and cost coefficients are used in

the path-based model (4.1) and where they are defined.

4.3.3. Modeling dynamic demand and MoD costs

We now discuss in more detail that all remaining important demand, cost, and timing
aspects can be included, in particular:
(i) MoD infrastructure costs per zone
(ii) MoD costs associated to zone-based induced demand
(iii) MoD leg costs for the base demand
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dkl Number of passengers traveling on the OD-relation (k, l) ∈ OD
(base demand).

Section 4.3.1

dziI Additional induced demand passing through transfer point i ∈ Tz
that can be generated in zone z ∈ Z if MoD is offered with transfer
points I ∈ T Iz .

Section 4.3.3(ii)

ckl
Pkl

dir
Variable costs for transporting a passenger via a direct MoD trip
from k ∈ V to l ∈ V. In this case, the costs per km are usually
significantly higher as there is decreased consolidation potential.

Section 4.3.1

cs Costs for operating public transport with predetermined fre-
quency on the omission segment s ∈ S.

Section 4.3.2

cfixzI Infrastructure and other fixed costs for operating MoD within zone
z ∈ Z and for using the transfer points I ∈ T Iz .

Section 4.3.3(i)

cziI Costs per passenger for satisfying the additional demand dziI . Section 4.3.3(ii)

rziI Revenue per passenger generated by the additional demand dziI . Section 4.3.3(ii)

cki Variable costs for feeding a passenger via MoD from k ∈ V into
station i ∈ Tzk (or vice versa).

Section 4.3.3(iii)

cineffzI Inefficiency costs for operating MoD within zone z ∈ Z with trans-
fer points I ∈ T Iz due to the fact that MoD operations become
less efficient if there are more or scattered transfer points.

Section 4.3.3(iii)

cklP Variable costs for transporting a passenger via trip P ∈ Pkl from
k ∈ V to l ∈ V.

Section 4.3.3(iii)

czI Overall cost for an MoD zone with selected transfer points. Section 4.3.3(iii)

Table 4.2.: Demand and cost coefficients used in the path-based formulation
Note: All input parameters are assumed to be non-negative

(iv) Resulting passenger travel times

(i) MoD infrastructure costs per zone For a zone z ∈ Z, any infrastructure that
needs to be set up and other general investments that generate fixed costs clearly depend
on the chosen transfer points. We model such fixed costs explicitly as costs cfixzI based on
the decision which transfer points I ∈ T Iz need to be established.

(ii) MoD costs associated to zone-based induced demand We treat base and
induced demand separately in the MoD cost modeling (recall from Section 4.3.1 that
the base demand captures the already existing demand of the public transport network).
Here, we first focus on induced demand.
A significant change in service offering like the provision of MoD will certainly impact

travel demand (Klier and Haase, 2014). Improved availability with respect to location
and time, together with shorter travel times, motivate more people to travel by public
transport. However, possible direct MoD trips from origin to destination at market price
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will also have a reciprocal effect for public transport companies. Concluding, a dynamic
demand approach is required in our case as well.
Ideally, a precise demand function is based on an assessment per OD-pair, both for

pairs already served by the public transport network and for those that are newly covered.
Due to the modeling complexity of this endeavor and the challenge of obtaining reliable
demand data, in particular for relations that currently do not show any observed public
transport trips, we have opted for a simplified modeling approach: We estimate induced
demand caused by an improved service offering per MoD zone and chosen transfer points
using predetermined demand values.
More transfer points per zone lead to more options for the passengers, and thus pos-

itively impact induced demand. Hence, we assume that it is possible to pre-calculate
induced demand dziI per combination of zone z and transfer point i depending on the set
of offered transfer points I. Negative effects can be captured through negative dziI values.
Once the demand level dziI has been modeled, additional cost and revenue parameters
cziI and rziI can be calculated and included in our model.

(iii) MoD leg costs for the base demand Next we focus on the incorporation of
MoD leg costs for the base demand. For an OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD with base demand dkl,
one can consider the zones zk and zl separately. We therefore discuss MoD leg costs for
the zone zk ∈ Z for an origin k ∈ V only.
First, we approximate the effective distance traveled by MoD. By using the word

‘effective’ we account for the fact that actual distances traveled may differ due to detours
when additional passengers are picked up. We include this effective distance by capturing
start point k and the transfer point i to the fixed-route network explicitly in the model
using a cost per passenger parameter cki. It makes sense that these cost parameters are
on a passenger level because costs for on-demand services depend heavily on the number
of serviced passengers. As a result, we can define

cklP = ckiP + cljP

per OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD served via path P = (k, iP , jP , l) ∈ Pkl \ {P kldir} (a non-direct
MoD path). Per definition, we have ckl

Pkl
dir

= cklPkldir
for the direct MoD path P kldir.

Second, density and structure of demand strongly impact efficiency, as higher densities
result in more pooling potential and therefore higher vehicle utilization and fewer detours.
This aspect cannot be explicitly and exactly included without significantly increasing the
complexity of modeling routes. However, we can still capture the MoD system’s efficiency
partly in the input parameters of our model. On the one hand, the set of transfer points
I ∈ T Iz directly impacts the efficiency of the MoD operations within the zone, since
feeding all passengers starting from z into one transfer point allows significantly more
consolidation than feeding into two or even three transfer points. We have thus opted for
including the chosen set of transfer points I in an inefficiency contribution cineffzI for the
base demand. The cost cineffzI is in general higher the more transfer points are selected and
the more spread out they are. On the other hand, local system efficiency can be partly
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taken into account when computing cki depending on the likely MoD demand levels per
zone z.
In summary, we are able to define the cost parameters

czI = (cfixzI + cineffzI ) +
∑
i∈I

(cziI − rziI)dziI

per zone z ∈ Z and set I ∈ T Iz of its transfer points. It covers infrastructure and other
fixed costs, inefficiencies that result from the choice of the transfer points I ∈ T Iz , and the
financial impact of induced demand, which also considers potential additional revenues.

(iv) Resulting passenger travel times Timing aspects include the (average) lead
time between booking and start of the trip, the discrepancy between ideal and actual
departure or arrival time, the temporal integration with the timetable of the fixed-route
network, the level of permitted detour, the required walking distance if pick-up or drop-
off points are used, and the aspired share of satisfied requests. These aspects do not
depend on the decisions our model is taking and can therefore be treated beforehand.
Indeed, we envisage our model to be applied in conjunction with more operational models
that are tailored to the characteristics of the MoD system being designed. The outputs
on MoD costs and times of the operational models serve as input parameters to the
strategic model we present here. Hence, our optimization model is flexible to include a
large variety of aspects without further increasing in size.
Note that travel times are relevant for identifying possible paths through the network

(see Section 4.3.1) and they follow a similar logic as explained for MoD costs. As we
model passenger paths explicitly only for the base demand dkl, they are only required
in this case. The travel time to get from k to a transfer point i (or from transfer point
j to l) is based on the distance between the stops and adjusted based on preprocessed
expected demand levels to account for efficiency. Furthermore, expected initial waiting
times have been included in the travel times.
Overall, we can conclude that our model is able to cover the majority of factors that

influence MoD costs. In practice, there might be simpler commercial agreements with
an operator, e.g., fixed remuneration per passenger trip, that simplify the modeling from
the perspective of the network planner.

4.3.4. Model application and extensions

Our model may also be applied to analyze where it could make sense to subsidize on-
demand mobility and thus provide strategic direction for the regulator and transport
authorities. It may help to better assess the interplay between the demand for public
transport and the role of MoD.
In some applications, the primary focus could be on service level, in particular travel

times, rather than financial aspects. While travel times are only included as a constraint
defining the allowed paths, they can also be included in the objective function. Indeed,
every path P ∈ Pkl immediately yields the change in travel time compared to the status
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quo for the passengers of the corresponding OD-pair (k, l), and the delta would then be
the objective coefficient of λklP . Such an approach could even be extended to also cover
travel time changes for the induced demand, when status quo travel times for the current
transport modes of the new passengers are assumed.
Another relevant application is given by a public-private collaboration. Here, the

actual MoD operations would be provided by a private company, e.g., from the taxi
or ride-sharing industry. This approach could be motivated by significantly lower costs
of the private companies, e.g., due to higher driver utilization due to synergies with
the core business. First examples of such collaborations can already be observed in
practice, mainly in the US (e.g., Jaffe, 2015). From a modeling perspective, the main
parameters that change are the MoD costs. As discussed in Section 4.3.3, our model
is flexible enough to reproduce different cost and remuneration structures and could for
instance be employed to study whether a certain level of subsidy makes sense from a
financial perspective. In this case, the model does not need to consider the actual costs
of providing the service, but only the share that is covered by the public authority. The
underlying rationale would be to ensure a setup that is still attractive for the private
operator, while offering attractive price and service level to the customers also in areas
of lower demand, and still being cheaper for the public transport provider than realizing
the services himself.

4.4. Solution algorithms

We solve the real-world instances with two different solution approaches based on the
model (4.1). To reduce the model size, both approaches start with a preprocessing
procedure described in Section 4.4.1. The first approach is a branch-and-price algorithm
that generates OD-paths dynamically and is discussed in Section 4.4.2, the second one
enumerates all relevant paths and then uses an integer program (IP) solver (CPLEX)
directly on model (4.1). We refer to the latter approach as enhanced enumeration and
present it in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1. Preprocessing

The main drivers of the model size are the potentially exponentially-sized sets of path
variables λklP and of constraints (4.1c)–(4.1f). Hence, the preprocessing focuses on the
reduction of these variables and constraints.
First, one can exploit the fixed part of the public transport network, e.g., the central

area of the city where no or only a few edges are considered to be omitted. For all
OD-pairs (k, l) ∈ OD for which the current connecting path is fully contained in this
fixed part of the network, the model does not need to take a routing decision as passenger
routes remain unchanged. The same argument can be extended for OD-pairs (k, l) ∈ OD,
for which at least one path P ∈ Pkl that respects the constraint on total travel time lies
entirely in the fixed network. All these OD-pairs and associated constraints (4.1c) can
therefore be removed from the model. Section 4.5 shows that a significant reduction of
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the model results for the real-world instances of our computational study.
The second idea is to reduce the number of OD-pairs by requesting identical MoD

routing decisions for “close” OD-pairs with similar characteristics. This is in fact a
heuristic approach to reduce the model’s size, which makes sense from a consistency and
ease-of-use perspective, as it is intuitive to route passengers the same way, e.g., when
they share the same origin and have a close destination. Recall that we assume that we
can assign passengers to MoD routes as long as a constraint on the total travel time is
fulfilled. In order to aggregate such “close” OD-pairs (k1, l1) and (k2, l2) into a single
OD-pair, we require the following: First, both origins k1, k2 (both destinations l1, l2)
must lie in the same zone zk1 = zk2 (and zl1 = zl2). Second, the two OD-pairs must
have identical profiles in terms of path preferences. In case both origins k1, k2 (and
destinations l1, l2) share the same set of closest public transport nodes i0, i1, . . . (and
j0, j1, . . .) within walking distance we can compare their profiles in terms of travel times.
For this purpose, we take all possible combinations of transfer points for the three cases
(a) one initial MoD leg, (b) one final MoD leg, and (c) one initial and one final MoD leg,
and consider the duration of the resulting travel chains. If both OD-pairs show the same
preference ranking when the combinations are ordered by the travel times, we can treat
them as one OD-cluster.
In the case of demand data being available only at the level of the i and j like in the

example we discuss in Section 4.5, this approach would not reduce of the number of OD-
pairs. Hence, we suggest an additional aggregation step: If k1 and i1 as well as k2 and
i2 (and l1 and j1 as well as l2 and j2) represent the same physical location, respectively,
these pairs can be aggregated if they show identical path preferences as discussed above
and additionally the stops i1, i2 (and j1, j2) are identically located with respect to the
omission segments s ∈ S. Specifically, they should either be both connected to the
fixed part of the network or all neighboring edges should be part of the same omission
segment s ∈ S. To obtain the objective coefficient of λklP for the OD-cluster of (k, l),
we sum over the (ck

′iP + cl
′jP )dk

′l′ for all pairs (k′, l′) within the cluster of (k, l). For
our computational study in Section 4.5, we only aggregate OD-pairs with identical path
preferences. Depending on the specific application, one could even further aggregate
pairs with path preferences that are reasonably close.

4.4.2. Branch-and-price algorithm

The branch-and-price algorithm relies on the following principles (Desaulniers et al.,
2005): The restricted master problem (RMP) is given by the linear relaxation of the
model (4.1) defined over subsets PklRMP ⊂ Pkl of all possible OD-paths. The linear
relaxation of (4.1) is then solved via column generation. For each RMP solution, pricing
subproblems, one for each OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD, identify negative reduced cost paths
P ∈ Pkl to be added to PklRMP. We assume that the direct path P kldir is always in PklRMP so
that only non-direct paths need to be generated. As long as at least one negative reduced
cost path exists, the process is iterated. Integer solutions to (4.1) are then produced by
branching.
Solving path-based models with a column generation-based method provides two im-
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portant advantages that apply also for our case: Nonlinearities in the subproblem like for
travel times and reduced costs can be easily incorporated into the labeling-based solu-
tion algorithms of column-generation subproblem (see discussion about the more detailed
travel time model and about constraints (4.1d) in Section 4.4.2). In contrast, arc-based
models typically work with variables per vertex and attribute, and must couple them
via additional constraints with the link variables. This can lead to large models with
a rather poor linear relaxations. In comparison, the linear relaxation of the path-based
model is stronger (if the formulation of the subproblem does not possess the integrality
property Lübbecke and Desrosiers, 2005). As a result, the optimality gap can often be
closed quicker with branch-and-price.
We start by discussing the subproblems and subsequently present our branching strat-

egy.

Subproblem

Since the number of feasible paths can be huge, we generate them dynamically in a
subproblem. For each OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD, we have to identify paths P ∈ Pkl with
negative reduced costs c̃P . We denote the dual prices of the constraints (4.1c), (4.1d),
(4.1e), and (4.1f) by γkl, δkls , εkli , and ζ

kl
j , respectively. The pricing subproblem for (k, l)

is then:

min
P∈Pkl

c̃P = min
P∈Pkl

(
ckiP + cljP

)
dkl − γkl −

∑
s∈S:P∈Pkl

s

δkls − εkliP − ζ
kl
jP
. (4.2)

We solve the pricing problem of (k, l) ∈ OD as a shortest-path problem with resource
constraints (SPPRC, Irnich and Desaulniers, 2005), where we minimize reduced costs
while respecting a constraint on the total travel time. We first describe the underlying
SPPRC digraph. This digraph is a network with four layers and it is specific for each
OD-pair (k, l). In the associated SPPRC, feasible paths start at a copy of the origin k
in layer one and end at a copy of l in layer four.
The vertices of the four layers can be described as follows: We use the notation v(n)

for the vertices, indicating a representation of node v ∈ V ∪W in the n-th layer of the
pricing network. The first layer consists of a single vertex only, which is a copy k(1) of
the origin vertex k ∈ V, to be used as the network source. The second layer comprises
copies i(2) of vertices i ∈ W where a passenger could potentially access the fixed-route
public transport network. Thus, this layer is restricted to stop points i ∈ Tzk ⊂ W, i.e.,
where an MoD leg exists or station i is within walking distance from k. Furthermore, at
the third layer reside copies i(3) of all stops i ∈ W of the existing network. Finally, the
copy l(4) of the unique destination vertex l ∈ V is used at the fourth layer as the network
sink.
Table 4.3 displays the arcs of the pricing digraph for (k, l) ∈ OD. Each elementary

k(1)-l(4)-path P in this digraph corresponds with a trip from k to l. The computation
of a path’s travel time and reduced cost relies on the arc travel times and reduced costs
shown in the last two columns of Table 4.3. Both attributes of a path are however
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not necessarily given by accumulation of the presented values. We discuss details on the
computations as well as the labeling algorithm for the actual solution of the (k, l)-specific
subproblem in the following paragraphs.

Arc/between Description For Reduced Travel
Layers Cost Time

(k(1), i(2)) Access leg (k, i) ∈ E(W,V)walk −γkl tki

1 → 2 i ∈ Tzk and (k, i) ∈ E(W,V)MoD −γkl + ckidkl − εkli

(i(2), i(3)) First boarding (k, i) ∈ E(W,V) 0 tw

2 → 3 in fixed network

(i(2), l(4)) Egress leg for trips (i, l) ∈ E(W,V)walk 0 til

2 → 4 w/o fixed public transport legs i ∈ Tzl and (i, l) ∈ E(W,V)MoD clidkl − ζkli

(i(3), j(3)) Travel in (i, j) ∈ E(W) \
⋃

s∈S s 0 tij

3 → 3 fixed network (i, j) ∈ s for some s ∈ S −δkls

(j(3), l(4)) Egress leg (j, l) ∈ E(W,V)walk 0 tjl

3 → 4 j ∈ Tzl and (j, l) ∈ E(W,V)MoD cljdkl − ζklj

Table 4.3.: Arcs of the pricing digraph for OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD with their reduced costs
and travel times

Travel time computation The travel time of a path can either be computed straight-
forwardly as the sum of the path’s arcs travel times (as given in Table 4.3) or with more
detailed network if one wants to integrate expected transfer times (from MoD to public
transport [or vice versa] or between different buses in the public transport network).
For the straightforward approach, the travel time information comprises the following

elements: First, the time tki for the access leg (k, i) ∈ E(W,V), which is either given by
the MoD travel time including the initial waiting or by the walking time to the station.
Second, the time tw for waiting before initial boarding of a bus, which depends on the
frequency of the bus service as well as on the harmonization of the MoD operations with
the bus timetable. Third, bus travel time tij on the edge (i, j) ∈ E(W), which also
includes the planned stopping time of the bus. Fourth, the time tjl for the egress leg
(j, l) ∈ E(W,V), which again either represents MoD travel time or walking time. Note
that the above parameters can also be weighted times in case the levels of inconvenience
perceived by the passengers should be considered.
For a more detailed travel time model, passenger transfer times should be included.

In this case, the pricing network needs to contain copies of each stop vertex, one for
modeling the access of a certain bus line and one for passing through a stop with a bus
of that line. Transfer times can then be added to arcs ending at an access copy of a
stop. An approximated value for the transfer time can be estimated on the basis of the
frequencies of the corresponding lines. Again, the usual weighting approaches could be
applied to reflect the fact that transferring time is perceived to be more inconvenient
than in-vehicle time. We have not implemented pricing with the more detailed travel
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time network and we expect that the difficulty of this problem increases significantly as
also discussed in Borndörfer et al. (2007, p. 126).

Reduced cost computation The reduced cost c̃P of a path P as defined in (4.2)
contains δkls for an omission segment s only once, independent of how many times (but
at least once) arcs of that segment are traversed. The consequence is that c̃P is in general
not given by the sum of the arc reduced costs (as one could interpret the reduced cost
information in Table 4.3). There are two options now to cope with this complication:
SPPRC-1: Introduction of additional resources, one for each omission segment s ∈ S
SPPRC-2: Modification of the constraints (4.1d)
In the first case, we introduce additional binary resources for each omission segment

s ∈ S. The resource for s indicates that the segment s has not been visited by the
partial path (=1). The resource is initialized with 1. Propagation sets them to 0 once an
edge of the corresponding segment is traversed for the first time. (Implications for cost
propagation and dominance in labeling are discussed below.)
In the second case, we replace constraints (4.1d) by the weaker version∑

P∈Pkl

nPs · λklP ≤ |s| · xs, ∀s ∈ S,∀(k, l) ∈ OD, (4.1d’)

where nPs is the number of edges in s that are used by P , and |s| is the total number of
edges in s. The consequence of this replacement is that now

c̃P =
(
ckiP + cljP

)
dkl − γkl −

∑
s∈S

nPs δ
kl
s − εkliP − ζ

kl
jP

(4.2’)

allowing to add up the reduced costs of all arcs to obtain the correct reduced cost of P .
While the first option provides a tighter linear programming (LP) relaxation of (4.1)

compared to the one where (4.1d) is replaced by (4.1d’), it however requires additional
binary resources that slow down the solution of the pricing problem. We analyze these
effects in our computational study in Section 4.5.

Labeling algorithm The pricing problems, one for each (k, l) ∈ OD, are solved with
an SPPRC labeling algorithm. We use the following attributes:
T cost: the accumulated reduced cost;
T time: the accumulated travel time;
T om-seg,s: for each s ∈ S, a binary attribute indicating that omission segment s has not

been visited.
While SPPRC-1 uses all attributes, SPPRC-2 uses only the first two. In both cases,

the initial label at the start vertex k(1) is (T cost, T time, (T om-seg,s)) = (0, 0, (1)).
For the label extension, we assume that for each arc (v, w) the reduced cost is c̃vw

as given in Table 4.3 and the travel time is tvw. In SPPRC-1, the resource extension
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functions for propagating the attributes along an arc (v, w) are:

T costw = T costv +

 0,
if (v, w) = (i(3), j(3)) ∈ s for some s ∈ S
and T om-seg,s

v = 0
c̃vw, otherwise

(4.3a)

T timew = T timev + tvw (4.3b)

T om-seg,s
w =

{
0, if (v, w) = (i(3), j(3)) ∈ s
T om-seg,s
v , otherwise

for all s ∈ S

(4.3c)

The new label Tw is feasible if
T timew ≤ Tmax (4.4)

where Tmax is the upper bound on the journey time. One other helpful observation is
that only the arcs (k(1), i(2)) for access legs (from the first layer to the second) can have
a negative reduced cost, since the dual prices fulfill δkls , εkli and ζklj ≤ 0. Therefore, labels
with positive aggregated reduced costs can be discarded, i.e., the condition T costw < 0 can
be added to (4.4).
In comparison, the propagation within SPPRC-2 is purely additive, i.e., T costw = T costv +

c̃vw and T timew = T timev + tvw. The only feasibility condition is again (4.4).
Dominance is a key component of SPPRC labeling algorithms. For the weaker model

formulation, i.e., SPPRC-2, a label T1 dominates another label T2 (both must be resident
at the same vertex), if it is not greater in its reduced cost and accumulated travel time
attributes. A dominated label can be discarded if the dominating label is kept. For the
tight formulation with additional resources, i.e., SPPRC-1, the dominance condition is

T cost1 −
∑

s∈S:T om-seg,s
1 =1,

T om-seg,s
2 =0

δkls ≤ T cost2 and T time1 ≤ T time2 . (4.5)

The first condition allows label T1 to dominate label T2 even if it is inferior regarding the
visits of some omission segments s ∈ S. However, the reduced cost T cost1 must then be
even smaller compared to T cost2 (note that δkls ≤ 0 holds). Such an improved dominance
relation was coined by Jepsen et al. (2008) in the context of vehicle routing.
In addition, it proved beneficial to apply a partial pricing approach (see, e.g., Gamache

et al., 1999) that does not solve the pricing problem for each OD-pair (k, l) ∈ OD in
every iteration, but to only consider a pair (k, l) if a path from or to either zone zk
or zl has been found in the previous iteration. This does not change the algorithm in
the initial iterations, as usually paths are found for every zone, but it often significantly
accelerates the final iterations. Clearly, all pricing problems need to be solved again once
partial pricing failed to identify any negative reduced cost column.
Finally, for the solution of the SPPRC subproblem, we also implemented a bidirectional

labeling algorithm (Righini and Salani, 2008). Compared to the discussed monodirec-
tional labeling, pre-tests did not reveal a significant improvement, neither for SPPRC-1
nor SPPRC-2. This may result from the hard time bounds and the rather restricted
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options to route from k to l. Therefore, the computational results section presents only
results for monodirectional labeling.

Branching strategy

We use the following two-level branching scheme that introduces branching decisions in
decreasing order of expected significance for the model. At the first level, the binary
segment variables xs are fixed, as these variables predetermine which paths through the
network are possible and where MoD is necessary. Priority is given to those segment
variables xs with the largest flow passing through s in today’s network.
At the second level, omission segments are fixed, and we branch on the binary MoD

variables yzI . The variable selection rule prioritizes MoD variables yzI with value closest
to 0.5.
The RMP with fixed xs and yzI decomposes into independent network flow problems,

one for each OD-pair. Therefore, no branching on the λklP variables is required. Since we
use the simplex algorithm for solving the RMP, no fractional solutions occur, even when
two paths have identical costs.
The branching decisions impact the pricing subproblems in a straightforward way. All

decisions can be enforced by removing certain edges from the pricing network. On top of
this, we can even abstain from pricing for the OD-pairs that can use the shortest path in
today’s network, where this network is imposed by the fixed network and the omission
segments fixed to one.
Finally, our branch-and-bound node selection strategy is the best-node-first strategy.

4.4.3. Enhanced enumeration algorithm

The number of feasible OD-paths Pkl very much depends on the instance structure. For
example, in a perfect star-shaped network, the number of connecting paths between k and
l is given by |Ek(W,V)| · |El(W,V)|, where Ek(W,V) ⊂ E(W,V) and El(W,V) ⊂ E(W,V)
denote the set of access and egress legs (k, i) and (j, l) for fixed k and l, respectively.
This number is typically small. Hence, we implemented an enumeration-based solution
approach that solves model (4.1) directly with an IP solver.
For each (k, l) ∈ OD, we explicitly construct all possible connecting paths with the

help of the pricing network developed in Section 4.4.2. The actual enumeration results
from omitting any dominance between labels.
As one may expect, this basic enumeration approach can lead to memory issues already

for small-sized instances and thus needs further enhancement. Indeed, the straightfor-
ward labeling does not take into account that passengers choose shortest paths for the
fixed-route segment of their journey between potential MoD access and egress legs. This
property can be translated into the following dominance relation: One label can dominate
a second one if it has a lower accumulated travel time and fulfills two more conditions.
First, both labels have visited the same transfer points. Second, the first label must
have visited a subset of the omission segments compared to the second label. The latter
condition is important in the context of branching on omission segments, because we do
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not know in advance which segments are finally available. Indeed, with these dominance
conditions, any extension of the partial path corresponding to the first label is feasible
whenever the same extension is also feasible for the partial path of the second label.

4.5. Computational results

In this section, we present the computational study based on model (4.1) and the solu-
tion algorithms of Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. Section 4.5.1 gives details on the instances
used for the calculations. Subsequently, we systematically determine the most favorable
parameter settings for the optimization and provide a comparison of outputs for the
branch-and-price and enhanced enumeration algorithms in Section 4.5.2. Furthermore,
we assess the required granularity level for the decision variables in Section 4.5.3 and
interpret selected model outputs in Section 4.5.4. Section 4.5.5 analyzes how different
levels of MoD penetration impact structure and key (performance) indicators of solutions.
A sensitivity analysis with respect to the key input factors is presented in Section 4.5.6.

4.5.1. Instances

The instances for the computational study are based on real-world data of a mid-sized
German city of Göttingen provided by the LinTim software (see, e.g., Goerigk et al.,
2013), which includes vertices and edges of the existing public transport network with
around 20 bus lines and demand data per OD-pair for an average hour. We consider
mid-sized cities with bus networks to be a realistic application for our model, because
these networks often face financial pressures due to utilization issues, in particular in low
density areas and off-peak hours.
For our calculations, we have slightly adjusted the data by replacing (1) the few directed

arcs by undirected edges and (2) the group of very close central stops by a single vertex
representing the (historic) city center. The latter replacement helps to reduce the network
and also makes sense from a practical perspective, as passengers typically choose to walk
to their final destination from the most convenient stop of the bus route they are currently
using instead of transferring again to another bus line to ride a very short distance.
The given demand is almost symmetric. Therefore, we opted for unidirectional OD-

pairs (k, l) ∈ OD by aggregating the demand for both directions (k, l) and (l, k) in the
parameter dkl.
In the LinTim datasets, we also found a one-to-one correspondence between the physi-

cal locations of OD-vertices V and public transport stopsW: Demand is not available on
a more detailed level than the current bus stops. Walking legs between the origin (des-
tination) of the trip and the first (last) public transport stop have still been considered
in the travel times as displayed in Table 4.3.
After these adjustments, the network comprises 238 vertices, 270 edges, 49,449 OD-

pairs with non-zero demand, and 405,767 passengers. On this basis, we have generated
three sets of instances:
• A district of the city with 30 vertices, 33 edges, and 5,260 passengers to simulate a small
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city with low demand levels, where it can even be questioned whether a fixed-route
network is required at all.
• The city center and selected lines to the outer districts with 145 vertices, 158 edges,

and 164,950 passengers to simulate a network with a shape close to a star, where
among others the effects of improved linking of the ‘rays’ can be analyzed.
• The whole network to assess the holistic impact on a city level.
Our model further requires omission segments as well as potential MoD zones and

transfer points as additional input parameters. Since these elements do not exist in
today’s network, we have determined them manually by splitting the city into its main
districts and selecting appropriate key stops for the transfer points. Three different setups
have been established per instance set for the omission segments and two setups for the
zones and transfer points, respectively. Altogether, this gives twelve instances for each of
the three instance sets. We have also included additional constraints on the xs variables
to ensure the resulting network is a connected graph.
As the network still resembles a star-shaped network with a limited number of rea-

sonable paths between most of the OD-pairs, we have generated another set of instances
to observe how the model and the different solution approaches behave in a different
context. We have chosen a quadratic grid, as it abstracts the street-network of a city and
offers a multitude of reasonable connections between the majority of OD-pairs. The grid
dimension varies between 6× 6 and 10× 10, where the edge of a grid cell has 1 kilometer
(km) length. Potential MoD zones are represented by 3× 3 sub-grids and the potential
transfer points per zone are given by the central point of the zone itself and its neigh-
boring zones, respectively. Identical demand between every pair of vertices has been
assumed. Two setups for the omission segments have been chosen: The first one has two
omission segments per horizontal and vertical line, while the second one represents the
extreme case where every edge is a separate omission segment. This last case is certainly
not a realistic setup. However it is interesting from a performance perspective to see how
the different approaches deal with a setup that allows for a maximum number of possible
resulting network structures.

Number of

omission distinct
Instance set # vertices segments MoD zones transfer points

District 12 30 4, 9, 13 4, 8 5, 9
Selected lines 12 145 24, 29, 36 22, 28 31, 41
Full network 12 238 27, 37, 48 24, 37 37, 53
Grid d× d , d = 6, . . . , 10 10 d2 4(d− 1), 2(d− 1)d dd/3e2 dd/3e2

Table 4.4.: Omission segment and MoD setups per instance set

An overview of all instances and their characteristics is provided in Table 4.4. A
visualization of the full network for the setup with 27 omission segments, 24 MoD zones,
and 37 transfer points is shown in Figure 4.1.
We make the following assumptions about the input data (a sensitivity analysis for the
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Network vertex (MoD zones
represented by colors)
Transfer point vertex
Fixed edge
Edge on omission segment

Figure 4.1.: Full network instance with MoD zones and omission segments

key parameters is presented in Section 4.5.6): Base demand dkl is given in the LinTim
data, for the induced demand dziI we assume a start level of 15% of the base demand
in the given zone and adjust it based on the transfer point set I. Here, more transfer
points are assumed to increase the level of induced demand.
The costs for the fixed-route network are calculated based on costs of 5e per km

that were derived from the annual report of the corresponding public transport operator.
MoD costs are certainly the most uncertain input as they depend heavily on how this
service is delivered, which service level is aspired etc. As a starting point, we assume 1e
per passenger km and adjust this value based on the demand level in the corresponding
zone, hereby decreasing demand levels increase the MoD costs. Costs of around 1e
per passenger km are in the range of current taxi costs when 2 to 3 passengers are on
board. An interesting benchmark for MoD costs in a driverless setup is given by current
pricing for car sharing, as the costs mainly reflect on providing and managing a fleet of
vehicles in both cases. Car sharing costs are in the range of 30-40e cents per minute in
larger German cities, which should have a significant potential to decrease once pooling
is introduced and systems grow in scale. Fixed costs for MoD are small in the basic setup
as we assume transfer points will be chosen at stops that provide sufficient infrastructure,
and also as vehicle costs can be included in the variable costs. A conservative additional
revenue of 50e cent per additional passenger are assumed considering that the MoD
pricing mechanism is unknown.
In terms of travel times, we assume average travel speeds of 20 km/h for buses, 25 km/h

for MoD vehicles, dwell times of 20 seconds, and access, egress, and waiting times (both
for buses and MoD) of 5 minutes, respectively. The parameter θ indicating the maximum
allowed increase in total travel time has been set to 20%.
The preprocessing reduces the number of OD-pairs to consider and thus the number of

pricing problems to be solved. We present an example of this reduction for the instance
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covering the full network with 27 omission segments, 24 MoD zones, and 37 transfer
points. Treating paths from k to l jointly with paths from l to k reduces the number
of pairs with non-zero demand from 49,449 to 25,359. When factoring out the stable
part of the network, where passengers are always routed through the fixed-route edges
of the network, we have 15,760 OD-pairs and the number of passengers reduces from
405,767 to 204,009. Subsequently, the aggregation step depicted in Section 4.4.1 reduces
the number of OD-pairs to be considered to 3,031, i.e., on average 5 OD-pairs can be
grouped together and their passenger routes determined collectively.

4.5.2. Technical aspects

All computational tests are performed on a standard PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
5930 running at 3.5 GHz with 64 GB of main memory using a single thread. Algorithms
are coded in C++ using CPLEX 12.7 and compiled in release mode with MS Visual
Studio 2015. The time limit for all runs is 1 hour (3600 seconds).
The RMP is initialized with two sets of columns. First, we insert the status-quo paths

through the fixed-route network. Second, we insert the MoD-only paths P kldir for all
(k, l) ∈ OD.
Our key objective in this section is understanding the performance of the two branch-

and-price algorithms (with the weak and strong formulation) and enhanced enumeration
approach. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show computation times and technical characteristics. The
columns have the following meaning:
#Solved tree: Number of instances for which the complete branch-and-bound (B&B)

tree was solved;
#Solved root: number of instances for which the root node (linear relaxation) was solved;
Comp. time: overall computation time;
Subp. time: percentage of the overall computation time spent in the subproblem, i.e.,

pricing time in branch-and price and enumeration time for the enhanced enumeration
approach;

B&B nodes: number of branch-and-bound nodes solved within the time limit;
RMP iter.: number of (partial) pricing iterations;
Columns gener.: number of generated columns;
Columns: number of columns per OD-pair;
Improv. to status quo: Percentage cost reduction compared to the status quo.
All numbers in Table 4.5 starting from column Comp. time are averages over the six

instances considered in the respective row. We omit the instances with 30 vertices, since
nearly all instances are already solved to optimality in the root node. Also, the very
difficult instances with every edge representing an omission segment are not displayed
for the 8× 8 and larger grids as not even the root node was solved in these cases.
As for the algorithmic performance, the enhanced enumeration performs consistently

superior to the branch-and-price approaches on the real-world networks. This is due to
the network structure being similar to a star and therefore allowing for a limited number
of possible paths per OD-pair, see columns per OD-pair in Table 4.5. While the enhanced
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Nb. of # Solved Comp. Subp. B&B RMP Columns Improv. to
vertices Setup Algorithm tree root time time nodes iter. gener. per OD status quo

low nb. enh. enum. 6/6 6/6 30 27% 5.7 1 41571 15.2 9.5%
of transfer BaP+ strong 6/6 6/6 243 75% 5.7 206 13713 5.0 9.5%

145 points BaP+weak 4/6 6/6 2762 66% 526.2 1477 20332 7.4 9.5%

high nb. enh. enum. 4/6 6/6 1817 2% 67.7 1 181640 37.6 10.0%
of transfer BaP+ strong 1/6 3/6 3491 45% 28.7 763 49740 10.5 6.7%
points BaP+weak 0/6 6/6 3600 30% 58.8 931 46926 9.9 n.a.

low nb. enh. enum. 6/6 6/6 78 50% 2.3 1 101519 19.0 3.4%
of transfer BaP+ strong 6/6 6/6 1354 88% 2.3 176 23133 4.4 3.4%

238 points BaP+weak 0/6 6/6 3600 82% 72.7 694 28911 5.6 n.a.

high nb. enh. enum. 4/6 6/6 1302 24% 4.2 1 404122 43.4 3.4%
of transfer BaP+ strong 2/6 2/6 3320 59% 0.3 167 73563 8.2 3.4%
points BaP+weak 0/6 2/6 3600 42% 1.0 321 52317 5.7 n.a.

Table 4.5.: Results for the real-world instances

enumeration approach could not solve the problem to optimality in four cases as well,
the root node is solved even for the hardest instances.
For the grid instances, a reverse behaviour can be observed in Table 4.6. The higher

number of possible paths causes significantly long calculation times. In several cases, the
total number of columns becomes too large for using the MIP solver directly. Conversely,
the column-generation algorithms are faster. For the low number of omission segments,
we can compute average speedup factors of 3.4, 7.1, and 4.1 for the 6×6, 7×7, and 8×8
instances, respectively. For the high number of omission segments the 6 × 6 instance is
even solved 60 times faster than by enhanced enumeration. Finally, the 7 × 7 instance
could be solved to optimality in 16.4 hours by column generation, which would still be
sufficient for a strategic setup, whereas the enumeration could not tackle this instance
any more and did not even finish the enumeration step of all possible paths.
Regarding the two alternative formulations, the tight model is by far superior to the

weaker model, mainly because branching trees are much smaller. The only exception
is the extreme case of the grid network, where each edge represents its own omission
segment, as in this case the two models are equivalent.

4.5.3. Granularity of decision variables

In this section, we analyze and quantify the impact of different decision variable setups
on the resulting network and objective value. This helps address the tradeoff between a
more fine-grained modeling, which should lead to better objective values, and the com-
putational effort to solve the respective models. In this analysis, we look at the enhanced
enumeration results of the experiment conducted in Section 4.5.2 for the real-world net-
works with 30, 145, and 238 vertices, where in each case twelve instances were solved,
see Table 4.4. For each instance, there are one or two other instances that differ in
exactly one aspect, i.e., they have a different number of either omission segments, MoD
zones, or transfer points. Pairs of these neighboring instances are compared to point
out the impact of increasing the modeling granularity. For example, for the full net-
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# Solved Comp. Subp. B&B RMP Columns
Grid Setup Algorithm tree root time time nodes iter. gener. per OD

low nb. enh. enum. yes yes 5.4 58% 1.0 1 37530 59.6
of omission BaP+ strong yes yes 1.6 78% 1.0 19 5845 9.3

6× 6 segments BaP+weak yes yes 3.4 36% 1.0 33 9646 15.3

high number enh. enum. yes yes 420.8 96% 1.0 1 87418 138.8
of omission BaP+ strong yes yes 7.0 61% 1.0 53 9966 15.8
segments BaP+weak yes yes 4.0 34% 1.0 38 10547 16.7

low number enh. enum. yes yes 206 11% 3.0 1 118003 100.3
of omission BaP+ strong yes yes 29 36% 3.0 73 18913 16.1

7× 7 segments BaP+weak yes yes 1964 3% 71.0 723 50275 42.8

high number enh. enum. no no 3600 100% 0.0 1 0 0.0
of omission BaP+ strong no no 3600 2% 0.0 172 42495 36.1
segments BaP+weak no no 3600 0% 0.0 121 40772 34.7

low number enh. enum. yes yes 2224 7% 5.0 1 324276 160.9
8× 8 of omission BaP+ strong yes yes 547 14% 5.0 252 45718 22.7

segments BaP+weak no yes 3600 3% 35.0 517 75607 37.5

low number enh. enum. no no 3600 31% 0.0 1 1074224 331.6
9× 9 of omission BaP+ strong no no 3600 2% 0.0 100 76947 23.7

segments BaP+weak no yes 3600 3% 10.0 241 89476 27.6

low number enh. enum. no no 3600 100% 0.0 1 0 0.0
10× 10 of omission BaP+ strong no no 3600 2% 0.0 51 88601 17.9

segments BaP+weak no yes 3600 4% 3.0 165 102622 20.7

Table 4.6.: Results for the grid instances
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work with 238 vertices, we compare two instances with either 27 and 37 or 37 and 48
omission segments, but otherwise identical characteristics (this gives eight comparisons).
Similarly, regarding the MoD zones (transfer points), there are always six comparisons
between instances having 24 and 37 zones (37 and 53 transfer points), respectively. Ta-
ble 4.7 presents averages for these pairwise comparisons, showing the tradeoff between
a better solution quality (cost savings) and higher computational effort (comp. time) in
comparison to the unique more granular instance.

Instance set Change in objective and comp. time through

more segments more zones more transfer points

Nb. of vertices cost comp. time cost comp. time cost comp. time

30 −65.4% +217 % −0.8 % +19 % −3.1 % +860 %
145 ±0.0 % +194% −2.0 % +99 % −1.3 % +7 679 %
238 ±0.0 % +201 % −2.9 % +18 % ±0.0 % +428 %

Table 4.7.: Impact of an increasing the modeling granularity on objective value and
computation time

We observe that the transfer point setup has the highest impact on computation times,
while only leading to smaller improvements in the objective value, in particular for the
larger-scale instances. Accordingly, we recommend to reduce the number of pre-selected
transfer points if computation times are too high. Moreover, a sequential approach could
be applied, where first the model is rerun with an increased number of possible transfer
points for the zones for which MoD has been offered. In a second step, these zones could
be analyzed separately.
The prominent 65.4% of improvement for the instances with 30 vertices is due to low

demand of these instances, so that the optimal solution comprises no fixed-route network
at all. Therefore, the first segment setup that still includes certain fixed-route segments
is noticeably more expensive. Thus, when modeling smaller networks with lower demand
levels, e.g., when analyzing the local transport network within a district, it is advisable
to allow all edges to be removed. This solution is purely based on MoD and could be the
most beneficial one.
When concentrating on the larger-scale instances, the number of omission segments

shows similar behavior as the transfer points, albeit the impact on computation times is
much smaller. Finally, modeling smaller zones yields good results in terms of improve-
ment and a reasonable increase in the computation times. We can thus recommend to
use very fine-grained zones as long as this is still reasonable from an implementation
perspective.

4.5.4. Interpretation of results

For the following series of experiments, we choose the full network depicted in Figure 4.1
with the same setup with respect to zones, omission segments, and transfer points. The
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base demand has been reduced slightly by a factor of 0.7, because this setup provides a
couple of interesting insights on the variety of passenger routes. This setup is our base
scenario also used for the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.5.6.

Transfer point inside MoD zone
Transfer point outside MoD zone
Vertex in MoD zone
Other vertex
Included segment
Omitted segment

Figure 4.2.: Solution of full network instance with reduced base demand

The optimal solution for the base scenario is shown in Figure 4.2. Overall, 19 of the 27
omission segments are still included in the fixed network, ten zones are chosen for MoD
operations, and nine distinct transfer points are selected, two of which serve two zones
simultaneously.

Transfer point inside MoD zone
Vertex in MoD zone
Other vertex
Included segment
Omitted segment
MoD leg to/from transfer point
Direct MoD leg

3

6

1

2

5

4

Figure 4.3.: Selected passenger flows for full network instance with reduced base de-
mand

Figure 4.3 shows a magnification of the western part of the city, visualizing some
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passenger routes of the optimal solution. As it is not possible to show all passenger routes
at the same time, we present four selected MoD legs for a zone (the yellow vertices in the
figure) with two distinct transfer points 2 and 4. It can be seen that passengers from the
same origin or destination may use different transfer points depending on the other end
of their journey, e.g., some passengers starting at vertex 3 use transfer point 2, others
use transfer point 4. Also, vertex 6 uses MoD even though it is still connected to the
remaining network. These MoD legs are used for connections to the vertices in the upper
left of the graph, where the original connection edge (1, 5) in the public transport is
omitted. Furthermore, a direct MoD connection has become necessary to travel between
vertex 1 and vertex 3. These vertices were originally connected via a (convenient) route
with just four stops. This cannot be adequately replaced by routes using the two MoD
transfer points with the allowed increase of travel time (here θ = 20 %). Therefore, direct
MoD is chosen by the model even though the costs are higher than the MoD costs for
access and egress legs due to the decreased consolidation potential.

4.5.5. Impact of MoD penetration

In the following experiments, we focus on the passenger perspective to gain insights into
the service level depending on the level of MoD penetration. Since the costs of providing
MoD significantly impact the amount of passengers using MoD, we analyze characteristics
of optimal solutions for different MoD base costs. Figure 4.4 shows the costs, the total
travel time (including access an egress), and the share of passengers using MoD for at
least one leg of their journey.
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Figure 4.4.: Impact of MoD costs on costs and travel times

We observe that a higher MoD penetration enables both reduced system costs as well
as lower overall travel times. For MoD costs of 0.50e per passenger km, 34.3% of all
passengers use MoD, the average travel time is reduced by approximately 3%, and total
costs go down to 86% of the status quo. On the contrary, high MoD base costs of 1.50e
per passenger km almost eliminate the share of MoD trips (1.6%), making the solution
very similar to the status quo (in line with this, total costs reach 99.6%). Accordingly,
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Figure 4.5.: Distribution of travel times broken down by modal split

for MoD base costs between 1.00e and 1.50e per passenger km, the total costs and
average travel time increase only marginally.

Distribution of travel times and modal split Another interesting analysis focuses
on the distribution of the travel times under different levels of MoD penetration. We
distinguish three selected scenarios for low, standard, and high MoD base costs of 0.50e,
1.00e, and 1.50e, respectively. Note that these scenarios correspond to the smallest,
average, and largest values on the abscissae of Figure 4.4. The height of the stacked bars
in the three Figures 4.5a–4.5c show the respective distribution of a passenger’s total travel
time, which varies between less than 5 minutes (very rarely) and more than 60 minutes.
The comparison of the three figures reveals that the overall distribution of the total

travel times is only moderately impacted by the MoD base cost. This is in line with
Figure 4.4 showing that also the average total travel times remain stable, varying very
moderately in a tight interval between 34.3 minutes and 35.2 minutes. The most significat
change is for passengers that have long rides over 60 minutes: for the low MoD base costs
of 0.50e, approximately, 0.7% belong to the long riders, while for high MoD base costs
of 1.50e the number of passengers doubles (1.5%). It means that intermodal MoD trips
can provide attrative alternatives to otherwise very long trips in the fixed public bus
network.
Looking at the modal split (walking, MoD, fixed network), one can see that actual

percentages of MoD travel times are very small, which can be explained by two reasons.
First, the majority of passengers travels completely without MoD so that times for walk-
ing and traveling in the fixed network become predominant in the average. Only for the
low MoD base costs the share of trips with MoD is significant (34.8%). Second, MoD
rides are more direct and quicker compared to rides in the fixed public bus network due
to the smaller number of stops. Hence, they consume a relatively small absolute time
of the total travel time only. The share of the overall travel time spent for MoD varies
between 0.2% (high MoD cost) and 6.7% (low MoD cost).
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Figure 4.6.: Distribution of change in total travel time (in percent) for passengers using
MoD

Change in total travel times for passengers using MoD Since the share of MoD
trips is small, it is also interesting to analyze the group of passengers using at least one
MoD leg separately. For this group, Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of changes in the
overall travel time. Again, we consider the three selected scenarios of a low, standard,
and high MoD base cost.
In the standard scenario (Figure 4.6b), about two thirds of passengers either have an

identical travel time or travel time savings of up to 5%. Only 16% of the passengers with
an MoD leg (1.7% of all passengers) need to accept an increase in their overall travel
time, for the majority of them this increase is below 5%. Overall, the service level of the
system has improved even though detours of up to 20% in travel time were allowed.
In comparison, the scenario with a low MoD base cost (shown in Figure 4.6a) drastically

reduces the total travel time for nearly all MoD users. As the scenrio with a high MoD
base cost (depicted in Figure 4.6c) is very close to the status quo, there is almost no
change in total travel times: only 10% of the passengers using MoD (recall that the
share is 1.6% only, see Figure 4.4) benefit from a total travel time reduction of 5% to
10%.

4.5.6. Sensitivities

The final set of experiments investigates the sensitivity with respect to the main parame-
ters, i.e., changes in base demand (by scaling the standard demand by a factor), induced
demand levels, MoD costs, and the parameter θ.
The impact on objective value, i.e., costs relative to the status quo, the number of

selected segments, MoD zones, and the total number of transfer points in an optimal
solution of our model can be seen in Figures 4.7a–4.7d. An expected trend can be
observed in all four experiments: The number of non-omitted segments behaves contrarily
to the number of selected MoD zones and transfer points. Hence, the results provide
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insights into the overall tradeoff between offering fixed-route and MoD services.
Figure 4.7a shows the potential of MoD to reduce system costs when demand decreases.

In contrast, the main cost reduction possibility for a classical fixed network is increasing
headways and thereby making the system less attractive. Additionally, it is worth noting
that costs improve again slightly for higher base demand factors due to the increased
induced demand.
The sensitivity with respect to induced demand in Figure 4.7b shows alternating be-

havior regarding segments, zones, and transfer points. The reason is that there exist
multiple solutions of very similar quality, because additional induced demand creates
both additional costs and revenues.
In Figure 4.7c, we observe the expected strong impact of MoD costs on total costs.

This result underlines the necessity to obtain a good understanding of the planned MoD
system before employing a strategic model like the one we present.
Finally, increasing the parameter θ has the expected impact of reducing costs and

allowing for more MoD zones and transfer points as displayed in Figure 4.7d.

4.6. Conclusion and outlook

We have presented a strategic network planning optimization model for buses that allows
for intermodal trips with MoD as a first or last leg. The model captures important aspects
such as dynamic demand and passenger routing, and is the first model in the literature
covering all these aspects. Branch-and-price algorithms and an enhanced enumeration
approach have been developed able to solve realistic instances to optimality in reasonable
computation times.
Considering this is an early step for the integrated planning of intermodal networks

including MoD, further research is necessary with respect to multiple modeling and al-
gorithmic aspects. The model objective can be extended to explicitly cover the impact
on travel times and consider the cost-service tradeoff. Furthermore, MoD-related aspects
can be modeled with a higher level of detail, e.g., a linking with more sophisticated de-
mand models that determine the induced demand on an OD-level. This could improve
applicability in rural areas, where current long and inflexible travel times deter the ma-
jority of people from using public transportation and where there is high potential for
induced demand as a consequence. Also, the costs for the MoD trips could be based
more explicitly on demand density instead of preprocessed demand levels as used in this
paper. As for the fixed-route network, frequencies could be included to better model the
total system costs, in particular in the case of binding capacity restrictions.
Obviously, including these aspects brings challenges for the solvability of the model:

Path-specific demand dklP would require a different realization of the pricing networks,
where the MoD cost contribution is independent of the path. In addition, a more detailed
modeling of demand density creates additional indices for the variable feeding costs cki

reflecting the demand level of the zone etc.
Regarding refined solution approaches, hybrid exact algorithms could be based on the

combination of the presented branch-and-price and enumeration algorithms. One may
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Figure 4.7.: Sensitivity analysis
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first check whether an enhanced enumeration is feasible and otherwise apply the branch-
and-price approach. Alternatively, one may treat some selected OD-pairs with many
potential paths via pricing and others with the enumeration approach. On the heuristic
side, it could be beneficial to first prioritize, e.g., the largest 20 to 30% of OD-pairs that
typically represent some 60 to 80% of the total demand, and to determine the network
setup based on these. In a second step, the remaining OD-pairs could then be added and
further MoD connections supplemented in case the travel time constraint is violated.
We believe that the integration of MoD and public transport will stay a focal topic

taken up by public authorities, transport as well as technology companies, and users.
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Appendix

4.A. Further literature

The potential impact of MoD systems

Over the past few years, multiple prominent studies documenting the current and ex-
pected future rise of MoD solutions have been published. A few examples of the publish-
ers are intergovernmental organizations and national associations like the International
Transport Forum (ITF, Martínez, 2015) and VDV (2015) as well as leading universities,
e.g., the MIT and Stanford (Alonso-Mora et al., 2017; Mitchell, 2008; Pavone, 2016).
The ITF report, which focuses on a theoretical case study in Lisbon, has been widely
discussed. The authors conduct a simulation based on real trip data and analyze the
effects of introducing a fleet of self-driving vehicles on a city-wide level, once as a ride
sharing system and once as a car sharing system where passengers use the same cars
sequentially. These services are assumed to replace the trips currently undertaken by
private car and by bus, and in one extreme scenario even today’s metro trips. While this
is a multimodal setup, no intermodality is considered and each trip is realized with a
single mode. The outcome shows that a ride-sharing system could satisfy current demand
with only 10.4% of today’s car fleet. This number would only rise to 12.8% when also
replacing the metro (for a car sharing system the numbers are 16.8% without replacing
and 22.8% with replacing the metro, respectively). Furthermore, this could be achieved
while reducing average waiting and travel times significantly.
The Association of German Transport Companies (VDV) also sees the pressure on

classical public transport rising due to the additional competition by these new offers
(VDV, 2015). They recommend that the public transport industry acts quickly while
leveraging public transport’s core competency to aggregate high numbers of passengers
for affordable prices.
Alonso-Mora et al. (2017) look at a similar experiment in New York and provide a

mathematical model that designs the vehicle routes while still solving real-world in-
stances. The findings, both in terms of the reduced number of vehicles required and the
resulting waiting time, support those of the ITF report. Mitchell (2008) focuses more
on the conceptual side and depicts a differentiated MoD concept based on a variety of
vehicle types and focuses on MoD as a first or last-mile solution, i.e., on an intermodal
context. Finally, Pavone (2016) analyzes a full and autonomous MoD solution, however
mentions MoD as a last mile solution as a direction for future research.
In short, these studies show that MoD—in particular when combined with autonomous

vehicles—has the potential to turn the urban mobility landscape upside down. This
underlines the necessity for public transport operators to actively shape the process of
integrating MoD and public transport systems to maintain relevance.

Operational modeling of mobility on demand

Wang and Odoni (2016) focus on the last-mile problem where passengers travel from a
public transport stop or station to the final destination. However, the public transport
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network itself is not in scope of their study. Instead, they derive analytical expressions
for the expected waiting time until boarding and expected riding times and evaluate
them against a simulation approach, in the first step for the unit-capacity case, i.e., one
passenger per vehicle, and in the second step for vehicle capacities up to 20. The main
independent variables considered are the headway of the public transport service, the
batch size of customers alighting from the train or bus, the average distance passengers
travel to their final destination, the fleet size of the last-mile service, as well as additional
statistical parameters. The computational studies show how expected waiting times rise
when the utilization of the service increases. These insights can be used to determine an
appropriate MoD fleet size to achieve a desired service level.
A similar setup for a stand-alone MoD service is analyzed by Diana et al. (2006) where

the fleet size is analytically estimated based on service level requirements. The key inputs
are the distribution of demand as well as time windows for the passengers. The output is
then compared to a simulation model in order to validate the analytical expressions. The
computational study shows how the number of required vehicles increases with a growing
number of requests and for smaller time windows. Additionally, it can be observed from
(Diana et al., 2006, Table 1 in Section 5.3) that the number of vehicles per request
actually decreases with a growing number of requests due to better utilization, which
supports our approach of carefully reflecting on utilization aspects in a strategic model.
Another modeling approach for a stand-alone MoD service can be found in (Martínez

et al., 2015). Passengers with close origins and destinations are clustered in a first op-
timization step and assigned to vehicle routes in a second step. The last step is the
maximization of the operational profit under the condition that passenger requirements
on travel duration and arrival time are respected. This process also permits the deter-
mination of a suitable fleet size.
Archetti et al. (2017) present a simulation study to assess the performance of an MoD

system in terms of costs, service quality, and travel time depending on demand density.
Standard buses and private cars are available as alternatives and the authors simulate
the mode choice of users in their approach.
The classical approach to optimize the routing of demand responsive services is focused

on solving the Dial-a-Ride Problem (DARP). Surveys on the DARP are presented in
(Cordeau and Laporte, 2007) for literature up to 2007 and in (Ho et al., 2018) for more
recent works.



Chapter 5.

Conclusion

The overall objective of this thesis was to make mathematical optimization applicable to
more problems of immediate practical relevance for the integrated strategic and tactical
planning of public transport bus systems. We have identified two current application
areas for public transport bus systems and have developed new integrated models for
them. To solve real-world instances in attractive computation times, tailored solution
algorithms have been developed and we presented practical insights derived from selected
model outputs.
Two application areas have been chosen that require innovative modeling approaches

with a high level of integration. For the first application of integrated line planning for
inter-city bus networks, we have motivated the importance of schedule-based modeling.
The two integrated schedule-based models presented in Chapters 2 and 3 represent pre-
scriptive decision support. So far, schedule-based approaches could be found primarily on
a predictive level. Overall, these models comprise aspects of demand modeling, network
design, line planning, and timetabling. The second application area of integrating MoD
systems with fixed-route public bus systems required strategic models that already incor-
porate operational characteristics of the MoD system. Thus, the key modeling contribu-
tion of Chapter 4 is twofold with respect to integration: First, the complex cost dynamics
of MoD systems are translated into a logic that is compatible with mixed-integer linear
programs and thus allows for integration along the standard planning process. Second,
an integrated network comprising two modes is designed, which are typically planned
and operated separately.
On the algorithmic side, there was a need in all cases to develop tailored solution

algorithms. Chapter 2 comprises a branch-and-cut solution algorithm that improves the
computation times compared to directly solving the model with a solver such as CPLEX.
Due to the increased model size for the simultaneous optimization of multiple timetabled
services in Chapter 3, a metaheuristic approach was necessary to obtain good results.
Indeed, real-world instances could not be solved when directly using a solver. The setup
of integrated MoD and fixed-route bus networks in Chapter 4 necessitated modeling
passenger routes explicitly. Therefore a path-based formulation has been chosen, which
motivated the design of a branch-and-price algorithm. For both applications areas, real-
world instances could be solved to optimality or in good quality in attractive computation
time.
Furthermore, insights of practical relevance could be generated in all cases. In par-

ticular, we could show in Chapters 2 and 3 how the modeling scope of schedule-based
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modeling, dynamic demand, and explicit considerations of interdependencies between
different timetabled services impacts the structure of solutions compared to conventional
approaches. In Chapter 4, we observed that the optimal solutions of the instances based
on real-world data can indeed be different to the current fixed-route network. We also
gained initial insights on how a lower cost structure (e.g., through the employment of
autonomous vehicle fleets) would impact the solutions.
Altogether, we have seen that integrated approaches are necessary to further progress

the research and application of strategic and tactical planning of public transport systems.
As expected, these lead to new and complicated setups, that require innovation, both
from a modeling and from an algorithmic perspective. In addition to the contributions
of this thesis, areas of further research were identified and discussed in more detail in the
respective outlook section of each chapter. While the results for a specific application
clearly depend on the respective input data and problem characteristics, researchers and
practitioners working on similar problems can build on the modeling and algorithmic
approaches we presented in this thesis. We are confident that new and potentially even
more integrated models will be developed in the future to write the next chapter of the
successful collaboration of academia and practice on the planning of public transport
systems.
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